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U PREFACE UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

U The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) Joint Project Plan. This 1994 UAV Master Plan is the sixth submis-
Office was officially established in response to Con- sion to Congress. It provides the acquisition and tech-
gressional direction by a charter signed by the Director nology strategies, management, and program plans for
of Defense Research and Engineering on 16 October nonlethal UAVs. Lethal UAVs are addressed in the
1989. It is the single Department of Defense organiza- classified Department of Defense Standoff WeaponsU tion charged with management responsibility for UAVs. Master Plan.
The United States Navy was designated as the Execu-
tive Service for nonlethal UAV programs, and the UAV This Master Plan is structured into three parts: an
project was assigned to what is now the Program Execu- Executive Summary, a main body of 10 sections provid-
tive Officer for Cruise Missiles Project and Unmanned ing extensive detail, and an appendix of supporting
Aerial Vehicles Joint Project and staffed by officers material including discussions of dual uses of UAVs
from all Services. Congress also directed that the and UAV civil airspace management issues.5 Department of Defense submit an annual UAV Master
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

I 1993 IN RETROSPECT to develop employment concepts at low cost

I 1993 was an eventful year for the Unmanned Aerial The Maritime Vertical Takeoff and Landing
Vehicles (UAV)* Joint Project Office (JPO). The UAV UAV System (MAVUS II) demonstration pro-
joint management concept is paying dividends. Many gram completed tether testing and land based

significant accomplishments occurred in 1993, includ- testing in preparation for an at-sea demonstra-

ing: tion aboard the USS Vandegrift (FFG-:48) now
underway

0 The Short Range (SR) UAV was approved for
limited production by the Defense Acquisition Initial flight testing was completed with the Tilt
Board (DAB) Rotor UAV System (TRUS), a Congression-

ally directed vertical take off and landing3 The first production contract for SR was (VTOL) UAV technology demonstration
awarded. SR replaces Pioneer as it is phased
out of the inventory An over-arching, generic engineering specifi-

cation for development, called the UAV
* Pioneer installations were completed in two Capstone Specification, was completed

landing platform-dock (LPD) class ships
SInternational data exchange agreements were

- Pioneer completed successful deployments in executed with Israel, Germany, and the Nether-
Somalia and Bosnia aboard the LPDs and re- lands
"ceived praise from operational commanders in

. both theaters of operation 0 On the Government management side, the pre-
viously separate Short and Close Range (CR)

0 Began deliveries of Pioneer air vehicles to Project Offices were merged and streamlined
replace those lost in Desert Storm, permitting into a new single office called the Joint Tactical
recovery of inventory (JT) Project Office with responsibility for the

Hunter UAV (previously known as SR), the
* A readiness improvement program for Pioneer Shipboard Variant of Hunter, the Maneuver

was initiated to sustain its assets through the Variant UAV (previously known as CR), and
decade all related ground support equipment. Numer-

ous other accomplishments and details of those
A successful demonstration of the SR UAV described above are contained in Sections 2
aboard the USS Essex, a landing helicopter- through 9.
dock (LHD) class ship, was completed in De-
cember. Plans are now underway for acceler- The responsibilities of the UAV JPO grew in 1993. We
ated fielding of this capability as the eventual were given the management responsibility for the Me-
replacement for Pioneer dium Altitude Endurance (MAE) UAV advanced con-

cept and technology demonstration (ACTD) program.
The low cost Pointer Hand Launched and Additionally, discussions were underway at the end of
EXDRONE UAVs participated in numerous the year for the UAV JPO to have a significant role in the
demonstrations, exercises, and evaluations. Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) lead pro-
Such activities provide field users initial, hands- gram for a High Altitude Endurance (HAE) UAV.
on experience with UAVs and the opportunity However, our progress did not prevent the UAV JPO

* Acronyms are defined when first used in the text. Appendix G defines acronyms used more than once in the text.

Additionally, the inside cover of each Section defines most acronyms used in that Section.

ES - 1
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from coming under criticism in the fiscal year 1994 * Execute a readiness improvement program for I
(FY94) Senate Armed Services Committee Report Pioneer and integrate Pioneer on additional
largely for lack of progress in fielding systems. The LPD-class ships
primary purpose of this year's Master Plan is to let I
everyone know that "we got the message." This Master 0 Award the prime contract and payload contract
Plan will address the Congressional concerns and em- for the MAE. (Note: the contracts have been
phasize management initiatives that: awarded). Deliver three air vehicles and one

ground control station (GCS)
"* Intimately involve the military user

In conjunction with ARPA, the program man-
"• Reduce fielding risks of UAV systems ager, develop and initiate the acquisition strat-

egy for the HAE
"• Explain more clearly implementation of UAV

system commonality and interoperability (C&I). * Complete the Concept Evaluation Program
(CEP). Continue demonstrations with military

The Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office (DARO) and non-military users of the Pointer Hand
UAV Program Plan has preceded the publication of this Launched UAV
UAV Master Plan. DARO is the new organization
within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) * Procure and field two EXDRONE systems for
charged with oversight responsibility for all tactical operational use
airborne reconnaissance, manned and unmanned. The
DARO UAV Program Plan presents UAVs in this more * Complete the at-sea operational demonstration
global framework, while the UAV JPO Master Plan is of MAVUS II
more focused on our plan to address user, fielding, and Ce
C&I issues. The management relationships between Complete the TRUS technical flight demon-
DARO and the UAV JPO are discussed in Section 1, strations and initiate additional demonstrations

Management. as part of the Vertical Launch and Recovery
(VLAR) program

1994 OBJECTIVES 0 Execute demonstrations of new UAV payloads 3
on Pioneer and the Hunter UAVs.

Building on our 1993 accomplishments, the major ob- Ajectves f te UA JPOin 994 re:Additional objectives are addressed in Sections2
jectives of the UAV JPO in 1994 are: through 9.

"* Implement a Maturation and Operational Risk
Reduction (MORR) phase for Hunter LA

"* Continue a Block II upgrade for heavy fuel
engine (HFE) development and integration for The UAV JPO's long range (1995-1999) planning ob-

the Hunter UAV jectives are summarized below. Future budgets based
on these objectives must be part of the yearly Presiden-

" Procure as government furnished equipment tial Budget Submit, and must be authorized and appro-
(GFE), integrate, and test a common automatic priated by Congress.
recovery system (CARS) for the Hunter UAV
and its Shipboard Variant * Fully field the JT UAV System 3

" Procure the common and downsized hard- * Complete testing and integration of a CARS
ware for the Maneuver Variant capability for the JT UAV System

ES - 2
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3 Complete HFE and other block upgrades in the addressed in the last subsection is a UAV family con-
JT UAV System cept with the JT UAV Program as the baseline and

centerpiece. Figure ES-1 illustrates this concept (see
Procure the Maneuver Variant air vehicle and next page). The top bar identifies the categories of
complete the integration efforts based on an mission needs in terms of distances from the forward
approved joint operational requirements docu- line of own troops (FLOT) or own force position in3 ment (JORD) naval terms. See Appendix A for a detailed discussion

of mission needs. The middle bar identifies the UAV air
0 Complete the program and field a limited MAE vehicles that will address the mission needs. The JT

capability UAV Program includes the Hunter, Shipboard Variant,
and Maneuver Variant air vehicles that address the CR

0 Execute the acquisition strategy for a HAE and SR mission needs. Just as important, this baseline
capability program maximizes commonality among subsystems:

Use the low cost Pointer Hand Launched and payloads, launch and recovery, data links, mission
EE *s Use therlostpoit nd tolaunched aili- planning and control, and logistics. Additionally, en-

IIStary user needs for demonstrations, training, drnearvhce ilepo hs omnsb

and fielding, and to foster the dual use aspects systems as they mature. The lower bar identifies opera-

of UAVs with paramilitary and civilian organi- tional and technical demonstrations that provide growth

zations potential and satisfy special needs. Low cost UAVs
provide users the opportunity to get hands-on UAV

0 Complete and verify all the joint integration experience and exploit concept development. In some

interfaces (JIIs) and UAV family architecture cases they can satisfy special needs for expendable or
"scout" UAV capabilities. VTOL UAVs address both

"* Execute a program of enhanced payload dem- naval and land forces' desires for UAVs that have
onstrations that satisfy user needs minimal launch and recovery space needs. The MAE

and HAE provide the basis for satisfying endurance airI Use the Joint Technology Center/ Systems In- vehicle requirements.
tegration Laboratory (JTC/SIL) to support ex-
panded use of UAV simulation and modeling,
payload integration, and verification of opera- USER INVOLVEMENT
tional and production improvements

It is imperative that the user be "onboard" and fully
* Stimulate and demonstrate technology for UAV supportive of the UAV family concept. To achieve this,

collision avoidance; wing deicing; small, heavy the UAV JPO maintains intimate involvement with the
fuel auxiliary power units (APUs); advanced user community throughout the acquisition life cycle of

SVTOL concepts; and other improvements UAVs. In this role the UAV JPO provides:

* Field a common UAV training simulator de- Analysis, advice, and recommendations that
vice capability assist in the development of operational re-

quirements documents (ORDs) and concepts
0 Exploit international and dual uses of air ve- of operations (CONOPS)

hicles, payloads, and UAV technologies for the
benefit of the US industrial base. Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) UAV sys-

tems for demonstrations and exercises that per-
mit the user to develop CONOPS and deter-

UAV FAMILY CONCEPT mine minimum levels of required performance

The foundation to achieving the management initiatives • Opportunities for early user involvement and

E
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HL = Hand Launched VLAR = Vertical Launch and Recovery

I
Figure ES-1 UAV Family Concept
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Ifeedback prior to and during developmental to reduce the risk associated with IOTE, shorten the
testing (DT) IOTE and address Congressional concerns. The addi-

tion of this phase causes a slight delay in Milestone III
Support during user operational testing (OT) but maintains an event driven Hunter acquisition strat-

egy.
"• Development of training concepts and training

for fielding new systems The system maturation will expand the development

test data and evalutation while providing higher reli-
"• Full logistics support for fielded systems. ability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) confi-

dence through increased operating hours. This will
Section 2 provides details of UAV JPO involvement allow for verification of the logistics support system and
with US Army (USA), US Navy (USN), and US Marine improvements in the man-machine compatibility. The
Corps (USMC) users. Examples include: operational effectiveness will be enhanced by allowing

the user to refine the warfighting doctrine and verifying
iEnhance operational effectiveness by explor- the adequacy of the force structure. During this phase

Sing tactics, techniques, and procedures prior to the command and control interfaces will also be proved

actual fielding of the Hunter UAV to tactical

units out. IOT&E currently contains testing in an alternate
environment. This requirement may be able to be

Development of a Joint Training Facility for satisfied by a field exercise in an alternate environment

use in training USA, USN, and USMC opera- during the MORR phase which would shorten IOT&E.
tion and maintenance personnelSa tThe addition of the MORR phase also addresses Con-
Conduct of a shipboard demonstration with the gressional concerns such as testing in an unrealistic

USN to verify the feasibility of operating a environment and the system acquisition being schedule3 Hunter UAV from an LHD-class ship at sea driven.

Use of prototyping and demonstrations with The Maneuver Variant of the JT UAV Program will be
multiple users during MAE UAV system de- fielded in FY97. Since the JT UAV Program is the
velopment to evaluate new technologies and baseline for the family of UAVs, the Maneuver Variant
CONOPS uses the majority of the hardware and software devel-

oped for the Hunter UAV. Since only the air vehicle and
Use of the EXDRONE system to refine and some downsized hardware has to be developed for the
validate the Maneuver Variant requirements, Maneuver Variant, this strategy has eliminated the need
as well as to develop UAV command and for a separately managed and developed program. The
control procedures, airspace coordination, and Maneuver Variant UAV is a product improvement or
unit standard operating procedures block upgrade of the JT UAV System.

PitrHnLanhdUV The MAE UVitobfileasan AiD i 1996.n
* Encouragement of a COTS acquisition strat-

egy with the Pointer Hand Launched UAV ThMA AistbeflddaanA Din19.I

system in order to support rapid fielding in the early January 1994, General Atomics, San Diego, CA

event of a formal requirement, as well as direct was selected as the prime contractor for this effort

customer feedback to the contractor. within 40 days of program authorization. The system
provides 24-hour on-station capability at over 500 miles

from the launch point with nonline-of-sight capability3 FIELDING through a satellite link. In 30 months, 10 air vehicles and
3 GCSs will be fielded with both electro-optical (EO)/

A MORR phase has been added to the Hunter Program forward-looking infrared (FLIR) and synthetic aperture

ES - 5
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Iradar (SAR) payload sensor capabilities. Section 3 dressed previously the UAV JPO operates and executes
provides detailed discussions of UAV programs and programs within the framework of strategy elements3 demonstrations, described below:

Assure that Service and Unified Command
COMMONALITY AND INTEROP•ERABILiTY operational requirements are joint, identical

U C&I is an engineering management process employed where possible, and harmonized to the maxi-

by the UAV JPO to field a family of UAV systems that mum extent if they cannot be identical

are as identical as possible and can seamlessly operate
with other appropriate elements of the joint and allied • Involve the Services' users early and continu-
battleforce architecture. It is a process that, on one hand, ously in a program's life

must be opportunistic and flexible in nature to achieve
commonality both now and with future technology and, a Provide the Services demonstrator UAVs and

on the other hand, rigorous and disciplined to achieve UAV technologies to gain hands-on opera-
interoperability within the family of UAVs and with a tional experience. This experience is essential
myriad of other battleforce systems. for developing CONOPS and minimum levels

of required performance
The fundamental building blocks of the C&I process3 are: * Employ competition at the system and sub-

* A hardware and software system foundation system level

based on the JT UAV system * Procure COTS and government-off-the-shelf

* A standard and open system architecture that (GOTS) technologies and components for ini-

facilitates hardware and software changes across tial systems

interface boundaries
ir* Be the catalyst and driving force to achieve

0 A top level system engineering structure em- commonality and joint Service and allied ac-

bodied in the UAV Capstone Specification ceptance among UAV system hardware and
software, testing, training, and logistics sup-

0 A set of interface parameters, called Jlls, that port
provide disciplined control of system bound-
aries • Improve fielded UAVs through incrementalU technology upgrades of subsystems

* A structured laboratory environment, the JTC/

SIL, where simulation and engineering tools • Use risk reducing demonstrations of new UAV
can be employed to test, verify, modify, and technology to speed the introduction of im-
expand hardware and software elements of the provements
UAV family and related systems.

Figure ES-2 illustrates the C&I building blocks, while • Stimulate exploratory and advance technology

Section 4 provides a detailed discussion and many development that has the potential to enhanceE additional illustrations of how the C&I process is imple- future UAV performance and affordability

mented.
0 Maintain control of system and subsystem hard-

ware and software interfaces so that
STRATEGIES EMPLOYED interoperability can be achieved within the

family of UAVs and with other elements of US

In order to implement the management initiatives ad- and allied battleforce architecture

ES - 7
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77,
Assure that Service and Unified Command operational Joint Tactical UAV Program,
requirements are joint, identical where possible, and Medium Altitude Endurance (MAE), 2,3a
harmonized to the maximum extent if they cannot be High Altitude Endurance (HAE)m
identicalU

Involve the Services' users early and Joint Tactical UAV Program, MAE,
continuo)usly in a program's life HAE, Pointer Hand Launched, EXDRONE 2

II

Provide the Services demonstrator UAVs and Pioneer, Pointer Hand Launched, EXDRONE,
UAV technologies to gain hands-on operational Maritime VTOL UAV System (MAVUS) 11,
experience. This experience is essential for Payloads 2, 3, 5
developing concept of operations (CONOPS)
and minimum levels of required performance1

IN

Employ competition at the system Joint Tactical UAV Program, MAE, Tilt Rotor
and subsystem level UAV System (TRUS), Vertical Launch and

Recovery (VLAR) System, Heavy Fuel Engine 3, 5
(HFE)

Procure commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), and Joint Tactical UAV Program,
govern ment-off-the-sh elf (GETS) technologies Pointer Hand Launched, MAE, VLAR,

and components for initial systems Payloads 3,5

m

Be the catalyst and driving force to achieve Joint Tactical UAV Program, HFE,
commonality and joint Service and allied acceptance Common Automatic Recovery System (CARS),

among UAV system hardware and software, testing, Modular Integrated Avionics Group (MIAG), 3, 5
training and logistics support Common Data Link

Improve fielded UAVs through incremental Pioneer, Joint Tactical UAV Program
technology upgrades of subsystems3

Use risk reducing demonstrations of new Shipboard Variant, TRUS,UAV technology to speed the introduction Pointer Hand Launched, VLAR, MAVUS

of improvements S

Stimulate exploratory and advanced technology Joint Technology Center/Systems Integrationdevelopment that has the potential to enhance Laboratory (JTC/SIL), UAV Payload Demonstrations 4, 5, 6
future UAV performance and affordability

Maintain control of system and subsystem hardware i

be achieved within the family of UAVs and with other _ (JIls), JTC/SIL, Data Exchange Agreements (DEAs) 4 ,n otaeitrae ota neoeaiiycnCptn pcfctoJitItgainItrae

elements of United States (US) and allied battleforce4,9
architecture

Employ modeling and simulation to develop CONOPS Pointer Hand Launched Training Simulator,
and initial technical specifications and to reduce testing Survivability/Vulnerability Information Analysis3, 67
and training costs Center (SURVIAC), Training Simulator 3 ,6

Develop and execute a coherent international DEAs, Scientist and Engineer Exchange
UAV program that encourages allied partnerships Programs, international cooperation,9
and sharing of technology demonstrations, and standardization efforts

Foster dual-use civil and commercial applications Pioneer, Pointer Hand Launched, HFE, 3
of UAVs to achieve cost savings and strengthen Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Appndx5

the US industrial base

Table ES-1 Strategy Elements Guide

ES - 8m
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5• Employ modeling and simulation to develop PL

CONOPS and initial technical specifications, D EM "NSTATION3 and to reduce testing and training costs JOINT TACTICAL UAV PROGRAM

• Develop and execute a coherent international Hunter 4th Quarter 1994 32 Systems

UAV program that encourages allied partner- Maneuver Variant 3rd Quarter 1997 100 Systems

ships sharing technology Shipboard Variant 2nd Quarter 1997 18 Systems

• Foster dual-use civil and commercial applica- Pioneer USN (2) 6 Systems Fielded
tions of UAVs to achieve cost savings and USA (1) 3 Support Systems

strengthen the US industrial base. USMC (3)

MAE ACTO 10 Air Vehicles
Table ES-1 ties the framework of strategy elements to 3 G cSs
specific examples and to detailed discussions provided
in the main body of this Master Plan. Pointer Hand Operational 8 Systems

Launched Demonstration

EXDRONE Operational 5 Systems

SYSTEM FIELDING AND QUANTITIES Demonstration

MAVUS I&ll Operational 1 System

Table ES-2 provides fielding and system quantity infor- Demonstration

mation for each program and demonstration. TRUS Technical 2 Air Vehicles
Demonstration

VLAR Technical TBD
Demonstration

MASTER SCHEDULE 
Demostrtio

U Figure ES-3 (on page ES- 10) provides the Master Sched-
ule for UAV programs and demonstrations. Table ES-2 Fielding and System Quantities

I
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ACTD = Advanced Concept and Technology Demonstration MS = Milestone
CEP = Concept Evaluation Program R&D = Research and DevelopmentI
DEV/INT = Develop/Integrate RFP = Request for Proposal
LHD = Landing Helicopter-Dock TRUS = Tilt Rotor UAV System
LPD = Landing Platform-Dock VLAR = Vertical Launch and Recovery
LRP = Low Rate Production UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

MAE = Medium Altitude EnduranceI

Figure ES-3 UAV Master Schedule as of 31 May 1994
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ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
C3, Command, Control, Communications and I

Intelligence

C&I Commonality and Interoperability
CR Close Range
CSC Conventional Systems Committee U
DAB Defense Acquisition Board

DARO Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office
DoD Department of Defense
DUSD(AT) Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 3

Advanced Technology
EXCOM Executive Committee
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council
JT Joint Tactical
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
NSA National Security Agency
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense U
PEO(CU) Program Executive Officer, Cruise Missiles

Project and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint
Project

SR Short Range
SSG Special Study Group

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office
USD(A) Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)
USN United States Navy

U
I
I
U
U
U
I
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1. MANAGEMENT UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

I1.1 MANAGEMENT The USN is the Executive Service for the CSC. Chaired by OSD Command, Con-
UAV Joint Project, which is part of the trol, Communications and Intelligence

In response to congressional direction in Program Executive Office, Cruise Mis- (C3I), the working group includes repre-

FY88 to consolidate the management of siles Project and Unmanned Aerial Ve- sentatives of the DAB and CSC, plus the

Department of Defense (DoD) nonlethal hicles Joint Project (PEO(CU)). The National Security Agency (NSA), ARPA,

UAV programs, the Under Secretary of UAV JPO has responsibility and account- UAV JPO and other designated elements

Defense (Acquisition) (USD(A)) estab- ability for designing, developing, procur- of OSD and Service staffs.

lishedtheUAVJPO. An Executive Com- ing, and transitioning UAV systems to
the Services. The systems must meet the The JROC reviews all deficiencies that

overallresponsibility fr ws etab p- requirements validated by the Joint Re- may lead to a major system development,
overall responsibility for DoD UAV pro- quirements Oversight Council (JROC) determines the validity of mission needs,
grams at the OSD level. In 1991 the commensurate with available funding. and participates in the validation of key

EXCOM oversight was discontinued, and The DAB and Conventional Systems parameters found in the performance sec-

DoD UAV programs were brought under Committee (CSC) maintain oversight, tion of acquisitionprogram baselines prior

DAB procedures and management as de- provide program direction, and approve to DAB reviews. The JROC UAV Spe-

scribed in DoD Directive 5000.1 and DoD milestones for UAV programs. The UAV cial Study Group (SSG) is responsible for
i Instruction 5000.2. Figure 1-1 shows the Working Group conducts acquisition-re- consolidating and reconciling require-

UAV management organization. lated activities in support of the DAB and ments before presenting them to the JROC

U
Program Decision UNDER Validates Mission Needs

Recommendations SECRETARY OF and Performance BaselinesRecomendatons •DEFENSE ,

(ACQUISITION)

(A(USD(A))i I JOINT

UAV REQUIREMENTSCONVENTIONAL OVERSIGHTSYSTEMS COUNCILCOMMITTEE (CSC) (JROC)

I I NAVY
ACQUISITION

EXECUTIVE
(ASN( DA))M 

ission Needs and
Requirements Needs

DEFENSE AIRBORNE Funding EXECUTIVE STUDY
RECONNAISSANCE Oversight OFFICER Information GROUP

OFFICECoordination CM & UAV JP Coordination (SSG)(D /D A R O ) •. o r i a i n •(P E O (C U ))( S G

StreamlinedReporting
Chain of Command Requirements

Management*II SSG

WORKING GROUP

Figure 1-1 UAV Management Organization
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for approval. Working groups support projects is provided through the DARO SR and CR Program Offices were con-
the SSG. One working group has respon- organization as shown in Figure 1-2. The solidated into the single JT UAV Project
sibility for UAVs in general and another UAV JPO is chartered by DoD to be the Office. Additionally, programs such as
working group deals specifically with central manager for all system develop- the MAE and the Pointer Hand Launched I
UAV payloads. The UAV JPO confers ment and acquisition programs for non- UAV are managed by the Directorates
with the working groups and the SSG to lethal UAVs. The UAV JPO manages rather than having separate program of-
resolve requirements-related issues. the conduct of advanced UAV technol- fices.

ogy demonstrations and concept explora-
In 1993 the DARO was established by the tion programs. The purpose of the UAV JPO is to man-
Deputy Secretary of Defense on 6 No- age C&I among UAV system hardware
vember 1993 under the Deputy Under The UAV JPO is a small, lean, customer- and software, testing, training, and tech-

Secretary of Defense for Advanced Tech- oriented organization composed of five nology and logistics support. The UAV
nology (DUSD(AT)) to provide over- functional Directorates and four program JPO maintains a continuous, close rela-

sight and guidance to all airborne recon- offices (including aerial targets, which tionship with the user community through-
naissanceefforts, including theUAVJPO. are not addressed in this document). See outallphases of the acquisition life cycle.
Funding and oversight for UAV JPO Figure 1-3. To reduce overhead costs, the I

I I
Defense Airborne Committee on L

Reconaissance Joint Tactical UAVs DUSD(AT) SAE
Steering Committee
USD(A&T), Chm. USD(A&T), Chm.

VCJCS, Vice Chm. ASD(C31), Vice Chm.
DCI VCJCS
ASD(C

3
1) DUSD(AT) User Advisory

PDUSD(A&T) D/TS Committee
DDR&E ASN(RDA)
DOD(C) OASA(RDA)
USA OCN/RWR&/Marines

USAF JS/J-2 D/DARO
USMC NSA UAM Funding &
JS/J-2/J-3 CIO Infrastructure
DIA DSPO OversightCIA PA&EI

NSA ARPA L--------- ---- PEO
DMA DISA

Architecture dvanced Manned Unnned
and Recnnaissance Technology Aerial Aerial Programsand InfrastructureI

Integration Development Reconnaissance Vehicles

" JT UAV

"* MAE
" C&I"* EXDRONE"* Pointer Hand Launched

Figure 1-2 Funding and Infrastructure Oversight
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ACRONYMS (Section 2)'"

ACTD Advanced Concept and Technology Demon-
stration

BDA Battle Damage Assessment
CAX Combined Arms Exercises
CEP Concept Evaluation Program
COMOPTEVFOR Commander, Operational Test and I

Evaluation Force
CONOPS Concept of Operations
COTS Commercial-off-the-Shelf
DoD Department of Defense
DT Developmental Test

DUTC DoD UAV Training Center
EOA Early Operational Assessment
FAST Fleet Assistance Support Team
FY Fiscal Year
HQDA Headquarters Department of the Army
IFF Identification, Friend or Foe
IOC Initial Operational Capability
IOT&E Initial Operational Test and Evaluation
JRTC Joint Readiness Training Center, Ft Polk, LA
JUAVT Joint UAV Team I
LHD Landing Helicopter-Dock
LPD Landing Platform-Dock
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
MAVUS Maritime VTOL UAV System I
MCCDC Marine Corps Combat Development

Command
MNS Mission Need Statement
MORR Maturation and Operational Risk Reduction
MSL Mean Sea Level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
NGB National Guard Bureau
NTC National Training Center, Ft Irwin, CA I
ONS Operational Need Statement
ORD Operational Requirements Document
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
OT Operational Test
RATO Rocket Assisted Takeoff

RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle
TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office
USA United States Army
USMC United States Marine Corps
USN United States Navy
VTOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing
WTI Weapon Tactics Instruction I

I
I



2. SUPPORTING THE USER UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

IThe UAV JPO is a customer-oriented ceptance testing of new air vehicles and CA, has one Pioneer system with five
organization. It is focused to support its the resolution of operational problems air vehicles. The 3rd UAV Company
customer, the operational user, continu- experienced by Pioneer RPV units in the participated in Exercise TEAM SPIRIT
ously throughout the UAV system life field. The FAST also supports develop- 1993 in Korea, one CAX, and four unit
cycle. The UAV JPO provides the user mental tests of new equipment and test local training exercises. The 2nd UAV
community "one stop shopping" for all support/data collection during exercises unit is located at Jacksonville, NC. It
their needs including, but not limited to: conducted by both DoD and non-DoD participated in an exercise at the Joint

units. Throughout 1993, FAST Pioneer Readiness Training Center (JRTC), Ft.
Analysis, advice, and recom- RPVs provided video coverage for 11 Polk, LA, a WTI, and a Supporting Arms
mendations that assist in the de- fleet missile shots from surface ships and Tactical Exercise, which is a demonstra-
velopment of ORDs and submarines. From January to April 1993, tion for flag rank officers that shows the
CONOPS Pioneer was used to test the Alternate capability of each of the USMC assets in

Band Datalink and Mode "C" identifica- its current inventory.
COTS UAV systems for dem- tion, friend or foe (IFF) system. This
onstrations and exercises that effort is required before UAVs can fly in 2.1.3 Training, Ft. Huachuca
permit the user to develop commercial air space without chase
CONOPS and determine mini- planes. From late July to late September The DoD UAV Training Center (DUTC)
mum levels of required perfor- 1993, they also conducted test flights of is located at Ft. Huachuca, AZ and has
mance the Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance one Pioneer system with five air vehicles

u i payload, which consists of two cameras assigned. DUTC provides initial training
Opportunities for early user in- that view the same target area at different for personnel from all Services in the
volvement in DT wavelengths. Comparing the two images operation and maintenance of the Pio-

Su r dreveals areas in which the soil was dis- neer system. In 1993, DUTC trained 12
• Support during user OT turbed and where mines may have been USA, 43 USMC, 19 USN, and 9 civilian

laid. In early January 1994, the FAST personnel.

Support for early fielding op- participated in the National AeronauticsI portunities and Space Administration (NASA) Por- 2.1.4 VC-6 (USS Shreveport
"table Automatic Triggering equipment and USS Denver)* Development of training con-
test in which the air vehicles were used to

cepts and training for fielding of measure the pressure wave differential The Fleet Composite Squadron Six De-
ew systems that occurs during a sonic boom. tachment Patuxent River (VC-6 Det Pax)

"* Full logistics support for fielded is the only USN operational unit equipped
gstem s. s2.1.2 USMC RPV Companies with the Pioneer system. VC-6 UAV Det

Foxtrot (a part of VC-6 Det Pax) is as-

The following discussions address UAV The USMC has three operational units signed to the USS Shreveport (LPD-12)

JPO user-related activities, equipped with PioneerRPV systems. The with one Pioneer system with five air
1st UAV Company is located at vehicles. The unit deployed in August
Twentynine Palms, CA and has one Pio- 1993 and participated in two sea-based

2.1 PIONEER neer system with five air vehicles as- operations en route to the Indian Ocean.
signed. The 1st UAV Company partici- The detachment conducted 11 flights in

2.1.1 Fleet Assistance and pated in four combined arms exercises support of Operation Continue Hope un-

Support Team (CAX) in 1993. A CAX is a simulated til early November 1993. It participated
exercise using both air and ground assets in Exercise Bright Star with the Egyp-

The fleet assistance support team (FAST) that teach units with different functions tians and subsequently supported Adriatic
is a USMC organization located at Pt. how to work effectively together. The operations. During this deployment, the
Mugu, CA. The FAST has one Pioneer company was also involved in a Weapon Pioneer clearly demonstrated that the
remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) system Tactics Instruction (WTI) and a Marine system is a valued asset for a variety of
with four air vehicles assigned. It pro- Air Group exercise. The 3rd UAV Com- missions. VC-6 UAV Det Golf deployed
vides test and evaluation support for ac- pany, also located at Twentynine Palms, on the USS Denver (LPD-13) from the

2-1
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West Coast in early September 1993. In A JUAVT has been established at Ft. during MORR. UAV capabilities are
October 1993, it relieved Det Foxtrot in HuachucatosupportfieldingoftheHunter being demonstrated to warfighting corn-
Operation Continue Hope. Det Foxtrot UAV. The USA Intelligence Center and manders and integrated into their intelli-
has flown 37 flights for 199.7 flight hours, School will perform the materiel devel- gence collecting and targeting architec- I
and Det Golf has flown 27 flights for 66.6 opment assessment function. Materiel tures. The JUAVT supports the Joint
flight hours through March 1994. development efforts are also tied into Precision Strike ACTD. Some payload

future operational concepts. During the demonstrations will be accomplished in 3
Pioneer operations aboard LPD-class assessment, the Intelligence Center coor- coordination with materiel developers.
ships involve rocket assisted takeoff dinates with other Training and Doctrine Additionally, documentation activity is
(RATO) launch and netrecovery with the Command (TRADOC) Battle Labs, other ongoing such as technical manual verifi-
shipboard Pioneer arresting recovery sys- Services and DoD agencies, and other cation and validation and the logistics i
tem, which requires modification of the program managers to minimize any du- support analysis record process, which
ship for installation. Only two ships are plicative effort and maximize benefits of are essential to successful fielding.
presently modified, but there are plans to available technology. The TRADOC I
modify six additional LPD-class ships in Battle Lab process is critical to the suc- A UAV Joint Training Facility (see Fig-
the near future to handle Pioneer RPV cessful integration of new technologies ure 2-1) is currently under construction at
operations. and systems into the active force inven- Ft. Huachuca, AZ. Construction began I

tory. All future requirements are vali- on 19 January 1993. When complete in
2.1.5 USA dated in the Battle Labs prior to initiation July 1994, this 42,000 square foot facility

of the acquisition procurement cycle. The will include 22 classrooms, a computer
The USA has one operational Pioneer- Battle Labs assess the utility of the sys- simulation room, a high bay, a hazardous
equipped unit, UAV Company C, located tem and the impact on force structure and material storage area, and 5 laboratories
at Fort Huachuca, AZ. UAV Company C doctrine. Using various venues (includ- for use in training USA, USN, and USMC
is assigned one Pioneer RPV system ing the Louisiana Maneuvers and Joint UAV operator and maintenance person- I
with five air vehicles. This company Precision Strike Demonstration), doc- nel.
participated in Exercise TEAM SPIRIT trine, tactics, techniques, and procedures
1993 in Korea, unit training at the White are worked and evaluated. Every effort is being made to keep the I
Sands Missile Range, NM, an exercise at troops in the loop during development
the JRTC, and a CAX at the National During the MORR phase in FY95, the and fielding. The users are actively in-
Training Center (NTC), Ft. Irwin, CA. JUAVT will provide a mechanism for volved in the operational tempo demon- i

exploration of tactics, techniques, and stration to assess human factors and vali-
procedures prior to actual fielding to tacti- date and verify the Operational Mode

2.2 JOINT TACTICAL UAV cal units. Field exercises are planned Summary/Mission Profile for the Hunter
SYSTEM

2.2.1 Training, Ft. Huachuca 3
The training program for the Hunter UAV
is under development at Ft. Huachuca,
AZ. In 1993, the system contractor began I
delivery of training documents to the
government for review and validation.
The training program is being established
now so that it can be evaluated during the
IOT&E scheduled for 1995. Instructor
and key personnel training is scheduled
to begin in May 1994 at Ft. Huachuca; the I
first training class for Ft. Hood personnel
is scheduled for October 1994. Figure 2-1 UAV Joint Training Facility 3
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E UAV. The operational tempo demo is 24 touch and go landings, 7 arrested land- and helped establish the initial air vehicle
conducted to determine the adequacy of ings, 4 shipboard launches (3 deckrun operating envelope. The lessons learned
manning levels for the Hunter UAV and and 1 RATO), and video downlink distri- from the demonstration have provided a

to assess personnel, hardware and soft- bution. Flights included takeoff from basis for system/ship interface and con-

ware capabilities. This demo stresses the land-based sites with shipboard recovery figuration analysis through 1994, inte-

system while providing continued, inten- and vice versa. All ship emitters were gration and testing in 1995, and installa-

S sive mission support. Also, the Hunter activated and directed toward the air ve- tion of the first system in 1996 for Fleet

UAV is being used in the MORR phase hicle as it was towed down the deck (with evaluation and subsequent 1997 initial

to enhance user tactics and doctrine prior air vehicle engines running and all air operational capability (10C).U to a full production decision. In coopera- vehicle systems and ground equipment
tion with the USN, a shipboard demon- powered up); there was no interference to 2.3 MEDIUM ALTITUDE
stration was conducted in December 1993 the air vehicle controls, only minimum EDUMAALTITUDE
to verify the feasibility of Hunter UAV video downlink static. The air vehicle ENDURANCE (MAE)
operations from an LHD-class ship. Use demonstrated no susceptibility to the elec- The MAE UAV program has been se-
will be made of field training exercise tromagnetic environment while in flight. lected to develop a 15,000 ft above mean
opportunities to involve the user, to dem- During air vehicle flight, all ship emitters sea level (MSL) class UAV. The MAE
onstrate the capabilities of the Hunter (except the AN/SPS-48, AN/SPS-49, and UAV is one of eight programs selected
UAV, and to obtain the users' endorse- MRC 23 TAS) were evaluated for elec- for an ACTD. Under the ACTD concept,
ment. By working hand-in-hand with the tromagnetic effects on the shipboard sys- the MAE UAV system will use
user, the testing agencies are able to ob- tem. The system demonstrated no degra- prototyping and demonstrations with
serve user/system interface, verify dation of downlink or other adverse sys- multiple users to evaluate a concept of
achievement of observable performance tem response. The effects of AN/SPS- operations and new technologies. Dur-
and support objectives and expedite the 48, AN/SPS-49, and MRC 23 TAS emis- ing the ACTD, the MAE UAV will be
testing process. The Hunter UAV, if sions were not evaluated during air ve- tested with multiple users, which will

directed by national command authority,
now has the capability to respond to lim-
ited intensity conflicts such as Desert
Shield/Storm, Somalia, or Bosnia. For
the future, the user is a key player in the
definition and prioritization of future pay-
load requirements such as electronic war-
fare, radar, weather, and nuclear, biologi-
cal and chemical (NBC) reconnaissance,
mine detection, and communications op-
erations planning through OSD special
study groups.

2.2.2 Shipboard VariantI Demonstration
Onboard USS Essex

Figure 2-2 USS Essex Shipboard Demonstration3 In December 1993, an initial Shipboard
Variant capability demonstration was hicle flight due to schedule conflicts, result in an operational concept that re-
successfully conducted onboard the USS The USS Essex demonstration showed flects potential users' future operational
Essex (LHD-2) (see Figure 2-2). The that the Hunter is compatible with the employments. The users' requirements

S demonstration accumulated 8 hours and amphibious assault ship flight deck; will be incorporated into the CONOPS
27 minutes of flight time including 10 showed that takeoffs, landings, and deck development at the very earliest stages by
low-altitude shipboard passes (10-50 ft), maneuvering can be conducted safely; this iterative approach. Figure 2-3 pro-
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I
Ku Band & UHF SATCOM COMSAT

GPSI
GPS Air Vehicle

Status
& Imagery/, Mission Update

& Payload Control ATO

Intel

MAE UAV

100nm
Line of Sight

Data Link

SAR &
EO/IR

S x JFC
JICUAV U&S CDRSTS II UAVNMI

(JTF 041) •Ground Control Station

Mission Planning & Control I
Launch & Recovery

Target Area

4 500nm 3_
LEGEND

ATO = Air Tasking Order JIG = Joint Intelligence Center SAR = Synthetic Aperture Radar

COMSAT = Communications Satellite JTF = Joint Task Force SATCOM = Satellite Communications
GPS = Global Positioning System MAE = Medium Altitude Endurance TS II = Trojan Spirit Two I
EO/IR = Electro-Optical/Infrared nm = Nautical Miles U&S CDRS = Unified and Specified Commander

JFC = Joint Force Commander NMJIC = Naval Maritime Joint Intelligence Center UHF = Ultra High Frequency

Figure 2-3 MAE UAV CONOPS 3

vides a CONOPS for the MAE UAV to be the USS Doyle (FFG-39) from 12 Octo- support, as a source of video for rebroad- I
used in initial demonstrations. ber through 11 December 1991. It was cast to force elements, as an electronic

installed on the USS Doyle for use during decoy platform, in conducting battle dam-

2.4 CL-227 SENTINEL a Standing Naval Force Atlantic deploy- age assessments (BDAs), and in mini-

(USS Doyle and USS Vandegrift) ment with other North Atlantic Treaty mizing detection during reconnaissance.

Organization (NATO) participants.

In 1990, a project agreement was signed Seven flights were conducted using four On 28 May 1993, the contract was

between the Canadian and US Govern- air vehicles. One air vehicle was lost. An awarded for the second phase of

ments for a cost-sharing technical dem- early operational assessment was con- MAVUS development (MAVUS II) with

onstration of MAVUS. MAVUS I was ducted and determined that a rotary wing costs to be shared by both the US and

the first phase of the program and culmi- VTOL UAV system could be operation- Canadian Governments. Essentially, it is

nated in an at-sea demonstration onboard ally effective in the areas of naval gunfire a basic MAVUS I system with the addi- 3
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tion of an automated launch and recovery used successfully to conduct surveillance customer feedback to the contractor, while

system integrated forthe hands-off launch operations, route reconnaissance, and ar- insisting on keeping the system simple in

and recovery of the air vehicle aboard a tillery adjustment. practice.

small naval combatant.
2.5.1 USMC 2.6.1 USA

The MAVUS II system was installed on
the USS Vandegrift (FFG-48) in San Di- The 2nd Marine Division has been very USA evaluation of the Pointer Hand

ego, CA in February 1994. The system successful in its use of the EXDRONE LaunchedUAVconceptusingthePointer

will become an integral part of the ship's system. In July 1993, the Marine Corps UAV accelerated in 1993. Following

combat system and will be operated and Combat Development Command successful deployments to the NTC by

evaluated by the ship's crew throughout (MCCDC) stated a requirement for four units of the 1st Cavalry Division, the

the scheduled demonstration period EXDRONE systems in FY94. The sys- Commanding General, USA III Corps
the cheuleddemnstatio peiodsubmitted an operational need statement

(March through May 1994). Representa- tems will be used in further development (ONS) for 30 Pointer systems to equip III

tives from the Commander, Operational of Maneuver Variant CONOPS. These

Test and Evaluation Force systems are in production with the first Corps brigades. This ONS was subse-
Test andl EvaluatonboForeo systems abe dinproduction wthe ther irt M quently validated only for III Corps re-
(COMOPTEVFOR) will be onboard to system to be delivered to the user in May quirements by Headquarters, Depart-
continue the early operational assessment 1994. ment of the Army (HQDA). Further-
(EOA) initiated during the MAVUS I more, HQDA authorized Commander,
program.2.5.2 USA USA Forces Command to expend com-

mand funds to acquire, train, maintain,
The EXDRONE system has been used in and operate the Pointer systems. As a

2.5 EXDRONE extended field demonstrations with the result of this initial evaluation, a Phase II
USA 101st Air Assault Division, 24th CEP conducted by the USA Mounted

This very low cost UAV has demon- Infantry Division, and USA III Corps. Warfighting Battlespace Lab has been
The III Corps and the 101st Air Assault initiated. The goal of the CEP is to

strated its potential in the family ofUAVs Division continue to train with the determine if there is a USA-wide require-
as a reconnaissance air vehicle. An early EXDRONE system and to refine their ment for a hand launched UAV and to

vs othe XduringDRe wsert Storm tocon-procedures for operations with a Maneu- define the characteristics of this system

ver Variant capability. They have used in a validated mission need statement
duct reconnaissance over Iraqi positions, the system extensively for developing (MNS) and ORD.During the 100 hours of flight time in the their current operating procedures.

operation, the EXDRONE demonstrated 2.6.2 National Guard
a capability to conduct combat recon-
naissance over high-risk areas. Since 2.6 POINTER HAND In addition to the USA, the National
Desert Storm, the EXDRONE system LAUNCHED UAV Guard Bureau (NGB) conducted an ex-

has been used to refine and validate the tensive operational evaluation of the

Maneuver Variant (CR) requirements. It continuous, and extensive user in- n Hand Launched UAV in 1993.E ar y , o nt n u o s, nd e xt nsi e u er n - B eg in n in g in F eb ru ary 19 9 3 , th e O reg o n
has also been used to develop UAV com- volvement with an operational emphasis National Guard flew eight operational
mand and control procedures, airspace has been the hallmark of the Pointer Hand missions in Oregon and Washington in
coordination, air tasking, and develop- Launched UAV demonstration program support of various law enforcement mis-
ment of unit standard operating proce7 since its inception in 1989. A COTS sions. Most of the missions were in
dures. acquisition strategy to supportrapid field- support of counterdrug efforts or illegal

ing in the event of a formal requirement gambling detection. Funding constraints
The EXDRONE system has participated has been consistently emphasized, taking required termination of the Oregon Na-
in 7 major exercises, completed more advantage of integrating new technolo- tional Guard evaluation program in De-

than 300 mission flights, and now has gies as they mature in the commercial cember 1993, but follow-on evaluation
over 500 hours of flight time. During market. The UAV JPO has also encour- with the New Mexico National Guard is
field demonstrations, the system has been aged system design changes via direct anticipated in 1994.
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ACRONYMS (Section 3),

ACTD Advanced Concept and MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
Technology Demonstration MAGTF Marine Air-Ground Task Force

ADT Air Data Terminal MAVUS Maritime VTOL UAV System
AMGSS Air Mobile Ground Security System MCCDC Marine Corps Combat Development
ATWCS Advanced Tomahawk Weapons Control Command

Station MMP Modular Mission Payload I
BDA Battle Damage Assessment MNS Mission Need Statement
C2  Command and Control MOA Memorandum of Agreement
C31 C2 , Communications & Intelligence MPCS Mission Planning and Control Station
C41 C3 , Computers & Intelligence MSL Mean Sea Level
C&I Commonality & Interoperability MST Manned Surrogate Trainer
CARS Common Automatic Recovery System MWBL Mounted Warfighting Battlespace Lab
CARS-P Common Automatic Recovery System NAWC-AD Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division

Prototype NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
CDL Common Data Link NGB National Guard Bureau
CDR Critical Design Review NRaD Naval Command, Control, and Ocean
CEP Concept Evaluation Program Surveillance Center RDT&E Division
COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis NTC National Training Center, Ft Irwin, CA
COMINT Communications Intelligence ONS Operational Need Statement
COMOPTEVFOR Commander, Operational Test and ORD Operational Requirements Document

Evaluation Force P3I Pre-Planned Product Improvement
CONOPS Concept of Operations PS Prototype Ship
COTS Commercial-off-the-Shelf PSEMO Physical Security Equipment Management
DAB Defense Acquisition Board Office
DEA Drug Enforcement Agency RATO Rocket Assisted Takeoff I
DESA Defense Evaluation Support Activity RCS Radar Cross Section
DUSD(AT) Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for RDT&E Research, Development, Test and Evaluation

Advanced Technology RFI Request for Information
DUTC DoD UAV Training Center RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle
DWBL Dismounted Warfighting Battlespace Lab RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target
ELINT Electronics Intelligence Acquisition
EO Electro-Optical SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
EW Electronic Warfare SCSI Ship Combat System Integration
EXCOM Executive Committee SDT Ship Data Terminal
FAST Fleet Assistance Support Team SIGINT Signals Intelligence
FLIR Forward Looking Infrared SIL Systems Integration Laboratory I
FLOT Forward Line of Own Troops STV Surrogate Teleoperated Vehicle

GCS Ground Control Station TET Technical Evaluation Test
GDT Ground Data Terminal TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
GFE Government Furnished Equipment TRSS Tactical Remote Sensor System I
GPS Global Positioning System TRUS Tilt Rotor UAV System
HAE High Altitude Endurance UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
HFE Heavy Fuel Engine USACERL USA Corps of Engineers Construction
IOC Initial Operational Capability Engineering Research Laboratory
IOT&E Initial Operational Test and Evaluation USD(A) Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)
IR Infrared VLAR Vertical Launch and Recovery
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council VTOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing
JRTC Joint Readiness Training Center, Ft Polk, LA WTI Weapon Tactics Instruction
JTF Joint Task Force
LAMPS Light Airborne Multipurpose System
LRIP Low Rate Initial Production 1

I

LUT Lmite Use Tes
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IThis Section discusses UAV programs, Project Office was established to consol- ployment and is designed to operate in
which include the following: idate the SR, the CR, and the marinized the forward battle areas providing direct

SR requirements into a single system support to maneuver battalions and bri-
I JT UAV Program (the center- under one program manager. The pro- gades. The Shipboard Variant provides
piece program for the family of gram will consist of the Hunter UAV similar capabilities in support of USN

UAVs) (formerly SR), the Maneuver Variant (for- task forces. All variants within the JT
merly CR), and the Shipboard Variant UAV system will be interoperable with

0 Pioneer (a fielded system) (SR marinized). The Hunter UAV is the the baseline system.
baseline of the JT UAV system. This

Demonstrations (ACTDs, oper- consolidation ensures common architec- Acquisition of the Hunter UAV began in

ational, and technical) ture and interoperability. The overall FY89 with full and open competition

* Medium Range (MR) UAV UAV system provides the USA, USN, resulting in the award of two firm-fixed

(a recently terminated program). and USMC commanders with near real- price contracts on 15 September 1989.
time reconnaissance, surveillance and On 16 February 1990, the UAV JPO was

Figure3-1 below illustrates thatthe Hunter target acquisition (RSTA) support. The awarded the Navy Action Plus Excel-

UAV is the baseline for achieving C&I Hunter UAV provides ground command- lence Award for FY89 in the Acquisition
S across the family of UAVs. ers with sustained, deep RSTA support Streamlining Program Manager Catego-

designed to meet USA Division, Corps, ry. After extensive technical evaluation
Theater, and all levels of Marine Air- testing (TET) and limited user testing

3.1 JOINT TACTICAL UAV Ground Task Forces (MAGTF) require- (LUT), a prime contractor was
PROGRAM ments. Potential growth payloads (see downselected on 30 June 1992, just 33

para 3.1.3) provide added capabilities months after program initiation. The
3.1.1 Background beyond the initial RSTA capability. The prime contract was awarded to the Israel

Maneuver Variant includes downsized, Aircraft Industries, Tel Aviv, Israel and
On 17 December 1993, the JT UAV portable equipment capable of rapid de- TRW, San Diego, CA (IAITRW) team;I

JOINT TACTICAL UAV SYSTEM

+ _ _7

HUNTER AND
SHIPBOARD VARIANT POOL OF

UAV COMMON
SUBSYSTEMS

S~MANEUVER
VARIANT UAV GCS = Ground Control Station MMP = Modular Mission Payload

GDT = Ground Data Terminal MPS = Mission Planning Station
L/CARS = Launch/Common Auto RVT = Remote Video Terminal

Recovery System

Figure 3-1 Hunter UAV is the Baseline System for Commonality & Interoperability
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Maneuver Variant JROC on 17 January 1990, established I
the need for a lower echelon, real-time

The Maneuver Variant UAV is being RSTA, electronic warfare (EW), target
(8) Air Vehicles developed for high threat, close-in mis- designation, and NBC reconnaissance

sions out to 30 km beyond the FLOT, day capability.
Antenna Terminal or night, to support lower echelon ma-

neuver units, and provides a cost-effec- 3.1.3 Concept of O
(2) Ground Data Terminals (4) Remote Video Terminals tive alternative to the Hunter UAV in that

environment. The Maneuver Variant Hunter
UAV will be significantly cheaper than
the Hunter UAV and will meet the T

Modular Mission Payloads deployability, mobility, and flexibility Hunter UAV is to
(8) Day/Night Imagery UAadUM ocsna eltm
(4) Air Data Relay requirements suitable for the maneuver USA and USMC forces near real-time

combat units of the USA and USMC. All imagery intelligence with a radius of ac- 3
componentsoftheManeuverVariant(see tion of 200 km. The system will be

Figure 3-3) are to be two-person trans- transported on C-130 or larger aircraft

(1) Mission Planning Station portable. The MNS for CR (now called (such as C-141, C-17, and C-5). The air I
(2) Ground Control Stations Maneuver Variant), approved by the vehicles will be operated from unim-

Figure 3-2 _

Hunter UAV Description -• ___

(4) Air Vehicles l

subsequent arrangements made TRW the (4) Day/Night MMP

prime contractor instead of IAI. A DAB

review was held on 19 January 1993 and
approved the program for low rate initial
production (LRIP), block enhancements, I

acquisition strategy, and exit criteria. (1) DRVT (2) DGCS/DGDT g
3.1.2 Purpose Augmentation

Hunter bLLi 3
MMF HMMWV with

,Shelter and Trailer(1 M W

The Hunter UAV is used for gathering 1 per 3 Maneuver Systems (USA) (1) HMMWV

and transmitting near real-time informa- 1
tion for USMC, USN, and USA battle

commanders. It flies missions up to 8
hours in duration, out to 150 km beyond JT UAV GCS on HMMWV

the FLOT, day or night, and in limited with Shelter and Trailer

adverse weather conditions. Figure 3-2 1 per Maneuver System (USA)

displays the subsystem elements. Hunter (1) HMMWV with Trailer

UAV is intended for employment in en-
vironments where immediate informa- LEGEND

DGCS = Downsized Ground Control Station HMMWV = High Mobility Multi-Purpose

tion feedback is needed, manned aircraft DGDT = Downsized Ground Data Terminal Wheeled Vehicle
DRVT = Downsized Remote Video Terminal MMF = Mobile Maintenance Facility

are unavailable, or excessive risk or oth- MMP = Modular Mission Payload

er conditions render use of manned air- Figure 3-3 Maneuver Variant Description

craft less than prudent.
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proved, short runway areas and will have The relay air vehicle will also send mis- - Electronics intelligence (ELINT)
RATO capability. Launch, recovery, and sion control data from the GCS to the
handling operations, including mission mission air vehicle. This setup directs the • Electronic countermeasures/
planning, will be accomplished in rear mission air vehicles to target areas for Decoys
areas by theater, corps, or division USA more precise target identification. High-
intelligence units. For the USMC, the value target information is processed to • Communications intelligence
Hunter UAV is soon to be in the UAV appropriate Service fire support and in- (COMINT)
Company of the USMC surveillance, re- telligence networks. The Hunter UAV
connaissance, and intelligence group and provides the battlefield commanders with • Communications jammers
will be in direct or general support of all RSTA intelligence an average of 16 hours
levels of MAGTFs. The Hunter UAV for every 24 hour period. This capability • Laser designator/range finder

CONOPS is shown in Figure 3-4. After allows the battlefield commanders to see
mission planning and preflight opera- far beyond the FLOT without placing Mine detection
tions, two air vehicles are launched: a personnel in harm's way. In addition to
relay air vehicle and a mission air vehicle, the RSTA intelligence data gathering ca-
Therelay air vehicleis usually positioned pability, the modular mission payload • SAR
in an orbit behind the FLOT. The mission (MMP) concept allows for future growth
air vehicle is positioned in preplanned in the Hunter's capabilities. Potential air - NBC sensor

I orbit areas beyond the FLOT and will vehicle payloads (interchangeable with
send intelligence data to the relay air the initial day/night payload) include: • Non-communications jammers

vehicle. The relay air vehicle will then
relay the intelligence data to the GCS. • Moving target indicator • Communications data/relay

Figure 3-4 Hunter UAV CONOPS
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I

Air Vehicle
I

SRT _INCGARS

LEGEND 3
DGCS = Downsized Ground Control Station DRVT Downsized Remote Video Terminal
DGDT = Downsized Ground Data Terminal SINCGARS = Single-Channel Ground

and Airborne Radio System

Figure 3-5 Maneuver Variant CONOPS

I
Psychological operations. deployment with early entry forces. With • Near-real time intelligence out

the capability to transport one baseline to 30 km beyond the FLOT
A plan for demonstration of payloads is system on board one C-130 aircraft, the I
provided in Section 5.2. A table of char- Maneuver Variant UAV provides im- • Independent system operation-
acteristics for the Hunter UAV is in Ap- proved deployability beyond that provid- al capability for 72 hours on no
pendix B. ed by Hunter. A less expensive, smaller more than two high mobility 3

air vehicle provides adequate coverage multi-purpose wheeled vehicles

Maneuver Variant with significantly less ground support and one trailer
equipment, providing tailored UAV sup-

The diversion of divisional Hunter assets port commensurate with the operational ° Two-person transportable
to support USMC and USA brigade-level flexibility, deployability, and support- equipment; no more than a six-
UAV requirements significantly reduces ability essential for operations in the for- person crew
Hunter effectiveness at division level. In ward battle area. Figure 3-5 represents I
addition, given the sharply reduced UAV the concept of operations for the Maneu- • Confined launch and recovery
ranges required for brigade operations, ver Variant. capability.
dedicated brigade Hunter assets are notI
cost effective, and the size of the Hunter The joint Service UAV requirements for
with its support equipment precludes brigade and light division support are: The reduced crew size, coupled with the
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I capability to conduct operations close to BDA. Figure 3-6 displays the CONOPS 3.1.4 Acquisition Strategy
the FLOT and sustain operations with for the Shipboard Variant.
minimal support provide brigades and Hunter
light divisions with effective support at Each system will be installed as an inte-
significantly reduced life-cycle cost. A gral part of the ship's weapons/sensor A competitive nondevelopmental acqui-
table of characteristics for the Maneuver suite and will consist of eight air vehicles, sition strategy has been followed in the
Variant is found in Appendix B. two GCSs and one mission planning sta- Hunter UAV acquisition. A market sur-

tionlocatedin combat/intelligence spaces, vey, numerous meetings with industry
Shipboard Variant four remote video terminals, two launch representatives, and a draft request for

and recovery terminals, and two ground proposal (RFP) confirmed the feasibility
Atable of characteristics for the Ship- of the strategy and refined its terms to

board Variant is in Appendix B. Mari- at. Terminal Variantennas be conform to Government needs and real-
time capable systems are to be deployed aloft. The Shipboard Variant will be istic technical expectations. A full and
aboard landing helicopter-assault (LHA) supported by a deployable UAV detach- open competition was initiated from
and LHD amphibious ships and aircraft ment and provide continuous presence in which two contractors with the most
carriers (CV and CVN). Basic mission all theaters. promising systems were selected. Firm
areas include amphibious warfare, RSTA, fixed priced contracts were awarded to
over the horizon classification and tar- The elements of the Shipboard Variant each contractor to build two systems in
geting, naval surface fire support, and are shown in Figure 3-7 (see next page). 18 months and deliver them to the Gov-

Figure 3-6 Shipboard Variant CONOPS
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Maneuver Variant of 5 flight tests using electromagnetic I
interference, and performing infrared (IR)

The Maneuver Variant acquisition strat- and radar cross section (RCS) signature

(8) Air Vehicles (1) Operating Station egy is to optimize experience from the measurements; and 128 flight hours con-

Hunter UAV baseline to ensure maxi- sisted of 18 LUT flights using low-inten-

mum C&I and achieve competition where sity and mid-intensity conflict scenarios.

possible. The downsized ground control Shipboard demonstration flights in De-
equipment is being procured sole-source cember 1993 consisted of 37.1 hours,

(2) Launch and (4) Remote from TRW to ensure commonality in 28.2 hours of land based and 8.9 hours of
Recovery Systems Video Terminalsl

mission planning and system control soft- shipboard flights. The first production

0 ware as well as system data links. The Hunter UAV system of the 50 to be built
remaining hardware, including the air will be delivered in May 1994, marking a

(2) Data Terminals Modular Mission Payloads vehicle, modular mission payload, and program.
(8) Day/Night Imagery new milestone for the p
(4) Air Data Relay required launch and recovery equip-

ment, together with the integration of With respect to Hunter training, several

Launch and Maintenance Equipment requisite GFE, will be procured through variations of training devices are cur-
Recovery Equipment aacompetitive cost plus incentive fee con- rently being developed for the Hunter

tract to be com peted in FY 95. The H unter UAV. e ach syst em c onta n a no er

Figure 3-7 UAV GCS, required for augmentation of proficiency trainer as part of the GCS.

Shipboard Variant Description the USA Maneuver Variant, is being pro- This allows for continued proficiency

cured through a sole-source contract with Thisinglof ontinued siciency

TRW. A sole-source cost plus incentive training of the operators via simulation of

ernment for TET and LUT. fee contract with TRW will be used for air vehicle operation. TRW is currentlys

integration and testing of the Maneuver developing a package of training devices

Both contractors were obligated to devel- Variant air vehicle into the JT UAV Sys- to be placed in the institutional training

op a block modification plan which in- tem and the development/modification base at Fort Huachuca. These devices 3
cluded modifications required for their of Hunter UAV training, maintenance, will be used to train both operators and

system to meet the full capacity desired and supportability provisions, thereby en- maintainers.

by the Government users. The initial suring maximum UAV commonality. M

contract included not-to-exceed pricing Maneuver Variant

of variable quantity options for three 3.1.5 Status

subsequent production buys, interim con- In 1992, the Maneuver Variant program

tractor support for testing and fielding, Hunter completed technical demonstrations of

and depot-level support, training, and air vehicles and FLIR payloads. The

technical data (to be procured for the The LRIP contract for the Hunter UAV objective of the demonstrations was to

selected system only). was awarded on 12 February 1993. In reduce risk by demonstrating the maturi-

September 1993, alimited logistics dem- ty of technology for the 200-lb class air

Following TET, LUT I, selection of the onstration was completed. During FY93 vehicle and for FLIRs less than 50 lbs.

"best value" system, and DAB approval, a total of 420 flight hours consisting of FiR demonstrations were successfully

an LRIP contract for the Hunter UAV 114 individual contractor and training completed in January 1992, while the air

was awarded in February 1993 to IAI and flights were conducted. Of the total 420 vehicle demonstrations for the 200-lb

subsequentlynovatedtoTRW. Theaward hours, 146.4 flight hours consisted of 12 class were successfully completed in July

covers the production of seven systems mission flights performed at the Elec- 1992. Six contractors took part in the

which must complete first article test and tronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, demonstration: Westinghouse, Hunts-

system qualification testing, formal AZ using target boards and tactical tar- ville, AL; AAI Corporation, Hunt Val-

IOT&E, and the physical configuration gets; 13.5 flight hours consisted of 4 ley, MD; IAT, Huntsville, AL; General

audit. Delivery of the first LRIP systems mission flights using maritime targets Atomics, San Diego, CA; Daedalus Re-

begins in FY94. and scenarios; 14.2 flight hours consisted search, Logan, UT; and McDonnell Dou-
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m glas, Mesa, AZ. Three contractors partic- (both deck run and RATO), 7 arrested existing contract with TRW were exer-
ipated in the FLIR technical demonstra- landings, and video downlink distribu- cised subsequent to DAB approval to
tions: Kollmorgen, North Hampton, MA; tion. The Hunter UAV is considered enter into LRIP. Block II modification
Rafael, Haifa, Israel; and Rockwell- basically compatible with the amphibi- kitsareplannedtobepurchasedsothatall
Collins, Anaheim, CA. ous assault ship flight deck. The lessons Block 0 baseline systems can be up-

learned from the demonstration have pro- graded. The specific improvements com-

The demonstrations proved that maneu- vided a basis for system/ship interface prising Block 11 are as follows:
ver-type air vehicles and payloads are and configurationanalysisthroughFY94,
capable of performing within the techni- integration and testing in FY95, and in- Autosearch - The autosearch function

cal parameters required for the Maneuver stallation of the first system in FY96 for will enable the payload to perform an
Variant UAV. The demonstrations pro- Fleet evaluation and subsequent 1997 automatic pattern search (step-stair) of a

vided a forum for identifying potential IOC. designated area. This Block II software

problems that could affect schedule or upgrade to the GCS allows area, point, or

technical performance. This problem 3.1.6 JT UAV Schedule route searches for optimal target detec-

identification is being used to further tion by considering sun angle, target types,

minimize risk. The master schedule for the JT UAV terrain, threats, and mission-related fac-
program is shown in Figure 3-8. The tors. Autosearch carries out planned

RFPs were released in March 1994 to schedule displays information for the searches, upto 25 squarekilometers, while

TRW for downsized and common hard- Hunter UAV, Shipboard Variant, Ma- controlling the payload, air vehicle flight

ware that is specifically designed for the neuver Variant, and upgrades to the sys- path, and air vehicle altitude. It enables

required mobility of the Maneuver Vari- tem. the operator to insert new data or to replay

ant, but also supports the family of UAVs. a search in progress, to generate map

The final draft of the ORD is in staffing 3.1.7 Hunter Block II displays of the search area with real-time

and has been signed by the USA. Final Upgrades progress, or to display a selected target

USN approval is deferred until comple- type silhouette in the scene viewed. It

tion of the cost and operational effective- Hunter Block II upgrade options in the will also have the ability to collect and

ness analysis (COEA), currently sched-U ~ ~uled for July 1994. ______ ______ ___ ______ ___

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYO0

Shipboard Variant MILESTONES * 0-1..

I In January 1993, the LRIP acquisition
decision memorandum re-established the HUNTER ..... O

objective of a maritime capability for the __ PULL ____P__ ......3 H u n ter U A V . T h e C h ief o f N av al O p er- -_ _- ........ _ _........ .........

ations provided a requirement for 18 SIOD ON _,'°

maritime ships. Pending completion and SHIPBOARDO - NTEfO .......

Service approval of the formal CONOPS, •t
each system is installed as an integral part MANEUVE.00 .... A ... M ...--........ T ON

of the ship's weapons/sensor suite. MANEUVER .

In early December 1993, an initial capa- LEGEND

bility demonstration was successfully ADA= DoD Programming Language LRP = Low Rate Production
CARS = Common Automated Recovery System MORR = Maturation and Operational Risk Reduction

completed onboard USS Essex (LHD 2). C/304 Ml = C Company 304th Military Battalion Intelligence MS = Milestone

The demonstration included control turn- LHD = Landing Helicopter-Dock PR = Program Review

over with a shore-based system, 24 touch LRIP Low Rate Initial Production

and go landings, 4 shipboard launches Figure 3-8 Joint Tactical UAV Program Schedule
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store images of interest in automatic or Stage II - engine to airframe integration uled for the 4th quarter FY95. The final 3
manual search modes. and evaluation testing. In part, Stage II integration phase will be completed dur-

will be conducted in parallel with Stage I. ing the 2nd quarter of FY96.
Autotrack - The autotrack function en- This stage will also include all evaluation U
ables the payload to automatically track testing (including flight testing) neces- 3.1.8 Hunter Block III Upgrades
operator-selected moving or stationary sary to verify that requirements are met.
targets. A video tracker maintains pay- The Hunter UAV program also includes
load line of sight on the desired object The Stage 0 contract was awarded in a proposed Block III improvement pro-
without operator action. It also uses September 1993 and the RFP released to gram that addresses advanced develop-
"camera guide mode" to steer the air 14 potential vendors the week of 7 March ment, prototyping, and testing needed to
vehicle to keep the target within the field 1994. The risks lie in the fact that a 65 hp incorporate additional required sensor i
ofviewandprovideslimitedtrackthrough class UAV HFE has not been demon- payloads; command, control, and com-
obstruction in "coast mode." The neces- strated, and integrationoftheenginemight munications (C3 ) upgrades; survivabili-
sary hardware/design changes for require modification to the current air ty improvements; and data link harden- I
autotrack require minor panel additions vehicle design because of weight and ing. Theimprovementprogramwillcapi-
for the GCS operator; hardware and soft- shape differences. talize on hardware funded and developed
ware changes are principally air vehicle- by other activities. Improvement pro- I
based. Common Automatic Recovery System gram priorities are being established based

(CARS) on user needs and technology availabili-
Heavy Fuel Engine (HFE) ty. Payload and other activities yet to be

Test experience to date has demonstrated funded or scheduled include ELINT, sig-
The Hunter ORD requires use of HFEs; the need for an automatic recovery sys- nals intelligence (SIGINT), radars, mete-
however, at the initiation of the Hunter tem to reduce operational mishaps, op- orology, survivability, and a lightweight
program, technology did not support use erator fatigue, operator training require- hardened data link.
ofaHFE for the air vehicle. Consequent- ments and associated costs. The CARS
ly, aprogramtoacquireagasolineengine has been demonstrated by the USN
with a pre-planned product improvement MAVUS II Program and upon comple-
(p31) to develop a HFE was approved. In tion of this program the CARS equip-
concert with that program, the UAV JPO ment will be utilized in the JT UAV
initiated an effort to advance the state of CARS Program. Additional CARS equip-
the art in air vehicle HFE technology. In ment will also be purchased directly from
1993, the UAV JPO technology program Sierra Nevada Corporation as GFE to
demonstrated a 50 horsepower HFE. support the JT UAV CARS Program. i
Meanwhile, with contractor selection, the
SR UAV air vehicle requirement ma- The JT UAV CARS Program will be
tured into a need to provide dual 65 hp conducted in three Phases as follows:
HFEs for the Hunter. A search again Phase I - Land-based Concept Definition
failed to identify an existing suitable en- andFlightDemonstration;PhaseII-Ship-
gine; therefore, the p3 I effort was initi- board Adaptation and Land/Sea Flight
ated. Demonstration; and Phase III - Land/Sea I

Final Integration.
The prime contractor, TRW, is conduct-
ing this program in three stages: Stage 0 The contract to initiate Phase Iwas award- I
- source analysis, technical qualification, ed in March 1994. The GFE contract is
and selection of an HFE developer sub- planned for award in August 1994. The
contractor; Stage I - design, develop- first land-based flight demonstration is i
ment, qualification, and demonstration planned for the 2nd quarter FY95 and the
of the engine by the subcontractor; and sea-based flight demonstration is sched-
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I3.2 FIELDED SYSTEM able intelligence collector" (LtGen sions. The USA has utilized Pioneer in
(INTERIM TACTICAL UAV Boomer, Marine Corps Central Command support of exercises at the National Train-
SYSTEM) PIONEER Element Headquarters (MARCENT)), ing Center as well as other weapons exer-

and "unequivocally outstanding" (I Ma- cises.
3.2.1 Background rine Expeditionary Force G-2). Pioneer

"proved that the utility of the unmanned The Hunter UAV replaces Pioneer in the
Operations in Grenada, Lebanon, and aerial vehicle can be decisive in future USA, USN, and the USMC. Between
Libya identified a need for an on-call, battles" (ADM Jeremiah, Chairman FY95 and FY97, USMC and USA Pio-
inexpensive, unmanned, over-the-horizon JROC). USN assets were extremely suc- neer systems will be transferred to the
targeting, reconnaissance, and BDA ca- cessful in target selection, spotting naval USN to operate until replaced by the
pability for local commanders. As a gunfire, and damage assessment while Shipboard Variant system. Figure 3-9
result, in July 1985, the Secretary of the the battleship's 16-inch guns destroyed shows the Pioneer in flight.
Navy directed the expeditious acquisi- enemy targets and softened defenses along
tion of RPV systems for fleet operations the Kuwaiti coastline. The USMC suc- 3.2.2 Purpose
using nondevelopmental technology. cessfully used Pioneer to direct air strikes
Two Pioneer systems were procured by andprovidenearreal-timereconnaissance The Pioneer system was acquired rapid-
the Navy for an accelerated testing pro- for special operations. The USA had ly, as an interim system, to fill an imme-
gram in 1986. This effort culminated in great success with BDA, area searches, diate need to provide the operational
installation and deployment of Pioneer route reconnaissance, and target location, forces with deployable tactical assets.
onboard the USS Iowa (BB-61) in De- The system provides day and night near
cember of that year. In September 1987, Between 1985 and 1993, Pioneer units real-time RSTA, BDA, artillery fire cor-
routine deployments of the Pioneer sys- logged over 9,400 flight hours. The USN rection/adjustment of fire, and battlefield
tem onboard battleships commenced. has deployed Pioneer on four battleships management within line of sight of its
During 1987, three systems were deliv- and two amphibious LPD ships support- GCS. The air vehicle's low RCS and
ered to the USMC, and within the next ing worldwide operations in Africa, North- infrared signature and its ability to oper-
seven months they deployed to Morocco ern Europe, the North Atlantic, the West- ate by remote control make it particularly
in support of an allied amphibious assault ern Pacific, Korea, the Mediterranean, useful in high-threat environments where
training operation and to the USMC base and contingency operations in the Persian manned aircraft would be vulnerable.
at Camp Pendleton, CA for Exercise Ker- Gulf. The USMC has integrated Pioneer
nel Blitz. In 1990, a system was delivered support with WTIs, Kernel Blitz exer- In wartime, the Pioneer system can be
to the USA. cises, and US Customs Service opera- deployed by MAGTF, USN battle group
P tions supporting drug interdiction mis- commanders, orUSA division command-I Pioneer's operational history includes its

unprecedented success during Operations
Desert Shield/Desert Storm. USA, USN,
and USMC commanders lauded Pioneer's
operational effectiveness, as six opera-
tional units from three Services flew over
300 missions. Only one air vehicle was ---- A"
shot down while three others were hit by
ground fire during combat missions and
safely recovered. The documented suc-UI
cess of Pioneer in supporting combat
operations and providing the battlefield
commander critical intelligence informa-
tion established the utility and impor-
tance of UAVs in combat. Pioneer was
highly praised as "the single most valu- Figure 3-9 Pioneer UAV
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ers to provide near real-time tactical in- .
formation. During peacetime, Pioneer
units are tasked with proficiency and
mobilization training, tactical intelligence R •RP'V Unloading Crane

collection, tactics and operational con-
cept development, support and force struc- . .
ture deployment planning, follow-on sys-
tem and subsystem development, and Launcher
support of MAGTF, battle group, and La.ncher

divisional training exercises. •"3
• 'Sp ares, Ground Support /

System escripton • • quipment (GSE) Enclosure j:•

System Description
Pioneer Air Vehicle

The Pioneer air vehicle is a short-range, -
remotely piloted, pusher-propeller driv-
en, small fixed-wing aircraft that may be
either land-based or ship-based. A Pio- E
neer system consists of:

"• Five air vehicles ,
, .Tracking and Communications Uni TU

"* One GCS

" One portable control station 3
* Four JR payloads3

• For IRpaylads•Grond Control Station

.C .2.000 in 280 on 5-Ton

* One to four remote receiving
stations

Figure 3-10 Typical Land-Based System
* Pneumatic or rocket-assisted

launcher
link. The air vehicle may be handed off nondevelopmental equipmentto deployed

* Net or runway arrestment re- from control station to control station, units, test agencies, and tactical develop- I
covery systems. effectively increasing the air vehicle's ment agencies concurrently. Feedback

range to its fuel limit and allowing launch from these groups provided the Pioneer's

Since decommissioning of the battleships, from one site and recovery at another. future operational employment, configu-
USN Pioneer systems were installed and The Pioneer system can control two air ration, and force structure. The Pioneer I
deployed on two LPD-4 class amphibi- vehicles simultaneously, although the systems will continue to operate as in-
ous ships during 1993 with plans to install video downlink can be exploited for only terim assets supporting deployed and
Pioneer on six more ships by 1996. The one air vehicle at a time. A table of contingency operations until they are re- I
entire land-based system can be trans- Pioneer system characteristics is found at placed by the Hunter UAV. Pioneer
ported with vehicles and trailers. Pioneer Appendix B. Figure 3-10 displays the systems were initially procured between
is operated remotely from a control sta- primary components of the Pioneer sys- FY86 andFY88 with final deliveries made I
tion or can be programmed to fly indepen- tem. in FY90. Additional air vehicles and
dently. It relays video and/or telemetry payloads were procured in FY92 to re-
information from its reconnaissance sys- 3.2.3 Acquisition Strategy place assets lost during Operations Desert
tems. Line of sight between Pioneer and Shield/Desert Storm with deliveries com-
a GCS must be maintained at all times for The acquisition strategy focused on a pleted in early FY94. Procurement of air
positive flight control and imagery data baseline approach that provided vehicles, payloads, and particularly, spare 3
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70 Adriatic Sea. After-action reports from

REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDE PIPELINE) these operations continue to support and

60 validate the operational utility and im-
portance of UAVs in supporting the battle

50 force commanders. USMC and USA

40 .2 units participating in Exercise Team Spirit

U5 in the Republic of Korea provided imag-

307 _ ery to US forces as well as Korean USMC
EXPECTED INVENTORY and USA units. Considerable interest in

20 UAV capabilities was generated among
-14 the numerous Korean general officers

10 observing the Pioneer unit operations.

0 I I I
Apr 94 Oct 94 Oct 95 Oct 96 Oct 97 Oct 98 The USA has participated in several com-

bined arms and joint Service exercises.
Figure 3-11 Pioneer Inventory Projections For example, they deployed to White

Sands Missile Range, NM to participate
in Rapid Strike II and provided imagery

I support for a simulated rapid deploy-

parts is planned through FY98. Asshore- port of operations in Africa and the ment, detection, and targeting exercise.

based Pioneer systems are replaced by Adriatic Sea Interfaced with other systems, the Pio-

the Hunter UAV, replaced systems will neer transmitted live video imagery to

be used as spares in support of deployed Pioneer FAST at Point Mugu, Fort Belvoir, VA. The Pioneer UAV

USN units until program phase out and CA supported test efforts in-

termination (presently scheduled for be- volving mine detection equip- provided USA civilian and military lead-

yond FY99). Exact future Pioneer pro- ment ership near real-time video of target ac-

curement is unknown now and Figure 3- quisition, confirmation, and live tactical

11 shows requirements against expected Pioneer systems flew over 1250 missile strikes on two targets, with imme-

inventories given the current number of hours in support of operational diate BDA.

air vehicles and probable attrition. Pio- deployments and other training
neer requirements and inventories are exercises. Planned Pioneer

also addressed in Section 3.2.4 under Accomplishments for 1994

planned accomplishments for 1994. Pioneer is fully operational and currently
fielded with two ship-deployable USN Develop and implement a Pio-

3.2.4 Status UAV detachments, three USMC UAV neer Program Combat Readi-
Sness model that determines in-

companies, and the USA's C Company, ventory levels and replenish-
Highlights of Pioneer 304th Military Intelligence Battalion, ment rates needed to support
Accomplishments for 1993 11 lth MI Brigade, under the Command- Service deployments until the

Ser, Intelligence Center, Ft. Huachuca, AZ.Sevcdply ntutith
USMC and USA units supported ereliee Center, Ft HhUCa, AZ. Hunter UAV is fielded
numerousThere are systems at the DUTC at Ft.joint operations withsthe Repub- Huachuca, AZ, the FAST at Pt. Mugu, • Initiate installation of Pioneer

lic of Korea CA, and a USN shore-based training sys- equipment aboard additional
tem at the Naval Air Station, Patuxent LPD-class ships

• Pioneer equipment installed on River, MD.

two LPD amphibious ships Continue to support planned op-
Two USN detachments were deployed erational deployments as well

* Two USN Pioneer detachments simultaneously in 1993 to support opera- as training/exercise require-
deployed aboard LPDs in sup- tions off the coast of Somalia and in the ments
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Support test and evaluation of ated with the draw down of the Pioneer Invest selectively in safety I
potential UAV payloads system as it is replaced by the Hunter and reliability improvement,

UAV, and the pipeline required to main- which will reduce cost of

Exceed operational flight time tain an 85% operational readiness in the ownership of the system. I
achieved in 1993. operating and training units. The pipe- Proposed investmentareas for

line quantity is calculated based on aver- the near term include a more
Pioneer operational/combat readiness to age annual component attrition, expected reliable engine, procurement I
support Service deployments is impacted component failures derived from histori- of an alternate band data link,
byattritionofairvehiclesaswellasrepair cal failure rates, average component re- procurementofaglobalposi-

of repairable parts and procurement of pair times, and a 200 flight hour per unit tioning system (GPS) in air U
spares. A Pioneer operational readiness per year operating tempo. The expected vehicles, development of

model has been developed to measure the inventory is determined by decrementing high-altitude, hot day, take-
quantity and condition of all mission es- existing inventory by average annual at- off distance charts, and pro-

sential equipment assigned to each Pio- trition. The expected inventory line does curement of a shipboard re-

neer unit and assess the ability of the unit not account for any future procurements covery simulator.
to operate and maintain that equipment. or other readiness initiatives. This level
The model compares the overall material is not adequate to achieve readiness ob- 3.2.5 System Interfaces
and personnel posture of each unit against jectives.
the minimum requirements for a unit to The Pioneer system has two basic config-

operate effectively, and provides two urations: ship installed and land- based. l
measures of Pioneer readiness. The To close the gap between assets, re- The ship installation for LPDs is similar
Pioneer Program Combat Readiness in- quirements and depleting assets, a Pio- the battleship installation in

dicator is based on the average combat neer Readiness Improvement Program that permanent antennae, fuel storage,

material readiness of the six Pioneer has been initiated. The following major and recovery nets arerequired. The ground
warfighting units. The Program Combat thrusts comprise the program: control station and other system compo-

Readiness indicator requires threshold nents are more modular and are inte-

levels ofmission-essential equipment, and Procuresufficientsystemcom- grated/installed within the LPD. Pioneer
trained operators and maintainers within ponents to achieve 85% opera- uses aviation gas, a relatively volatile

a warfighting unit for a non-zero readi- tional readiness fuel, requiring special handling and stor-
ness level to be achieved. The Pioneer age procedures. The ship-based Pioneer
Program Readiness indicator measures Procure sufficient replenish- must be launched with RATO, which

the overall readiness of all Pioneer sys- ment spares and consumables requires special storage and handling pro-

tems on a linear basis. That is, program to maintain 85% operational cedures. Shipboard flight operations re- I
readiness does not consider the minimum readiness quire special consideration of air space

system requirements needed for combat allocation, control frequency allocation,

capability. Establish an adequately funded and electromagnetic interference caused 3
repair of repairables program by the launch ship and other accompany-

The Pioneer Readiness Model has been to minimize requirements for ing ships. The Pioneer system LPD con-

integrated with the Pioneer reliability, component procurement and figuration is shown in Figure 3-12 (see

supply, and maintenance data bases to the time required to return a next page). Ship alterations for six LPD
determine inventory levels and replen- component to Pioneer units class ships and for marinization and cross

ishment rates required to improve and decking of two Pioneer systems are being

maintain Pioneer readiness. Figure 3-11 Establish a scheduled depot- planned. Two of the eight LPDs required

depicts the requirements and expected levelmaintenanceprogramfor were modified in 1993. Marinization of

inventories with no additional procure- ground components to elimi- two more Pioneer systems is required to

ment. The requirements line reflects the nate flight mishaps caused by be able to maintain a continuously de- I
equipment required by each of the fielded catastrophic ground station or ployed Pioneer capability in both the At-

units, the reduction of inventory associ- ground data link failures lantic and Pacific Fleets.
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The land-based systems are self-con- MAIN MAST

tained; however, they do require special TCU SHELTER

facilities to operate. The air vehicle needs GCS SHELTER

a prepared landing surface or STBD STACK

runway to set up the arresting gear. There B & A CRANE

must be sufficient area cleared for the
various ground support equipment. Safe HELD HANGAR

>•• .•.,.£• • '•t• TENSIONING

aviation gas and RATO storage and han- BOAT STOWAGES CABLE TRANSV

dling facilities need to be in place. The PORT STAC SLIPPER CABLE BRACE

vehicles to trans ort the Pioneer system A ST,,
require service and maintenance facili-

*ties.
te.UAV STORAGE NO"-.•. I

3.2.6 Schedule

The currently fielded Pioneer RPV capa- STEBA FT PORT S N

bility is to be maintained "at an accept- SPARS 11 POLE TRANSOM

able readiness level" until the Services
reach full operational capability with the Figure 3-12 Pioneer LPD Configuration
Hunter UAV as mandated by Congress or

assets are depleted due to attrition. All3 USA and USMC systems will be trans- system at the beginning of FY95, one port will be provided by Operations and

ferred to the USN between FY95 and USMC system during the latter half of Maintenance, Navy funded component

FY97 and all USN Pioneer systems and FY96, two other USMC systems in FY97 repair and through the use of withdrawn3 support will be phased out with introduc- and the system at DUTC in mid FY98. system assets as spares. Figure 3-13

tion of the follow-on system. The plan Spares procurement is currently planned shows the phaseout schedule for Pioneer

calls for withdrawing the USA Pioneer through FY98 and outyear material sup- UAV units.I

9-

8-
7- Marinize

6 USN
1 1 PAX

# Units DUTC
4- USMC
3- FAST

* 2- USA

0
Oct Apr Oct Apr Oct Apr Oct Apr Oct Apr Oct Apr Oct
93 94 94 95 95 96 96 97 97 98 98 99 99

SFigure 3-13 Pioneer Phaseout Schedule
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3.3 DEMONSTRATIONS our UGV counterparts, develop tions of the system and how to properly
common unmanned system re- task and employ the system. The MAE

This subsection describes UAV demon- quirements, explore joint UAV/ system will deploy with a "turnkey" op-
strations. Demonstrations serve varied UGV CONOPS, and exploit erational and maintenance support team.
but specific purposes related to UAV C&I between unmanned air and The system will be compatible with ex-
technology exploitation, requirements, ground systems, isting JTF Commander's (ashore and
and the user community: afloat) command, control, communica-

3.3.1 Medium Altitude tion, computers and intelligence (C 41)

ACTDs (Sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.2) Endurance (MAE) architectures for datadissemination. Sen-

are a streamlined method for sor and communications capabilities of

working closely with the user to Background the system are:

rapidly demonstrate and field a
new capability in limited quan- The MAE UAV is a 30-month effort • EO/IR sensors with ground sam-

tity (in this case satisfying en- responding to a Joint Chiefs of Staff ini- pled distance of 16-30 inches

durance UAV requirements) tiative to bring near real-time imagery to
the Joint Task Force (JTF) Commander. • SAR radar with (classified)

Very low cost UAV operational The MAE UAV provides the JTF com- intra-pulse resolution

assessments (Sections 3.3.3 - manders an expendable, long-dwell, nar-
3.3.4) are an inexpensive way row area search, tactical UAV system 0 Satellite communications

for usercommunitiestobecome with continuous, near all-weather sur- (SATCOM) datalinks capable

familiar with UAV operations veillance and target acquisition over de- of ultra high frequency (UHF)

and to explore employment con- fended foreign areas. Through a reus- and/or Ku wideband communi-

cepts. In their own right, very able/multisensor air vehicle, the system cations

low cost UAVs may have roles supports RSTA missions as directed by
as "throw away," or expendable the JTF Commander. Trojan Spirit II and joint

UAVs, in satisfying interim ca- deployable intelligence support
pability needs System Description system for imagery dissemina-

tion.
VTOLUAVoperationalassess- The system will remain on station at

ments and technology demon- extended ranges (500 nm) for periods A table of MAE system characteristics is
strations (Sections 3.3.5 - 3.3.8) exceeding 24 hours using high-resolu- in Appendix B. These requirements are
provide a means to evaluate tion sensors to identify and track small, delineated in USD(A) memorandum of
VTOL air vehicle candidates mobile targets (e.g., artillery). The MAE 12 July 1993 and DUSD(AT) memoran-
(that would become part of the is compatible with, and is cued from, dum of 17 November 1993.
JT UAV System) for small ship other reconnaissance systems. The im-
platform applications (albeit agery is a releasable product to enhance Plans for Calendar Year 1994
there presently is no active USN joint and coalition warfighting coordina-
requirement for such a capabil- tion. As an ACTD, the project develop- Source selection for the MAE UAV sys-
ity), special operations or wher- ment, testing, and demonstration is user tem was completed in January 1994. The
ever else vehicle launch and re- dependent. A CONOPS is being devel- Predator, variant of the General Atomics
covery space is nonexistentor at oped by a working group with US Atlan- GNAT 750, was selected. See Figure 3-
a premium tic Command lead and membership from 14 on the next page. UNISYS, Salt Lake

Southern Command, the Joint Staff, the City, UT was selected as the datalink
Unmanned ground vehicles UAV JPO, and the TRADOCs from each contractor. A competitive contract for
(UGVs) andrelatedrobotics ap- of the services. TheCONOPS guides the the SAR was awarded to Westinghouse,
plications (Sections 3.3.9 - testing and exercise of the system so that Baltimore, MD in March 1994. Early and
3.3.10) provide an opportunity when deployed, the user will have an mid-1994 activities focus on ground/lab
to share UAV technology with understanding of the capabilities/limita- test of the EO/IR and UHF satellite com-
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munications. By fall 1994, three air ye- By January 1996, three air vehicles and 15,000 ft MSL, the MAE UAV will pos-
hicles and one GCS will be delivered and one GCS with full capability will be ready sess the capability to disseminate
flight demonstrations will begin. Field for field deployment (see Figure 3-15). releasable, high-resolution imagery (vis-
deployment of the EO/IR and UHF com- ible, IR, and SAR) to the Joint Force
munications will begin in January 1995. Interface Relationships Commander (JFC), Joint Intelligence
Ground testing of the SAR and wideband Center, or Joint Analysis Center, and the
satellite communications link will be con- The following briefly describes the inter- National Military Joint Intelligence Cen-
ducted by mid-1995. face relationships that the MAE UAV ter simultaneously. Thus the MAE UAV 1

system will have with external systems makes a significant contribution to the
and identifies possible users of informa- warfighting capability of operational

tion up to and including national levels, forces. It greatly improves the quality
TheMAEUAVprovides arapid-response and timeliness of battlefield information
capability to the user. These interface while reducing the risk of capture or loss

relationships will be used in developing a of troops and allows more rapid and bet- 1
CONOPS document detailing the pur- ter informed decision making from the
pose, system description, mission, task- JFC. TheMAEUAV provideslong-dwell
ing, control, and airspace management surveillance capabilities that are particu-
for the system. larly valuable when cued by existing na-

Figure 3-14 tional, theater, and tactical collection sys-
General Atomics Predator Operating at medium altitudes up to tems. It can readily perform a multitude

CY94 CY95 CY96JIFIMIAIM•IJIJiI s oINID JIFIMIAIMIJIoIAIsloINIo JI IM I I
.e.•ewe .... ,.w0,•r .... •EQ/JR. . UH....... Reve .~...SAR.Rev.ew

Reviews Awid (AV, IPR, H , h=V W)i

Integration D - w B- l Prog I
EOMIR, UHF SATCOM

1PR I IPR 2 SRR

Wide Band SATCOM V V ,, V ,'
IPR 1 1PR 1 ' ' SRe

SAR I V V1; V.
Deliveries Air Vehicle A: AA "AA I

(EO/IR, UHF) GCS A: A :A
Retrofit Air Vehicle .'A AAAALA

(SAR, WB) GCS A A A

Demonstrations ',_ " I
EO/IR, UHF SATCOM i I Ciew1

Wide Band SATCOM Grond Tes ] 5

BAR Groun Test l . II
Deployment Capability

EM/IR, UHF SATCOM

Wide Band SATCOM, E 3AV, I GCS', " I
EO/IR, SAR 10AV.3GCS

LEGEND
AV = Air Vehicle SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
CDR = Cdtical Design Review SATCOM = Satellite Communications
EO/IR = Electro-Optical/Infrared SRR = System Readiness Review

GCS = Ground Control Station TRR = Test Readiness Review

IPR = In Process Review UHF = Ultra-High Frequency
PDR = Preliminary Design Review WB = Wide Band

Figure 3-15 MAE UAV ACTD Schedule
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3 Advanced Airborne Intelligence Collec-
tion Systems Study and the Airborne Re-

SPEED connaissance Requirements Assessment,
TOS

TOTAL and again in 1993 by the DoD Deep
AUTONOMOUS WITH ENDURANCE

CONNECTIVITY MANUAL BACKUP ERATIONAL

ALTITUDE Study. In 1993 the decision was made to3 follow a multiphased or multitiered ap-? ~proach to the development of endurance

UAVs. The initial effort is a US Govern-
ment program to field a quick-response
endurance UAV capable of providingt• <. / PAYLOAD\,

optical imagery in crisis situations. The
i .,.MAE UAV, an ACTD, is being devel-

S..oped by the UAV JPO as a medium
altitude, narrow area search UAV which

SUVELANEwill possess a more capable payload and

• ia real-time data link capability to a ground
station. The HAE UAV is being devel-
oped using an innovative acquisition strat-

IRadius of Action STANGOFF egy with strict design-to-cost goals.
LEGEND
TOS = Time on Station Purpose

Figure 3-16 HAE CONOPS The HAE UAV System is to be an ACTD
type of development which will provide
a broad area search capability and high

of inherently hazardous missions for ex- very high frequency (VHF) communica- quality imagery from SAR and/orEO/IR.

tended periods of time. tions. If other commands in the C41 It will operate at high altitude (>50k ft)

network have the ability to receive those and possess an operating radius of 1,000

Summary frequencies plus the correct modems to miles or greater and an endurance in

decode the common datalink (CDL) 1.5 excess of 24 hours. It is intended to be
Allotting these dangerous and/or tedious megabits per second data stream, the used by a JTF Commander in support of

missions to the MAE UAV increases imagery can be directly processed by tactical operations. Figure 3-16 shows
survivability and frees aircrews for mis- their respective internal systems. the HAE CONOPS. An acquisition strat-
sions requiring the flexibility of a manned egy for the HAE is being developed.
system. The MAE UAV is a complemen- 3.3.2 High Altitude 3.3.3 Pointer Hand
tary adjunct to existing communications Endurance (HAE) Launched UAV

systems such as Trojan Spirit II and helps
to reduce the effect force downsizing will Background Background
have on operations. The imagery prod-
ucts from MAE UAV include freeze- The requirements for a high altitude, long Since 1990 the UAV JPO has been using
frame and video clips via theJointWorld- endurance UAV have been recognized the AeroVironment Inc., Simi Valley,
wide Intelligence Communications Sys- since 1960. Various programs were CA Pointer Hand Launched UAV sys-
tem. Verbal reports and full video tapes funded to evaluate and test related tech- tem to support demonstrations, evalua-
can be provided by an analysis center nologies. The US Air Force (USAF) tions, andrequirements development. The
using MAE data. Inherent in this con- prepared an initial MNS in 1990 which Pointer is a relatively low-cost UAV that
nectivity is the utilization of Trojan Spirit was approved by the JROC. This re- provides the maneuver battalion com-
II, which provides C, X, Ku, UHF, and quirement was reiterated in 1992 by the mander or other user an "eye in the sky."
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Operating at 200 to 500 feet above ground 1993 Accomplishments 0 Initiation of the Phase II CEP 3
level and out to ranges of 3 miles, the air conducted by the USA MWBL

vehicle's TV camera provides real-time, In 1993 demonstrations of the Pointer to
high-resolution color or black and white a variety of potential users and decision 0 Successful deployment with the 3
video imagery for seeing over hills, into makers continued at an accelerated pace. Oregon National Guard in oper-

urban areas, and around the next bend. Concurrently, successful deployment to ational counterdrug and other
Many different reconnaissance and sur- four exercises at the NTC with units of law enforcement missions com-
veillance missions can be performed the 1st Cavalry Division, III Corps led to pletingPhaseIoftheNGB/Drug
quickly and effectively, leaving the OP- a statement of need by the Commanding Enforcement Agency (DEA)
erator safe from enemy eyes and thus Out General USA III Corps on 15 June 1993 evaluation
of harm's way. for 30 systems. The remainder of 1994

will be focused on executing a plan to Three successful test flights of

procure, field, and support a USA-vali- GPS and autonavigation on the

S.. dated requirement for these systems for Pointer system I
III Corps.

Development of a personal com-

Demonstrations and evaluations of Hand puter-based pilot's training sim-

Launched UAVs continue with other us- ulator for the Pointer Hand

ers in and outside of the DoD. Activities Launched UAV. Deployed to

completed in 1993 supporting demon- support training atFt. Hood, TX I
strations, program, and technology de- 3-14 January 1994

Figure 3-17 velopments included: Deployment to the USA Corps
Pointer Hand Launched UAV Completion of a Phase I CEP of Engineers Construction En- I

with the USA III Armored Mo- gineering Research Laboratory
The 8.5-bb composite air vehicle, (see (USACERL) for use in environ-
Figure 3-17) which is easily assembled mental assessment and cultural

from six parts (interchangeable with other m entresource management, includ-
air vehicles), is battery powered, result- UAV systems submitted on 15 ing the initiation of develop-
ing in extremely low noise signature and June 1993 inthmultispectral infrared

a short logistics tail. Its small size, 9-ft Successful demonstration in payloads

wingspan and 6-ft length, makes visual Mauce deontat inMarch 1993 at the Advanced
detection difficult while contributing to * Successful technical experi-

the overall stealthiness of the system. Warfighting Demonstration of ments on the interoperability of
With the small and easily configured Battlefield Synchronization, the Pointer Hand Launched
ground control station, the entire system USA Armor Center, Mounted UAV with the Surrogate

can be operationally ready in less than Warfighting Battlespace Lab Teleoperated Vehicle (STV)

five minutes. At the end of a Pointer (MWBL), resulting in a recoi- UGV at Redstone Arsenal, AL,

mission (up to one hour duration), recov- mendation to field a Hand conducted jointly between the

ery is executed by an automatic deep- Launched UAV system UGV JPO and the UAV JPO,

stall maneuver to a soft landing. By supported by the Defense Evalu-
simply replacing the air vehicle batteries, Deployment to the JRTC, Ft. ation Support Activity (DESA)

the three-person crew can be flying an- Polk, LA with the 82nd Air-

other mission in less than two minutes. borne Division, in support of Numerous demonstrations, in- I
Since 1990 Aero-Vironment's Pointerhas the USA Infantry Center, cluding those to the DUSD(AT),

been the only available system at the very D i s m o u n t e d W a r fig h t i n g Bureau of Land Management,

low end of the UAV spectrum. A table of Battlespace Lab (DWBL), for National Park Service, US For- I
the Pointer system characteristics is in new technology evaluation in est Service, and the Federal Bu-

Appendix B. Operations Other Than War reau of Investigation (FBI).
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1994 Plans 1993 1994

S 0 N1D J F M A MI J I J A S o01N J
REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
& DEMONSTRATIONS

The focus of activities in 1994 concen- Concept Evaluation Program (CEP) A

trates on supporting the evaluation of the Desert Hammer VI Evaluation A

Hand Launched UAV concept by the SYSTEM REFURB/PROCUREMENT

USA TRADOC, Armor Center, MWBL.
The TRADOC CEP will support devel- Thr System Renurb Al

opment, validation, and approval of a

Hand Launched UAV requirement. Four TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

existing Pointer systems have been refur- Training Simulator
Global Positioning System/ J"EA luto nerto

bished and upgraded for III Corps com- AutGo..igation Evaluatio Intesrtio

manders for CEP exercises at Ft. Hood, Night Vision Camera A Market Survey Evaluati n/Demonstration

TX and the NTC. TRADOC evaluators Pan-Tilt Camera A Oevelopment 5' Evaluation

from Ft. Knox and Ft. Huachuca make up
the independent evaluation team. Pointer Figure 3-18 Pointer Hand Launched UAV ScheduleI training of 10 soldiers (3 Hand Launched
UAV teams) of the 1 st Brigade, 1 st Cav-
alry Division was completed on 14 Janu- these systems. Technology Enhancements
ary 1994. These soldiers will operate the
Pointer Hand Launched UAV through- All the foregoing activities in support of The basic Pointer configuration has served
out the evaluation, operational users are directed toward the the Hand Launched UAV user well over

fielding of an affordable, supportable, the past four years; however, goals for
As a follow up to the successful battle- effective Hand Launched UAV for III enhancements such as improved naviga-
field synchronization demonstration in Corps and otherUSA requirements. Sev- tional capability and night imagery have
March 1993, the UAV JPO supported the eral activities scheduled for 1994 that been identified. In response to a DEA

I USA Armor Center in demonstration of will help the UAV JPO achieve the goal funded requirement for GPS/

the Hand Launched UAV at the NTC, of responsive support to our users of autonavigation and pan/tilt camera, the

Exercise Desert Hammer VI, in April Hand Launched UAVs include: UAV JPO awarded a contract to3 1994 with the Task Force 1-70. This is AeroVironment to develop these capa-

part of an exercise commissioned by the * Procuring three additional Hand bilities for Pointer. GPS/autonavigation

Chief of Staff of the Army to demonstrate Launched UAV demonstration! has now been developed and integrated

the future of land mobile combat, win- evaluation systems with the basic system. A full-function

ning the battlefield information war flight test was conducted in February

through digitization and synchronization. * Completing Hand Launched 1994, demonstrating operation of the GPS
UAV frequency study for a mili- with heading hold, waypoint navigation,

Other tentative plans with the USA in- tary frequency allocation auto loiter, altitude hold, and return home

clude follow up support to the USA In- Conducting a Hand Launched features.

fantryCenter,DWBLforHandLaunched UAV User's Conference for GPS/autonavigation components en-
UAV evaluation in Operations Other Than DoD and non-DoD customers hanced graphics on the personal comput-
War in August 1994. This provides an to address user needs and dem- er (PC)-based system provide user-
opportunity for early user evaluation of onstrate new and projected tech- friendly graphical displays of air vehicle
the GPS/autonavigation-equipped sys- nology developments, location, heading, and positional and at-
tem. The NGB is planning to use Hand titudinal telemetry. The lightweight pan
Launched UAVs to continue its ongoing The schedule (see Figure 3-18) shows the and tilt camera will complete this en-
evaluation of UAVs to support law en- activities planned for 1994. Funding for hancement effort in 1994. Four air vehi-
forcement, counterdrug, and border pa- the use of Pointer, i.e., training, technical, cles andtwo groundcontrol units equipped
trol missions to name a few. This evalu- and logistics support for these evalua- with these capabilities will be delivered
ation will result in astatementof need for tions, is provided by the customer, totheUAVJPOforearlyuserevaluation.
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HAND LAU -NC-HED UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE]
Real-time Battlefield Information System 3

TASK FORCE

THREAT 3 I

----------------------- SCO UTS DOWN

NA 221635 * Hand Launched LINK Battalion Tactical 3
• BN and Below Focus Operations Center
* Day/ Twilight, 5 Km,
* Color Video Downlink) 3

Figure 3-19 Real-Time Battlefield Information System U
Figure 3-19 shows a real-time battlefield fectiveness. In keeping with DoD initia- develop special multispectral infrared
information system using GPS waypoint tives to promote dual-use technologies payloads for the assessment and manage-
navigation, and defense conversion, the UAV JPO ment of military training areas, agricul-

conducted Pointer demonstrations for a tural, and natural resources. The UAV
The COTS strategy for enhancements to variety of potential users, including the JPO has recently been working withmem-
the Hand Launched UAV system is driv- Bureau of Land Management, National bers of the FBI to promote transfer of this
en by the need to use commercially avail- Park Service, and US Forest Service. A technology to local and state law enforce-
able, reliable, lightweight components Pointer demonstration in December at ment agencies.
and subcomponents that require integra- prehistoric Anasazi native American ru-
tion into the small and light air frame. ins near Espafiol, NM was attended by The highlight of1993 in non-DoD uses of I

nearly 20 persons representing the above- the Pointer Hand Launched UAV was a

Dual-Use and Defense mentioned activities interested in appli- full year of operations with the Oregon
Conversion Opportunities cations ranging from law enforcement National Guard in support of local law I

and surveillance support to scientific re- enforcement agencies primarily in sup-

There were many exciting developments search. port of counter drug surveillance and
in the application of Hand Launched preraid activities. In one instance, Point-
UAVs to nonmilitary uses in 1993. The A full range of cultural and natural re- er, undetected by suspects under surveil-
attractiveness of these systems to non- source management tasks is possible with lance, provided real-time video intelli-
military users is often the same as for such systems. Also in 1993, the genceofadrugdealer'scompound, which
military users, e.g., low cost, rapid re- USACERL began a one-year study and allowed an effective and rapid arrest of I
sponse time, and minimal crew and logis- development effort to consider environ- the suspects and confiscation of contra-
tics burden with high reliability and ef- mental surveillance applications and to band. There were no injuries to any of the
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E officers or suspects involved in the raid. Quadra 100SS aero engine designed for
These missions, 12 in all, were generally use in scale models. The flight control
conducted over hilly, wooded terrain and system consists of an uplink receiver con-
in several instances in challenging weather nected to a GPS-based autopilot. The air
conditions. In all cases they were con- vehicle is gyro stabilized and capable of
ducted in civilian air space with the knowl- preprogrammed autonomous flight. The
edge and cooperation of the Federal Avia- EXDRONE has a launch weight of 89 lbs
tion Administration (FAA). Figure 3-20 and a25 lbpayloadcapacity. Itis launched

dEXDRONE In Flight by pneumatic rail and recovered by para-The UAV JPO continues to identify and chute. The air vehicle has aservice ceil-

support demonstrations and evaluations production of an additional 60 air vehi- ing of 1,0 fthwith a ssion a lt
of the Hand Launched UAV concept to cles. ing of 10,000 ft with a mission altitude of
nofmilitheHand Launchmed concitept wto d3,000- 4,000 ft above ground level. It has

I nonmilitary customers consistent with

military priorities and system availabil- EXDRONE is being procured for use as a top speed of 100 miles per hour, a

ity. a low-cost reconnaissance air vehicle mission endurance of 2.5 hours, and an

equipped with a down-looking color TV operational range of 50+ kilometers (line

3.3.4 EXDRONE UAV camera with zoom lens and pan and tilt of sight). The GCS is capable of control-
capability. Developmental testing for the ling two air vehicles simultaneously.

Background latest system upgrades is complete. TheS~first two systems are being fielded with An EXDRONE system consists of 10 air
firt to sstms re ein feldd wth vehicles, 2 GCSs and ground supportThe EXDRONE program began as a re- the 1st UAV Company, Twentynine eqipment t iCls a pneumat

search and development effort to develop Palms, CA and the 1st Cavalry Division, equipment that includes a pneumatic

a low-cost expendable drone to carry a Ft. Hood, TX in June 1994. Training in the field b y stwo ig mobility ip

VHF communications jammer. The support of fielding these two systems posewheeledvehiclesandintotheaterby

baseline air vehicle was initially devel- began in April 1994. one C-130. TheGCS interfaces with any

oped by the Johns Hopkins University equipment that has a standard RS-170

Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD Figure 3-20 shows the EXDRONE in connector and has been successfullyinte-

in the early 1980s. BAI Aerosystems, flight and Figure 3-21 shows the gratedwiththeUSMCIntelligenceAnaly-
Easton, MD is now the prime contractor EXDRONE during rail launch. sis System. A table of EXDRONE sys-
for the program. The program strategy is tem characteristics is in Appendix B.
to integrate COTS and government off System Description
the shelf components and payloads as Concept of OperationsI technology developments and funding TheEXDRONEis adeltaplatform flying
permit. In November 1991, BAI wing. The power plant is the reputable TheEXDRONEsystemisbestemployed
Aerosystems of Easton, MD was awarded when cued by another intelligence sys-
a contract for the production of 100 air tem or target location system. The oper-
vehicles. From April 1992 to October ational scenario proceeds with a pneu-
1993, these air vehicles were used to matic rail launch from the regimental or
demonstrate a low-cost, expendable, re- brigade tactical operation center/combat
connaissance UAV capability. operation center area. The air vehicle

climbs to operational altitude and dashes
In response to user inputs, the air vehicle to the objective area. The air vehicle is

* was modified and improved to include controlled by the launch team if the ob-
down-looking payloads, pneumatic rail jective is within 50 kilometers. To ex-
launch, and a GPS-based autopilot. In tend operational range, a forward control
July 1993, CG MCCDC established a team equipped with a GCS can be posi-
requirement for four improved tioned closer to the objective area. The
EXDRONE systems. In December 1993, Figure 3-21 air vehicle will loiter in the objective area
a contract option was exercised for the EXDRONE Rail Launch for up to 2 hours. If additional coverage
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Figure 3-22 EXDRONE Operational Scenario

of the target area is needed, another air ant UAV requirements. Personnel from Recovery parachute: Prior to the recov- I
vehicle is launched prior to return of the the 101st Airborne, 1st Cavalry, 24th ery parachute, units were taught to land
first air vehicle. The air vehicle is flown Infantry, and 2nd Marine Divisions par- the air vehicle with "stick and rudder."
autonomously to the recovery area and ticipated in field demonstrations. The This procedure caused an unacceptable I
recovered by parachute. (See Figure 3- 101st Airborne and 1st Cavalry Divi- attrition rate. Since the introduction of
22). sions continue to operate the system. parachute recovery, attrition has been cut

dramatically. The parachute is a COTS I
Field Demonstrations FY 1993 Accomplishments "man-rated" reserve chute.

During recent field demonstrations, Based on user input and experience the Low light payloads: Image intensifying
USMC and USA units used the system in following upgrades were made: and FLIR payloads were integrated and i
seven major exercises. User input has flown during testing at Dugway Proving
guided system upgrades and improve- Pneumatic launcher: Five pneumatic Ground, Tooele, UT in April 1993. The
ments. Each unit has developed similar launchers were competitively procured EXDRONE incorporates night payloads I
UAV command and control, airspace from Continental RPV of Barstow, CA. as they become smaller and less expen-
coordination, system cueing, air tasking, The pneumatic launchers are now used sive.
and unit standard operating procedures. exclusively for launching the air vehicle I
The demonstrations have also assisted in and have improved the launch success Improved power plant: The Quadra
refining and validating Maneuver Vari- rate to over 95%. 1OOSS was tested and approved for use in
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U future air vehicle buys. This engine is 3 and 4 will be delivered with the pay- 3.3.5 Maritime VTOL UAV
more reliable while providing more pow- load. System (MAVUS) II
er with less vibration and noise at a lower Program
cost than the old engine. Integrate tactical remote sensor system

(TRSS) airborne relay: The TRSS air- Background
FY 1994 Plans borne relay is a GOTS payload that is

intended to be carried by the AV-8B In 1990, a project agreement was signed
Procure 60 air vehicles: In December Harrier. Development costs forced a between the Canadian and US Govern-
1993 an option was exercised to procure reevaluation. Pending approval, the ments for a cost-sharing technical dem-
60 additional air vehicles. These air EXDRONE will integrate the TRSS sys- onstration of a MAVUS. MAVUS I was
vehicles will be used to build four sys- tem beginning in the 3rd quarter of FY94. the first phase of the program, which
tems for USMC and USA evaluation and culminated in an at-sea operational and
use. Systems 1 and 2 are to be fielded in Monitor night payload development: technical demonstration onboard a USN
June 1994, and systems 3 and 4 will be Image intensifier and FLIR technology is FFG-7 frigate class ship. The US and

getting smaller and cheaper. A market Canadian Governments share contract
D survey will be completed in the 4th quar- costs for the second phase (MAVUS II)
cDown-look zoom payload: This payload ter of FY94 to determine if it is econom- which was awarded 28 May 1993. A
camera that provides 570 lines of resolu- ically feasible to field EXDRONE sys- table of VTOL UAV operational require-

I tion and a 6X zoom lens. The payoa tems with integral night payloads. If it ments is in Appendix B.

was tested at the Dugway Proving Ground proves practical, COTS payloads will be

in March 1994 with results indicating a integrated and demonstrated in FY95. Purpose

I national imagery interpretability ratingscale rating of 4 at 3000-4000 ft above Summary The MAVUS II program is intended to
ground level, 

conduct additional technical demonstra-u Demonstrations of the EXDRONE sys- tions, including automated landing on a

Shift uplink to UHF band: The upgrade tem have been successful, with units log- USN combatant and continued shipboard

most requested by users was the ability to ging over 300 flights and approximately operations and tactics development. TheE shift the uplink frequency out of the VHF 500 flight hours while participating in 7 MAVUS II program will reduce techni-
band. The VHF band is used for tactical major exercises. The EXDRONE has cal risks associated withemploying UAV
communications. If proper frequency successfully followed convoys, con- systems onboard USN combatants.
coordination was not accomplished, the ducted route and point reconnaissance,

EXDRONE system was subject to and observed artillery fire. The air ve- System Description
"friendly" jamming. The UHF uplink hicle has proven to be a very stable plat-

I was tested at Dugway in March 1994 form for small (25 lbs) payloads. The The MAVUS II system consists of the
with an operational range in excess of 50 EXDRONEis an effective, low costUAV following:
kilometers. system responsive to the user and his

requirements. As the Assistant Division ° Two air vehicles
Integrate COTS pan/tilt/zoom payload: Commander of the 101st Airborne Divi-
The second most requested upgrade is an sion wrote on 8 March 1994, "The 101 st * Four payloads

ability to "steer" a payload and spotlight Airborne Division (Air Assault) consid-

a target. Several COTS payloads will be ers the BQM-147A EXDRONE an im- ° Mission planning and control
evaluated and the systems' microproces- portant component of its intelligence sys- station (MPCS)
sors will be upgraded from 16 bit to 32 bit tem and is committed to fielding a UAV
capability. Testing will begin in June for the division. If we were to deploy to • Transverser
1994. Systems 1 and 2 will receive the wartoday, theEXDRONE would go with
payload in November 1994, and systems us." • Landing grid
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Two datalink antennas 1993 1994 I

M jJ A SO0 N D J F M A Ml J AJ S

* Automated landing system Contract Award

Training A

Manual landing system Air Vehicle & Mission Pkg. Install & Test I
Air Vehicle #1, FLIR, DTV A

* Portable computer and control Air Vehicle #2, FLIR, DTV

system Communications Tests

Data Link Test A

"* Data acquisition station PCCS Test

Recovery Test l
"* Refueling station CARS-P Test

Lawton Free Flight

"• Support equipment. Integration na
System Integration A

Concept of Operations OT&E

Final Report C 3
The MAVUS II program assists in weapon Perfomance Review -V

system mission planning, provides for Program Completed

collection of intelligence, and supports
the command, control, and communica- LEGEND

CARS-P = Common Automatic Recovery System Prototype
tions functions of a USN combatant us- DTV = Daylight Television

ing minimum manpower. The system FLIR = Forward Looking Infrared
OT&E = Operational Test and Evaluation

conducts reconnaissance and surveillance PCCS = Portable Computer and Control System

with EO and IR sensors and provides
over-the-horizon detection, classification
and localization, and BDA of land and Figure 3-24 MAVUS II Technical Demonstration Schedule
sea targets. In addition, the MAVUS II
system employs a communications relay
to further demonstrate the potential op- MAVUS II air vehicle is shown in Figure Air vehicle technologies. The
erational capabilities of maritime VTOL 3-23. MAVUS II effort will evaluate
UAVs. A table of MAVUS II operational the ability of UAV coaxial heli-
capabilities is in Appendix B. The The MAVUS II program is evaluating copter air vehicle technology to

the flying qualities, performance, and dy- operate in a USN surface com- I
namic interface of VTOL UAVs along batant environment.
with reduction of technical risks associ-

-- ated with using VTOL UAVs onboard Status
USN combatants. Two major elements I
of MAVUS II are to demonstrate: The MAVS 11 UAV System was as-

The automated takeoffandland- sembled at the Canadair facility in
ing system. Safe and reliable Montreal, Canada. Laboratory integra-

VTOL operations on small ships tion and tether flight testing were com-

require automated takeoff and pleted in December 1993. A common 3
recovery in all types of weather. automatic recovery system prototype
An at-sea operational demon- (CARS-P) was integrated into the system
stration of CARS with the and flight tested at the Canadair Flight
Canadair CL-227 Sentinel sys- Test site in Lawton, OK between 22 De-

Figure 3-23 tem will be conducted during cember 1993 and 31 January 1994. Dur-
MAVUS II Air Vehicle FY94 ing the test flights, 26 automatic ap-
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proaches were made with 9 successful Purpose Additional datalink equipment
automatic recoveries. Recoveries were would impact systems already
initiated from the outer boundaries of the The purpose of this effort is to demon- deployed. Use of existing an-
recovery initiation box. Touchdown strate the technical feasibility of integrat- tennas is the optimum solution
points for the automatic recoveries ranged ing UAVs with combat systems elements to this problem, and studies have
from 1.56 to 11.7 inches from the center and demonstrate C&I for command and indicated that the AN/SRQ-4
of the grid. control (C2 ) of the land-based Hunter may be comparable with the

UAV. This effort will be referred to as Hunter UAV datalinks. The
The MAVUS II system was installed on the UAV SCSI demonstration program. systems integration effort will
the USS Vandegrift (FFG-48) in San Di- integrate a modified AN/SRQ-
ego, CA in February 1994. The system Concept of Operations 4 with a Tactical Advanced
will become an integral part of the ship Computer-III based workstation
combat system and will be operated and A fielded UAV for surface combatants that will host Hunter UAV soft-
evaluated by the ship's crew throughout would achieve operational interoperabil- ware. A prototype MPCS and
the scheduled demonstration period ity through incorporation of C2 concepts the modified AN/SRQ-4 will be
(March through May 1994). Representa- for a land-based Hunter UAV. This would integrated with the Hunter UAV
tives from COMOPTEVFOR will be provide USN, USMC, and USA forces for flight demonstrations. A
onboard to continue the early operational with an organic, tactical, interoperable phased demonstration approach
assessment initiated during the MAVUS RSTA capability. The system concept consisting of modeling, system
program. for naval applications focuses on inte- integration, testbedsimulations,

grating HunterUAV system software and hardware-in-the-loop demon-
Schedule hardware into ship subsystems. Thus, strations, land-basedflighttests,

USN and USA forces may either operate and shipboard demonstrations
The MAVUS II demonstration is to be a Hunter UAV using organic C2 assets or is planned.
completed by the end of June 1994, and share resources and exchange air vehicles
the resultant data developed and lessons with another Service's control stations. Status
learned during the effort will be incorpo- The air vehicle would be capable of car-
rated into the Shipboard Variant pro- rying imaging sensors common with the The SCSI program is proceeding with a
gram. The projected technical demon- Hunter UAV, incorporating the Hunter shipboard datalink (LAMPS MK III), a
stration schedule for MAVUS II is con- UAV C2 and video downlink to ensure prototype ship (PS)-MPCS, and combat
tained in Figure 3-24 (see previous page). interoperability. Hunter UAV system soft- system elements on USN Aegis, DD-

ware will be hosted on an existing USN 963, and L-class ships. Several current
3.3.6 UAV Ship Combat Tactical Advanced Computer-Ill. An efforts are underway that relate to the

System Integration existing USN Light Airborne Multi-Pur- UAV SCSI program; each is outlined
(SCSI) Demonstration poseSystem (LAMPS) MK-IIIAN/SRQ- below:
Program 4 datalink will be modified to operate the

BackgroundHunter UAV. AN/SRQ-4 modification - The

The UAV SCSI program is examining LAMPS MK Ill Ship Data Ter-

A 10 December 1991 DAB authorized and reducing technical risks associated minal (SDT) is being modified

use ofFY92 congressionally added funds with the areas of datalink, software to enable communication with

for a technology demonstration program rehosting, and combat systems integra- the Hunter UAV Block 0 air

to reduce technical risks associated with tion. The major element in the SCSI pro- vehicle. The objective is to de-

employing UAV systems onboard USN gram is: velop this SDT so that no modi-
ships. The technology demonstration el- fications are required in the air
ements included air vehicles, automated To demonstrate system integra- vehicle. The PS-MPCS will pro-
recovery systems, datalinks, and combat tion. Ship topside space is very vide the necessary message pro-
system integration of UAVs into surface limited, and additional weight tocol and bit processing to the
ships. adversely affects ship stability. modified LAMPS MK III SDT
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for transmission to the air ye- 193 11194 1995 3
hicle AMJ JASON DJ .1FIMIAMIJJIAISON D IJ IMIAIMJ

In Process Reviews * ** + * # # c 0

ANISRQ-4 modification testing PS UAV Phaaoe t.. 5... I

Requirements 
A & IDD ,A 

I

- N aval A ir W arfare Center-A ir- Combat System Reqmts 
Ion .... . I

craft D ivision (N A W C -A D ), PS-MPCS 
........ I

Patuxent River, MD will per- Requirements A 
Tew 1. --

form government testing of the DesignCoderrest A AI I
modifications of the AN/SRQ- Combat System Interface A

AN/SRQ-4 Mods

4 data link, which will be in- System Integration A AT1

stalled at the ro tary w in g sh ip System Demonstrations _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.7

ground station. A Hunter UAV PS UAV Phase 2-Combat System 
D-1- PS

air data terminal (ADT) will be System Requirements Ma.

installed in an H-60 helicopter, PS-MPCSII I
and two-way communications Requirements 

I __.....

Design/Code/Test •

betw een the A N /SR Q -4 at the System Integration 
A__ _ _ _ _ _ _l_

ship ground station and the ADT System Demonstrations
i th H-60 will be evaluated Interface Simulation C.PS UAV &

Requirements A I

Systems Integration Laboratory Software Development & Test _I

(SIL) - The SIL for the JT UAV LEGEND
IDDs = Interface Design Documents PS-MPCS = Prototype Ship Mission Planning and Control Station

Program at Huntsville, AL will NSWCDD = Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division PS-UAV = Prototype Ship UAV

be used to conduct various tests PDR = Preliminary Design Review 
3

to ensure integration and
interoperability between the PS- Figure 3-25 UAV SCSI Schedule
MPCS demonstration system
and the Hunter UAV system

TRW/IAI will be responsible for future integration of the Schedule

for the Hunter UAV elements HunterUAV demonstration sys-

being used in the PS UAV dem- tem function into the ATWCS The schedule for the SCSI demonstration
onstration system (air vehicle program is shown in Figure 3-25.

and flight control box). TRW/ AEGIS and Tomahawk Experi- I
IAI will rehost the existing ments - Experiments are being 3.3.7 Tilt Rotor UAV System
Hunter UAV datalink and flight conducted that allow for the stan- (TRUS)

control box link management dard AEGIS computers to inter- I
software to ensure integration face with USN standard work- Background
into the PS UAV demonstration stations through a Naval Sur-
system face Warfare Center, Dahlgren The TRUS offers an attractive combina-

Advanced Tomahawk Weapons VA development programmable tion of rotary and fixed wing technolo-
Contro Ad an tiomahawk Wea - Vnetwork interface unit. This m f- gies (see Figure 3-26). This combination
Control Station (ATWCS) De- makes it well suited to support the long

velopment - ATWCS is current- fort and a fiber-optic connec- range and high speeds required for over-
ly under development. The hard- tion between Aegis and Toma- the-horizon targeting for ship missile sys-

ware and software development hawk facilities will be lever- tems and RSTA for USMC fire support
environments being used for aged for developing the test bed elements while having the VTOL capa- I
ATWCS will be used in this capabilities for the UAV SCSI bility required for small combatant ship
demonstration system to allow effort. operations.
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I The two-phased TRUS program was de- February 1994, the TRUS air vehicle 3.3.8 Vertical Launch and
veloped in response to Congressional di- accomplished several successful transi- Recovery (VLAR) UAVs

rection to provide the opportunity to eval- tions from helicopter mode to full air-
uate Tilt Rotor/Wing UAV technology plane mode. Maximum speed achieved Background
for a wide variety of missions. Phase I in airplane mode was 159 knots, with The purpose of this demonstration pro-
was afour-month nondevelopmental tech- maximum bank angle of 48 degrees in gram is to assess a variety of VLARUAV
nical and engineering study effort that turns while in airplane mode. In all, the technologies. Candidates include jet lift,
concluded in April 1992. Phase IItfo- TRUS flew 3 hours over 14 flights at the tilt rotor, vertical attitude aircraft, stopped

cused on the development and fabrica- factory and 8.5 hours over 11 flights at rotor, helicopters, ducted fan, and tilt
tion of two tilt rotor air vehicles and a Yuma Proving Ground. Additional flight wing (see Figure 3-27 on previous page).
flying qualities and performance evalua- testing will be accomplished at the This program was established in response
tion of tilt rotor technology. The prime NAWC-AD, Patuxent River, MD in June to FY93 Congressional direction. How-

* contractor is Bell Helicopter Textron In- 1994. A final test report will be available ever, funding was withheld by the OSD

corporated, Fort Worth, TX. A table of at the end of June 1994. Comptroller until August 1993.

desired TRUS characteristics is in Ap-U pendix B.

Jet Lift Tilt Rator

Figure 3-26 - ,
Tilt Rotor UAV

Vertical Attitude Aircraft Stopped Rotor

Status

First flight of a TRUS air vehicle oc- Helicopters

curred in early July 1993, after less than
one year of development. Factory flight
testing was successfully completed in
November 1993. Phase II concluded Ducted Fan

early in February 1994, with the success-
ful completion of flight testing at the
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ. --- - --- •-I _

During 1993, the TRUS air vehicle suc- - .-- ----- ,
cessfully demonstrated hover, VTOL
capability, forward and lateral transla-
tions, climbs, descents, and banked turns. Tilt Wing

During the flying qualities and perfor-
mance demonstration in January and Figure 3-27 VLAR Candidate Technologies
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One or more of these air vehicle technol- was signed in June 1993. The MOA equipmentandhasawidevarietyofsecu-
ogies is being competitively selected for applies to common and complementary rity-related projects for all the Services.
contract award(s) to demonstrate and mission concepts, C&I of hardware and The AMGSS program is managed by the
evaluate basic flying qualities and per- software, and joint demonstrations of PSEMO and funded by OSD. The UAV
formanceparameters. Requirements and capabilities. An initial joint technical JPOhas been working closely withNaval
objectives for a VLAR system are shown experiment was successfully conducted Command, Control and Ocean Surveil-
in Appendix B. in September 1993 using the STV UGV lance Center Research, Development,

and the Pointer Hand Launched UAV. Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) Division I
Status The purpose of the technical experiment (NRaD), the technical team leader of the

w ps e o: tAMGSS program. An MOA addressing
Activities completed include: was to: possible working relationships between

Demonstrate objective techni the UAV JPO and the PSEMO has been
Requests for information (RFIs) cal interfaces between UGV and drafted concerning areas of common in-
issued in September 1992 solic- UAV systems terests between the two offices. The
iting information from industry AMGSS is a ground-based system de-
on VLAR air vehicle concepts • Pass UAV control data by fiber- signed to provide rear area ground secu-

optic cable to the UGV, then up- rity. The mission requirements of
A competitive RFP issued in link it to the UAV AMGSS are to enhance the effectiveness i
September 1993 of rear area physical security and force

Pass UAV video data via down- protection and to be capable of VTOL
Proposals received in Novem- link to the UGV, then through a operation from unprepared areas and of
ber 1993 fiber-optic cable to the ground being unloaded, assembled, and repacked i

control unit by two persons.

One contract was awarded on
22 May 1994 to Boeing Corp., Document experiment results Status
Seattle, WA for demonstration (technical report and video tape)

of a verticle attitude aircraft and findings, including all oper- The AMGSS is a three phased demon-
called "Heliwing." ational and technical issues re- stration program. Phase I was a platform I

lated to UGV/UAV integration, technology demonstration and remote
The plans for 1994 include: Status operation concept study. Phase II in-

volves platform modification/design and

Nine month studies/air vehicle Planndemonstration. Phase III will consist offabication/flightdtest/reaira-hil Planning for follow-up joint technical p1latform system integration and field test-
fabrication/flight test prepara- experiments and other activities in 1994 igatao fM system charac-

tion phase is underway. The intent is to exchange teristicsisinAppendixB. A broad agency

technical information and to enhance the
Airvehicle(s)demonstration(s). coordination, management, and techni- announcement for the AMGSS VTOL
Each contractor will conduct a 3 cal processes between two major players UAV platform was released in May 1993.

week, or 15 range hour, flying in the overall DoD robotics effort. Three contracts were awarded for Phase I
qualities and performance dem- I: Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, CT, with a

onstration at Yuma Proving 3.3.10 Activities with the ductedcoaxialhelicopter, andMcDonnell

Ground, AZ. Physical Security Douglas Aircraft, Mesa, AZ and the

Equipment Management Stratos Group, Fairfax, VA, both with

3.3.9 Activities with the Office (PSEMO) and the versions of a vertical attitude aircraft.

UGV JPO Air Mobile Ground Phase I was completed in January 1994.
Security System A report of results will be available in the

Background (AMGSS) Program summer of 1994.

A memorandum of agreement (MOA) Background
addressing the working relationship be-
tween the UAV JPO and the UGV JPO The PSEMO manages all DoD security

I
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E 3.4 MEDIUM RANGE UAV reconnaissance vehicle, but not for the 3.4.3 Status
SYSTEM target variant.

The program completed risk-reduction

3.4.1 Background In April 1991, the USN Service Acquisi- efforts and the critical design review
tion Executive and the DoD UAV (CDR) for the redefined program. The

On 11 March 1985, the USN and the EXCOM approved initiation of the risk risk reduction effort involved contractor
USAF signed an MOA on tactical recon- reduction portion of a redefined program flight testing of two graphite composite
naissance development activity. This leading to contract modification approval vehicles with developmental reconnais-
MOA assigned responsibility to USAF on 10 June 1991. On 10 December 1991, sance payloads. The first powered flight

* for developing EO imagery sensors for the DAB approved the redefined MR of the MR UAV was conducted in May
tactical reconnaissance equipment and the UAV program resulting in the Acquisi- 1992. A second air-launched mission in
USN responsibility for the concept defi- tion Decision Memorandum being signed July 1992 demonstrated autonomous
nition of unmanned tactical reconnais- flight, imagery collection, and recovery.
sanceon 3 January 1992. A successful ground launch in February

n 21993 completed the risk reduction phase

In accordance with the Tactical Air Forc- On 23 June 1993, the USAF announced of testing. Preliminary design reviews on
es 301-87 statement of operational need that it would end its contract with Martin both the vehicle and ground launcher
for day-night/all-weather tactical recon- Marietta, Orlando, FL for development were conducted in 1992, and the CDR
naissance sensor package, dated 17 De- of the advanced tactical air reconnais- was conducted in June 1993. The CDR
cember 1987, USAF was charged with sance system for the MR UAV due to was closed out in October 1993. Figure
developing the tactical reconnaissance technical difficulties and late deliveries. 3-28 shows ground launch of the MR
package for installation in the MR UAV. UAV.
The system was designated the advanced 3.4.2 Purpose
tactical air reconnaissance system.

Military operations have shown severe
On 8 July 1985, the Secretary of the Navy tactical deficiencies in the collection of
promulgated an UAV program decision near real-time reconnaissance data at ra-
memorandum directing the procurement dii of up to 350 nm/650 kin. Further, as
of a mid-range RPV for tactical recon- enemy forces become more mobile and
naissance. An RFP covering a competi- weapon system technology advances, the
tive prototype development phase was gathering of tactical reconnaissance data
released on 25 August 19886. Subsequent- by manned aircraft will become increas-
ly, two engineering analysis contracts were ingly difficult and more hazardous. Tac-
awarded in August 1987. At the comple- tical commanders need the capability to .... ___

tion of these contracts a resolicitation was acquire real, or near real-time, reconnais
issued to meet the urgent requirement to
acquire an affordable and effective MR sance data, day or night, in increasingly Figure 3-28
system either as partof ajointRPV/target higher threat environments, rotinel-
program or, if deemed more cost effec- quickly. The MR UAV was being devel- In late October 1993, the government
tive, as a stand-alone MR program. An oped as an organic, low-cost, highly sur- accepted the first MR UAV metallic air
RFP for the engineering and manufactur- vivable asset that could collect EO/IR vehicle from the prime contractor,
ing development of an MR UAV was dataonfixedtargetsatradiiupto350nm, Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, at their fa-
released on 29 June 1988. day or night, and provide these data to cility in San Diego, CA. Subsequently,

tactical commanders in near real time, the MR program was terminated in ac-
The MR UAV program was reviewed at a cordance with USD(A) Acquisition De-
Navy Program Decision Meeting. An The MR UAV system was intended to cision Memorandum dated 29 October
Acquisition Decision Memorandum dated provide multimission support to the C31 1993. The MR UAV was determined to
28 June 1989 granted Milestone (MS) II efforts required to conduct joint opera- be "not affordable given its priority with-
approval to enter the engineering and tions in support of reconnaissance, target in the UAV family and resources avail-
manufacturing development phase for the acquisition, and BDA. able."
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ADT Air Data Terminal
C3I Command, Control, Communications, and I

Intelligence
C41 Command, Control, Communications,

Computers, & Intelligence
C&I Commonality and Interoperability
CAG Common Avionics Group

CARS Common Automatic Recovery System
DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation
DoD Department of Defense I
DOF Degrees of Freedom
DSI Defense Simulation Internet
FY Fiscal Year
GCS Ground Control Station
GDT Ground Data Terminal
JDF Joint Development Facility
JII Joint Integration Interface
JTC/SIL Joint Technology Center/Systems Integration

Laboratory
JT UAV Joint Tactical UAV
MICOM Missile Command (USA)
MMP Modular Mission Payload
MPCS Mission Planning and Control Station
PEO Program Executive Officer
RDEC Research, Development, and Engineering

Center
RF Radio Frequency
SIF System Integration Facility I
SIL Systems Integration Laboratory
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I4.1 OVERVIEW 4.2 C&I APPROACH faceandoperatesubsystemcom-
ponents across the UAV family

The modern battlefield environment 4.2.1 Commonality (e.g.,interchangeablepayloads)
within which UAV systems must operate
is complex and involves combined forces The UAV JPO commonality approach is Category - the ability to operate
from various Service elements. TheUAV to test and evaluate state-of-the-art com- air vehicle and payload sub-
JPO framework of strategies recognizes ponent technologies (payloads, engines, systems from other UAV cat-
that UAV system C&I is basic to the avionics) and write performance specifi- egories from any ground station
successful acquisition of a family of af- cations suitable for procurement in the
fordable and operationally effective UAV domestic and international marketplaces. • Battleforce - the ability to oper-
systems. Commonality is the ability to The key technology elements of the UAV ate and interface with specified
identify and capitalize on opportunities commonality approach are illustrated in C41 systems.
for savings and efficiencies through the Figure 4-2 (see next page). Decisions to

use of interchangeable systems, sub- incorporate such technologies in existing The interconnections or standard inter-
systems, and components within the UAV UAVs such as the Hunter, as well as faces necessary to achieve C&I are called
family and with other DoD programs. future UAV systems, will be made based joint integration interfaces (JIlls). The

IInteroperability is the ability of these sys- on the results of appropriate cost-effec- type and number of JIlls are determined
tems to provide services to and accept tiveness analyses. A description of the by the UAV Capstone Specification,
services from other systems, and to use technology developments and demonstra- which defines the system architecture
the services so exchanged to achieve ef- tions managed by the UAV JPO is pro- requirements for the UAV family. The

fective combat operations. Commonality vided in Section 5 of this document, architecture and JlIl development process
is a life cycle cost decision, while are shown in Figure 4-1.

interoperability is an operational require- 4.2.2 Interoperability
ment. C&I concepts that shape the UAV
JPO program are as follows: Interoperability is achieved at three 1ev- 4.3 UAV ARCHITECTUREels:

j * UAV systems must have many The UAV Capstone Specification de-

common functions and must Component -the ability to inter- scribes an architecture which enhances

share as much common equip-
ment and associated software asSment as [ Mission Need Statement ]
practical to reduce life cycle cost Close, Short, & Endurance
and simplify logistics support
functions Mission/ Requirements Analysis

Required Capabilities
UAV systems must be designed
to fit into Service C41 architec- Functional Analysis

ture so that they are effective in Required Tasks

multi-Service and Unified Com- Interoperability Funcional Allocation
mand operations Requirements

UAV systems must allow for Joint Integration Interface (JII)

growth in performance and Definition/Development

readily accommodate new com-
ponent technologies in order to
have long term utility in the field.

These concepts require a disciplined sys-
tems engineering approach to achieving
C&I. Figure 4-1 Architecture and JII Development Process
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JOINT TACTICAL UAV SYSTEM I

S~~~SUBSYSTEMS " "

GD MMP L/CARS

.LEGEND

SHIPBOARD
VARIANT AV - AIR VEHICLEl

GCS -GROUND CONTROL STATION I
GDT - GROUND DATA TERMINAL
LICARS- LAUNCHICOMMON AUTO RECOVERY SYSTEM
MMP - MODULAR MISSION PAYLOAD
MPS -MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM
RVT -REMOTE VIDEO TERMINAL

n

COMMON COMPONENTS POTENTIAL

JOINT TACTICAL ENDURANCE

UAVSYSTEM COMPONENTS ENDUANC
AIR VEHICLE I•AIRFRAMEn

A• A•NICSGROUP

• FPROPULSION II •

* DATA RECORDERS

MODULAR MISSION PAYLOAD

DATAUNK I -
- AIR DATA TERMINAL

*ANTENNAS
. REMOTE VIDEO TERMINALS

LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
* CARS

USR STATIONU•LAUNCHER
SPRECISION LOCATING SYSTEM
* AVTRANSPONDERS

MISSION PLANNING & CONTROL STATION
G DROUND STATION SOFTWARE

* COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
* SUPPORT SOFTWARE
SEXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS I

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT
SURFACE SUPPORT EOUIPMENT

* 1t ECHELON MAINTENANCE
D EPOT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

Figure 4-2 UAV Commonality Approach
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5 hardware/software C&I among several tion documents the information contained Figure 4-3 are described as follows:
UAV categories, between systems, and in the baseline Hunter UAV. Since the

S with external C
41 assets. The term archi- Hunter UAV is a nondevelopmental item CAG to Air Vehicle - This JI1

tecture is defined as a minimum set of and did not exhibit sufficient capability describes the interfaces between
rules and constraints governing the avail- to satisfy future UAV family growth re- the air vehicle avionics and other
ability, arrangement, interaction, and in- quirements (e.g., new payloads, automatic air vehicle systems, such as those
terdependence of the parts or elements landing), a growth section was added. It for flight controls, engine con-
that together may be used to form a sys- consists of five types of control and five trols, and navigation
tem that satisfies a specific set of require- types of status messages with varying
ments. Furthermore, the Capstone Speci- rates of transmission. CAG to MMP - This JII con-
fication incorporates the technical guide- tains the messages required to
lines which shall govern the develop- The following four sets of interfaces or allow the use of each payload
ment of future systems comprising the JIls have passed verification testing: (1)
UAV family. As the UAV family acqui- mission planning and control station dev foriusetho
sition continues, the Capstone Specifica- (MPCS) to ground data terminal (GDT),
tion will be updated to address an open (2) air data terminal (ADT) to air vehicle
interoperability architecture where all which combines the ADT to common MPCS to LaunchandRecovery
interfaces required to achieve avionics group (CAG) andADT to modu- - This JII is primarily associated

S interoperability are standardized. As a lar mission payload (MMP), (3) CAG to with the CARS of the UAV.

guidance document, it advocates, via ap- MMP, and (4) CAG to air vehicle. With The positional and velocity in-

propriate specifications and standards, the exception of the MPCS/external com- formation of the air vehicle and

an open system environment in which munications JII, the other JIIs depicted in therecovery platform, measuredU computer systems and software of differ- Figure 4-3 will undergo appropriate lev- by the precision tracker in the
ent vendors are interchangeable, thus re- els of verification testing at the UAV JPO recovery system, is routed over
ducingcostandprovidingincreasedUAV JTC/SIL in FY95. The Jlls shown in this interface to accomplish au-

S communications capability. This archi-
tecture presumes that all UAVs utilize a Air Vehicle MODULAR MISSION

compatible (not necessarily a common) PAYLOADMMP) E

datalink which can communicate with AVIONICS(CAG/MIAG SUBSYSTEM

AIR VEHICLE

any other UAV system. ADT/AIR F CAG/MMPJII

VEHICLE CAD/AV J11

COMPONENTS

4.4 JOINT INTEGRATION t CAD/UR SI LAUNCH & RECOVERY

INTERFACES AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

1 A JII is defined as any interface, internal 
L

or external to the UAV family of systems, (IIT, COMPONENT OP DL

that is identified, defined, and controlled A MPCS/GDT 11

by the UAV JPO to ensure required sys- EX ERNAL TROL
COMMUNICATIONSc[l STATION (MPCS) SUBSYSTEM SURFACE EQUIPMENTtem C&I. Jils provide the interface F R

framework required to ensure C&I. Fig- MPCS/EXT COMMS JII MPCS/UR JXl

ure 4-3 illustrates the currently defined
JIlls and their relationship relative to the LEGEND
UAV system. CAG = Common Avionics Group JII = Joint Integrated Interface

C
3
1 = Command, Control, Communications, & Intelligence UR = Launch and Recovery

Each III is divided into two sections, DL = Data Link MIAG = Modular Integrated Avionics Group

baseline and growth. The baseline sec- Figure 4-3 UAV System JII Diagram
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BATTLE FORCE INTEGRATION UAV SYSTEMS

Service Unique & Joint Operations
SJoint CONOPS Development Capability

M Interoperable with
Requirements Analysis Trace Battle force elements
Performance Assessments Each other

• Support User Requirements
STrade Analysis Support Technology Insertion

*Optimize Commonality 3

S•SW Integration
/ System Integration "

Technology Assessment
SSystem Interoperability Analysis

*OSI Connectivity Definition *Rapid Prototyping3

LEGEND i.
C&I = Commonality & Interoperability OSI = Open Systems Interconnect

CONOPS = Concept of Operations SW = Software
J1i = Joint Integration Interfaces VMF = Variable Message Format
MOE = Measures of Effectiveness

Figure 4-4 C&I in the JTC/SIL

1

tomatic recovery definition of all datalink inputs 4.5 JOINT TECHNOLOGY
and outputs CENTER/SYSTEMS INTEGRA-

Launch and Recovery to CAG - TION LABORATORY

This JII permits the autoland MPCS to External Communi-

precision tracker to provide po- cations - This JII permits opera- The JTC/SIL was officially established -

sitional and velocity informa- tional tasking and coordination in February 1994 at the USA Missile

tion (generated in the precision from the UAV ground compo- Command (MICOM) Research, Devel-

tracker) to be routed directly to nent and the command and con- opment, andEngineering Center (RDEC) I
the CAG (autopilot/automatic trol nodes of external C41 sys- at Redstone Arsenal, AL as the Center of
flight control) in the air vehicle. tems Technical Excellence for the joint family
This JII enables the precision ADT to Air Vehicle - This JII is of UAVs. The purpose of the JTC/SIL is

tracker to operate exclusive of the airborne equivalent of the to provide simulation, integration, and a
the datalink MPCS to GDT JII. It defines fullrange of test support to thejointUAV

two separate interfaces, the ADT family. As illustrated in Figure 4-4, theI
MPCS to GDT - This JII is re- to CAG and the CAG to MMP. JTC/SIL plays a critical role in facilitat-
quired to permit the control of Navigation, mission program- ing C&I. The JTC/SIL provides cohe-

any air vehicle and its payloads ming, air vehicle control, and siveness by linking system design, sys- I
from any family GCS. It pro- payload control are accom- tem simulation, system integration, tech-
vides a description and signal plished using this interface. nology insertion, and battle force inte-

4-4
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I gration for all UAV systems. JTC/SILpersonnel are conducting front- The JTC/SIL consists of three primary
end analysis and testing of new designs, facilities, each of which is briefly de-I The JTC/SIL focus is on supporting UAV payloads, and product improvements, and scribed below and depicted in Figure 4-6

programs in resolution of technical is- providing recommendations to program on the next page.

sues associated with C&I; system inte- managers prior to submission to a prime
gration; C31; operational concept and contractor for integration. The JTC/SIL System Integration Facility (SIF)

i doctrine development; and future UAV is a mechanism for UAV participation in

developments and product improvements. Commander-in-Chief, Battle Lab, and The SIFprovides tactical componenthard-

The JTC/SIL provides for technology other technical and operational demon- wareforhardware-in-the-looptestingand1 assessment, insertion, demonstration, and strations and exercises through the War integration of subsystems and software.
transfer; C&I support; and open system Breaker and Defense Simulation Internet The SIF features integrated tactical com-

interconnectivity architecture design and (DSI). In addition to facilitating resolu- ponents in a tactical configuration em-

test; as well as acentral database forUAV tion ofinteroperability procedures, inter- ploying the actual tactical communica-

test results and "lessons learned." Analy- faces, and tactics, use of the resources of tions interfaces. As new UAV system

sis, virtual prototyping, simulation, and the JTC/SIL early in the program will tactical hardware is installed in the SIF,

testing (bench, hardware-in-the-loop, ensure each program manager a smooth additional ormodified hardware/software

tower, captive flight, and free flight) con- transition to post-deployment support. assets will be provided as necessary to

ducted in the JTC/SIL at the direction of As illustrated in Figure 4-5, the SIL simu- meet the demands of the program manag-

program managers and the UAV JPO lation strategyisdesignedtosupporteach ers and other users. The SIF is the pri-

will result in substantial risk reduction, program manager from concept defini- mary facility for accomplishing integra-

cost savings, and improved performance. tion through product improvement. tion of advanced payloads for inserting

I
I ~ CONGEP QEIIT

"* Operational Concepts
"" Distributed Interactive Simulation
" Command and Control Concepts
- Future Payloads

CONCURRENT ENGINEERIN3 Man Machine Interface Risk Reduction
* Virtual Prototyping
- Enhanced Mission Planner

I E VL PMEN T ýTEST N G1ý
* ADA Conversion
• Block Upgrades
* Interoperability Test
* Downsized Ground Control Station

I Early Fielding
* Auto Recovery System
- Common Datalink3 Communications Upgrade

Figure 4-5 JTC/SIL Simulation Support
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MICOM RDEC I
LABORATORIES IAV SIF DIS LEGEND

FCLTE BSYTMWAR BREAKER ADT = Air Data Terminal
H/W & S/W G NODE AP = Application Processor

ENVIRNMEN A AAV = Air Vehicle
LABS T JT UAV T SITF* CECOM = Communication-Electronics CommandE H/W & S/W ET

PAYLOD W WCR = Clone Range

L V Y CONSOLES DCPA = Digital Central Processing Assembly
VARIANT DIS = Distributed Interactive SimulationSim WIN & S/DRI

LABSGTADT AND DSSE = Development Software Systems Environment
EMULATOR DATA GDT = Ground Data Terminal

COLLECTION H/W = Hardware

BECH JDF = Joint Development Facility
CONFIG. JTC/SIL = Joint Technology Center/

System Integration Laboratory
JBF BSSE* JT UAV = Joint Tactical UAVMCU = Mission Control Unit

AP DCPA MICOM = Missile Command
MPCS AV IN-CIRCUIT IN-CIRCUIT
Sim Sim EMULATORS EMULATORS MMP = Modular Mission Payload

.r:I- ( . GDT/ADT VICU IMPCS = Mission Planning and Control Station

GOT MMP IN-CIRCUIT IN-CIRCUIT NRaD = Naval Command, Control, and Ocean

SIM Sim EMULATORS EMULATORS Surveillance Center, RDT&E Division
RDEC = Research, Development and Engineering Center
SIF = System Integration Facility

SR = Short Range
OTHER SUPPORT LABS SSDC = Space and Strategic Defense Command I

* UE S/w = Software
JT UAV PM ASSETS F... [ý ATBD = To Be Determined

I
Figure 4-6 UAV JTC/SIL I

new technologies into UAV systems. JDF can provide a realistic representa- to the program managers will be accom-

tion of actual or proposed system(s) that plished in a cost-effective manner.

Distributed Interactive Simulation will support evaluations of proposed sys-
(DIS) Facility tems or system upgrades in a constructive Also available to JTC/SIL customers are

or virtual simulation environment. In facilities managed within the MICOM

This facility provides a realistic UAV addition, when coupled with the DIS Fa- RDEC structure. These include payload

system-level simulation with connectiv- ctest towers; state-of-the-art simulation

ityst e tworks (curetly itfced cility, the JDF can support operational laboratories; hardware-in-the-loop cen-

wtth War Breaker and projected to inter- concept and doctrine development. ter for microwave, millimeter wave radio
with DSI). This system of hardware frequency (RF), infrared, and electro-

facelwith DS iis temof har Complementing the capabilities of the optical guided systems; test ranges; the
vhincldes it y toree modreel the aireem JTC/SIL, JT UAV program owned facili- DIS Facility; and gateways to the DSI

(DOF). More detailed information on the ties such as a life cycle software engi- and other laboratories. These RDEC

DIS Facility is provided in Section 6.2. neering center will be collocated with the capabilities will be coordinated and sched-
SIL as they are developed and delivered. uled for JTC/SIL users as required, as

Joint Development Facility (JDF) In addition, a software reuse library will well as expertise required from laborato- I
be part of the facility. The JTC/SIL staff ries of all Services.

The JDF forms the core of the modeling and associated technical experts serve as The JTC/SIL is an integral part of the

and simulation capability, providing an the facilitators of action for the PEO and UAV JPO systems engineering process,
independent subsystem simulation and the UAV program managers and work which defines the functional characteris-
JII simulation capability. The system with the users and prime contractors. tics of system hardware, software, and
features a modular architecture to allow Through cross-utilization and efficient facilities, and translates them into design I
for rapid prototyping and insertion of managementofcommon assets, themaxi- requirements during the life cycle of the
new components and simulations. The mum product development and support UAV systems.
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/ . ~ ACRONYMNS (Section 5 /

ADM Advanced Development Model RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle
ADT Air Data Terminal SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar I
APU Auxiliary Power Unit SBIR Small Business Innovation Research
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency SIGINT Signals Intelligence
AUVS Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems SSG Special Study Group
CARS Common Automatic Recovery System UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project I
CARS-P Common Automatic Recovery System Office

Prototype UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
CDL Common Data Link UGV JPO UGV Joint Project Office
COMINT Communications Intelligence UHF Ultra High Frequency

COMM Communications USA United States Army
DoD Department of Defense USMC United States Marine Corps
DOE Department of Energy VHF Very High Frequency I
ECM Electronic Countermeasure VTOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing
EIP Engine Improvement Program ZEOP Z-Electro-Optical Payload
ELINT Electronics Intelligence
ESM Electronic Support Measure
FCT Foreign Comparative Testing
FLIR Forward Looking Infrared
FY Fiscal Year
GCS Ground Control Station I
GPS Global Positioning System
HFE Heavy Fuel Engine
IFF Identification, Friend or Foe
IMINT Imagery Intelligence
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
IR Infrared
JEWC Joint Electronic Warfare Center
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council
JT UAV Joint Tactical UAV
MAVUS Maritime VTOL UAV System
MET Meteorological I
MIAG Modular Integrated Avionics Group
MICOM Missile Command (USA)
MOA Memorandum of Agreement
MPCS Mission Planning and Control Station I
NASA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
NAWC-AD Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division
NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
NRaD Naval Command, Control, and Ocean

Surveillance Center RDT&E Division
NSA National Security Agency
ONR Office of Naval Research
PEO(IEW) Program Executive Officer, Intelligence and

Electronic Warfare
RADIAC Radioactivity Detection, Indication, and

Computation

RDEC Research, Development and Engineering
Center

RDT&E Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation
RFI Request for Information

I
I



5. TECHNOLOGY UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

5.1 OVERVIEW ogy Steering Committee, chaired by the 5.2 PAYLOAD
UAV JPO, with ARPA, ONR, NSA and DEMONSTRATIONS

Three of the UAV JPO strategy elements Service laboratory membership, has been

specifically address technology assess- formed. The function of the Joint Tech- Table 5-1 provides the growth payload

ment and demonstration: nology Steering Committee is to identify, requirements of the Services for the fam-

monitor, and coordinate UAV-related ilyofUAVs. This listofpayloads has not

3 Improve fielded UAVs through technology development efforts, yet been prioritized by the JROC's SSG.

incremental technology upgrades IN' - . . -
of subsystems 2. Collaborate with government USa UAMC USB

Hunter COMINT Comnm/Dar Relay COMINT

and industry to identify oppor- .. AV Co.nn .t. Relay ..M Co....... Rr r ay
Comm Jammer ELINT Comm Jammer

Use risk reducing demonstrations tunities to evaluate component senor MET Sensor ELINT

ofchnolog new UAVn t g tMET Sensor Mine Detection Laser Dtcignator

of new UAV technology to speed technology for common appli- Mine Detection NBC Detection MET SensorMTI Radar Mine Detection

the introduction of improvements cation to the family of UAV NBC Detoction NBC Detention
th nrdcto fiprvmnsNonComm Jammer No-eomm Jammer

systems. SAR SAR
Maneuver COMINT CormoData Relay

VaCant Comm Jammer Comm Jammer

Stimulate exploratory and ad- UAv ELINT ECMiDecoyLaser Designator Laser Dsignator

vanced technology development MOAs between the UAV JPO and a va- MET Sensor MET Sensor

vanced teholg developmentencoplte o Non-Comm Jme

that has the potential to enhance riety of agencies have been completed orS
future UAV performance and are being negotiated. They include Endurnnc COMINT Commn/DataRe ay

ARPA, ONR, the Department of Energy EUNT ECM
Laser Designator Designator

affordability. (DOE), NASA, the Joint Electronic War- MET Sennor MET Sensor
MTI Radar

fare Center (JEW C), the Program Execu- sARNn-Co ......

The expanse that these technology strate- t O I le a
d tive Officer, Intelligence and Electronic Listings rer nor prioritized

gies must encompass is extremely broad Warfare (PEO (JEW)), and NSA. The LEGEND
COMINT = Communications Intelligence MTI = Moving Target Indicator
ECM = Electronic Countermeasure NBC= Nuclear, Biological andand includes payloads, power generation, UAV JPO utilizes the Association for ELINT= Electronic Intelligence Chemical

propulsion, automated air vehicle recov- Unmanned Vehicle Systems (AUVS) and MET= Mereorological SAR SyntheticAperture Radar

ery, flight controls, datalinks, air frames, briefings to professional societies as fo- Table 5-1
and mission planning. Budget resources rums for government and industry infor- Growth UAV Payloads
that the UAV JPO can devote to this arena mation exchange. (not prioritized)
are extremely limited. Accordingly, UAV

JPO actions must capitalize on the tech- 3. Conduct laboratory experimen-
nology developments of the Services, tation to determine maturity and 5.2.1 Payloads for Evaluation

other DoD agencies, and industry. A five feasibility associated with inte- in FY94 and FY95

part execution approach is employed to gration of developing UAV
accomplish this. component technologies. Figure 5-1 (see next page) provides theschedule of the growth payloads that are

1. Collaborate with the ARPA, 4. Demonstrate and evaluate ma- being demonstrated beginning in FY94.
The primary objective of the demonstra-

Office of Naval Research tured UAV component tech- The will be etermine the peror-

(ONR), and Service laborato- nologies to determine suitabil- mance boudarieno the pa dfor

ries to identify and coordinate ity, effectiveness, and risk asso- the Hunter UAV, the Maneuver Variant,

UAV related technology devel- ciated with application to UAV and the endurance UAV. The choice of

opment efforts. family requirements. payloads being demonstrated was driven

by funding constraints, ease of payload
Technology management and evaluation 5. Transition component technol- availability, and UAV platform avail-
processes have been established to ensure ogy to UAV systems in the form ability.
effective utilization of existing programs of low-risk, development speci-
and capabilities, avoid redundant devel- fications derived from UAVJPO Meteorological (MET)
opment activities, and institute a coherent technology performance evalu-
technology program. A Joint Technol- ations. A UAV MET sensor is capable of mea-
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FY 199ý3 1994 1995 1996 Atmospheric data samples, along with air 3MO Ao IS 0 N D J IF M A M J J A S 0 N D J F M A M J J A S 0 N D J F M A M veilinomtnwlbed nikd
MOASNDJMAJJSNDFM MJAONJF A vehicle information, will be downlinked

PAYLOAD A.-DAA DRAFT

DEMO PLAN SCO 0 --0 --RES to Pioneer's GCS. The payload can also
MET SENSOR SEN TLbe utilized in the Hunter UAV; integra- 3
(PIONEER) T• ....EO tion and testing are expected in FY94.

RADIAC SENSOR 2ý__ K Figure 5-2 shows key elements of the
(PIONEER) TEST•. MET sensor.

CHEMICAL SENSOR _I
(PIONEER) GND REPORTTESTS

COMINT NT T Radioactivity Detection,
(PIONEER) TESTS ...ETO Indication and Computation

COMINT (JEWC) IL .NT (RADIAC) Detection Sensor I
(HUNTER UAV) GNO REPORT

RADAR ESM (JEWC) T PET

(HUNTER UAV) TEN REPORT An airborne RADIAC sensor is needed to

COMM JAMMER SN P. T rapidly detect, measure, and record re-
(JEWC) (HUNTER UAV) o RETO RTP.. sidual ground gamma radiation dose rates
NON COMM JAMMER .... O from standoff ranges. Without exposing
(JEWC) (HUNTER UAV) S, 

siO

COMM RELA TESTS its operator to harm from the radiation, a I
COMM RELAY .... RDICpy
(HUNTER UAV) SE T UAV RADIAC payload can detect, mea-

GNDO&FLT ETS REPOOT

ZEOP ... sure, and display the aerial radiation doseOwOTE OI TTOT EPOOT

(HUNTER UAV) AI FLT

LEGEND

COMINT = Communications Intelligence INT = Integration
COMM = Communications JEWC = Joint Electronic Warfare Center
ESM = Electronic Support Measures MET = Meteorological
FLT = Flight SIL = System Integration LaboratoryGND =Ground ZEOP = Z Electro-Optical Payload

Figure 5-1 Payload Demonstrations (FY94) .. .

suring and computing the variables af- Artillery fire adjustment -
fecting atmospheric conditions over a

relatively large area. It can provide more Prediction of communication
accurate and complete meteorological in- equipment and sensor perfor- MET Probe
formation than has been available from mance
other types of current MET data collec-
tion systems. The primary advantage of • Mission planning.
a UAV collection system is the capability
to comprehensively sample meteorologi- Civilian UAV applications include:
cal conditions over a wide area rather
than the single point data gathering capa- Studying and forecasting I
bility of current systems. Better weather weatherphenomenaandpatterns 6
forecasting will improve:

Detecting and tracking pollut-
* UAV flight management ants.

Digital Interface Box
* Use and delivery of battlefield The UAV JPO plans to interface a two-lb

obscurants MET sensor (the sensor from a balloon I
radiosonde integrated with a digital inter- Figure 5-2

* Monitoring of NBC agents face unit) to the Pioneer UAV' s datalink. MET Sensor
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I Detector was funded by the USMC and accurate geolocation of threats.
through the USA's Edgewood Research,
Development, and Engineering Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. The 26-
lb payload is capable of detecting toxic
materials when operating from a movingI airborne platform. See Figure 5-4. The
Lightweight Standoff Chemical Agents
Detector's design is based on an infrared
Michelson interferometer and modern
signal processing techniques. TheUSMC
integrated it into a helicopter and con-

Figure 5-3 ducted tests in 1993.
Nuclear Radiation Detection Sensor Figure 5-5 COMINT Payload

Communication Intelligence

rate, compute the contaminated ground (COMINT) Radar Electronic Support
radiation dose rate, and map out the af- Measure (ESM)
fected area(s). This would provide a The Services have a need for a COMINT
relatively rapid and accurate hazard warn- UAV payload that can intercept enemy Radar ESM systems collect information
ing to personnel. Civilian applications of communication emissions. In an earlier for immediate tactical use. They are gen-
a UAV RADIAC system could include effort, a DoD user developed a light- erally smaller, more mobile, and less so-
airborne monitoring of nuclear power weight (20-lb payload) COMINT re- phisticated than the COMINT system.
plants and nuclear waste disposal sites. ceiver for special applications. See Fig- Operational commanders employ an ESM

ure 5-5. In 1993, the UAV JPO investi- system to search, intercept, identify, and
The airborne RADIAC program has been gated the feasibility of adapting this re- locate sources of radiated electromag-
under development by the USA Commu- ceiver for UAV applications and deter-

nications and Electronics Command. An mined such an effort was feasible. This netic energy that will provide immediate

enhanced RADIAC set (AN/VDR-2), COMINT payload will be integrated into recognition of the threat. The UAV JPO

called Advanced Airborne RADIAC Sys- a Pioneer UAV for flight testing in 1994. and the JEWC are collaborating on the
tern, was tested onboard an OH-58C integration and test of a 20.3-lb ESM

Kiowa Warrior helicopter by the USA in The UAV JPO and the JEWC are col- payload on the Hunter UAV in 1994.
199K1. The system weighs approximately laborating on the integration and test of a Figure 5-6 shows the components of the
1991. Thessem wighe al second COMINT payload on the Hunter ESM system (see next page).
5lbs. See Figure 5-3. UAV in 1994. This 30-lb payload will

provide wide frequency coverage, preci- Communications (COMM)/
The Advanced Airborne RADIAC Sys- sion direction finding, high sensitivity, Non-Communications
tem integration into the Pioneer UAV
and its airborne testing will be conducted (Non-COMM) Jammers
in FY94.

The Services require a system to detect,

Chemical Agent Detection identify, locate/track, and target threat
radars. Comm/non-comm jammers will

A critical Service need exists for an un- complement the Services' current manned

manned chemical agent(s) detector. This SIGINT collection assets by building a

sensor can be used to plot the area of comprehensive picture of the enemy's

suspected toxic agents so that corrective electronic order of battle. In particular,

chemical decontamination procedures can these electronic countermeasures (ECM)
be implemented in a timely manner.. payloads will assist in the destruction of

enemy air defense by suppressing enemy

A Lightweight Standoff Chemical Agents Figure 5-4 Chemical Agent Detector air defense radars.
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mum effectiveness against radar threats. I
A 98-lb non-communicationjammer and
a 47.5-lb communication jammer are

rx scheduled for integration and testing in
1994 on the Hunter UAV.

Communications Relay

A Service operational requirement exists
for a UAV communications relay to sup-

Two 8 Elements Sector Array port future operations where the distance
between commanders and subordinate

units may extend hundreds of kilometers SINCGARS Radio Relay
beyond current link capabilities. Hunter 3
UAVs, deployed with communications
relay payloads, will provide the required
communications range extension and
"permit force mobility over all types of
terrain.

In 1992, the USA Signal School identi- 3
Receiver fied an urgent need for a UAV communi-

cations relay. The UAV JPO, working

with USA and USMC users, determined RT-460A UHF Relay
which near-term communications relay __

technology was suitable and feasible for
application in UAVs. Initial actions in- Figure 5-7
cluded obtaining a single-channel VHF VHF/UHF Communications Relay
ground and airborne radio system relay,
packaged by the RDEC, Huntsville, AL,
and an off-the-shelf four channel UHF The UAV JPO conducted a demonstra- I
relay, an RT-460. The combined pack- tion of lightweight FLIR technology in
age weighs approximately 70 lbs. See 1991. Rafael, Haifa, Israel wasoneofthe

Stand Alone Figure 5-7. It will be integrated into the contractors to demonstrate its FLIR. Sub-
Ground Processing Station Hunter UAV testbed for evaluation dur- sequent to the demonstration, Rafael en-

ing the first half of 1994. hanced its basic FLIR payload by com-
bining a TV and the FLIR into a stabi-

Figure 5-6 Lightweight Autotracking Dual lized, autotracking gimbaled system that
Radar ESM Payload Television / Forward Looking weighs less than 50 pounds. Conse-

Infrared Payload quently, the UAVJPO nominated Rafael's
The UAV JPO and the JEWC are col- Z-Electro-Optical Payload (ZEOP) for

laborating on the development of two A longstanding operational requirement Foreign Comparative Testing (FCT) and
ECM payloads for UAVs. The commu- exists for an all-weather, day/nightimag- it was approved.
nication jammer payload will be pro- ery intelligence sensor. A dual-sensor
grammable to generate various ECM payload, combining both TV and FLIR TwoZEOPs will beprocuredfromRafael
waveforms against a variety of threats, into a lightweight gimbaled package (50 in FY94. The ZEOP will be integrated
and it will operate against all frequencies lbs or less), can fulfill this need. An into the Hunter UAV for flight testing
of interest. The non-communicationj am- autotrack feature to both improve UAV and evaluated on its suitability for UAV I
mer payload will also be programmable operational effectiveness and reduce op- application in FY95 (see Figure 9-3 in
to generate different waveforms for maxi- erator workload is desired. Section 9).
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IFY 1995 1996 1998 1999

MOMO JFMAMJJAS ONDJFMAMJJAS ONDI FMAMJJAS ONDJFMAMJJAS OND

FLIR/LASER DESIGNATOR
(PIONEER) NT PL T

TESTSGD RPT

MET SENSOR SIlIN ELT
(HUNTER UAV) TND REPORT

TESTS E

MINE COUNTERMEASURE iNT
(ASTAMIDS) (HUNTER UAV) 5ND REPORT

ESMIECM (PROJ ORION) A A ,ST___ T
(PEO - IEW) (HUNTER UAV) TT CONTRACT REPORT

START AWARD

ADVANCED COMM RELAY A -- RET/ANT TEAS NT/GNR DEMO
TO COANTRACT VHF/HF VHF/HF/C B DNT

(NRAD) (HUNTER UAV) START AWARD SR ELT SR ELT

HOT RENTS INT FLT

MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SENSOR L A
(ONR) (HUNTER UAV) TECH DEGND REPORT

Ka RANT MALTIMOTE

LEGEND

ASTAMIDS = Airborne Standoff Minefield Detection System IEW = Intelligence & Electronic Warfare
ATD = Advanced Technology Demonstration INT = Integration
CECOM = Communications-Electronics Command JEWC = Joint Electronic Warfare Center

COMM = Communications MTI = Moving Target Indicator

ECM = Electronic Counter Measures NRaD = Naval Command, Control and Ocean

ESM = Electronic Support Measures Surveillance Center RDT&E Division

FLIR = Forward Looking Infrared ONR = Office of Naval Research

FLT = Flight PEO = Program Executive Officer

GND = Ground UHF = Ultra High Frequency5 VHF = Very High Frequency

Figure 5-8 Payload Demonstrations (FY95 and Beyond)I
5.2.2 Growth Payloads lowing HFE and APU programs are im- investigated to address the stringent UAV

portant elements of the UAV engine tech- heavy fuel technology goals. Validation

The UAV JPO plans to evaluate addi- nology program: testing of the three approaches by the
tional payloads for use with UAVs. In NAWC-AD, Trenton, NJ indicated that a
cooperation with other organizations such HFE Program significant advancement in the state-of-
as USA PEO(IEW), NRaD, and ONR,
the UAV IPO is developing plans to The HFE Program was initiated in 1989. the-arttechnologyhadbeenachievedand

evaluate the growth payloads according Three lightweight engine designs were that its feasibility had been demonstrated.

to the tentative schedule shown in Figure The final report documenting these re-
5-8. sults will be published in the third quarter

FY94. Figure 5-9 shows one of the three

HFEs evaluated.

5.3 ENGINES AND POWER -

GENERATION Responsibility for maturing, integrating,

and fielding a HFE for the Hunter UAV
An operational requirement exists to de- .* has been given to TRW, the system inte-
velop and procure engines that use heavy gration contractor. TRW is in the process
fuels (JP5 and JP8) for air vehicle propul- gra etiong ntractor.cTRW ristin the sproces
sion and ground power generation. APUs of selecting an HFE subcontractor to sup-
provide power to MPCSs and require port the program. It is a Block II upgrade

mobility, portability, and efficiency while Figure 5-9 to the Hunter UAV as described in Sec-

also operating on heavy fuels. The fol- Heavy Fuel Engine tion 3.1.6.
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Engine Demonstrations - The NJ with a Williams International recu- Soldier Power Team plans to enhance 3
CL-227 Engine Improvement perative turbine designed originally as a theirprototype by enclosing it with sound
Program (EIP) ground APU. The results will determine absorption material, installing a 28-volt

whether recuperated engine technology DC motor generator, increasing opera- U
The purpose of the CL-227 EIP is to would be feasible in airborne vehicle tional time to two hours, and improving
validate a small, multifuel turboshaft en- propulsion applications. Generally, re-
gine for VTOL and conventional fixed cuperated turboshaft engines have been cold start performance. A demonstrationhe
wing UAV applications. Turbine en- too large and heavy for airborne applica- prototype unit will be available by the
gines provide optimum performance for tions, particularly for UAVs. end of June 1994 for UAV JPO evalua-
VTOL platforms and are more reliable tion.

and require less maintenance than recip- Recuperated engine technology involves I
rocating or rotary engines. Initially, Wil- using a recuperator (type of heat ex- APU - 15+ Kilowatt (kw) System

liams International, Walled Lake, MI de- changer) in conjunction with small tur-
signed their WTS- 117 engine for the USA bine engines to improve efficiency (re- The JT UAV Program has a requirement U
Forward Area Aerial Defense System duced fuel consumption, particularly at for generator sets producing 10-15 kw to
Program. As a proactive measure for partialpower settings). If size and weight provide power for UAV mission ground
early testing, an internal design goal of constraints can be met, significantly im- control stations. The purpose of this
Williams was to make the engine form-fit proved VTOL endurance (30-50% in- p
compatible with the existing WTS-34 crease) over traditional turbines is ex- tor is that pro tot genera-
engine currently used in the CL-227 Sen- pected along with the increased reliabil- tor sets that provide at least 15 kw of
tinel. The characteristics ofthese engines ity inherent in turbine engines, power, weigh 300 lbs or less, and are I
are shown in matrix form in Appendix B. capable of using heavy fuel. Many exist-

APU - 500 Watt ing gensets run on gasoline; those that use

A contract award to Canadair Inc. (Will- heavy fuel are too heavy and bulky. A

iams International as subcontractor) is The lightweight, heavy fuel APU tech- lightweight, compact, heavy fuel genset
expected in May 1994. The contract nology investigations support the devel- is desirable for military use and is also in
includes the design, development, and opmentand acquisitionofAPUs forUAV demand commercially. Martin Marietta
fabrication of two enhanced turboshaft ground equipment. In particular the Ma- assembled a team from industry,
engines and one enhanced fuel tank. One neuver Variant UAV has an operational academia, and government (UAV JPO)
engine and one fuel tank will be installed requirement for a one-person portable, to submit a proposal for the development
in a CL-227 air vehicle for flight testing heavy fuel APU. Appendix B shows key of a 15 kw lightweight generator system I
and performance evaluation, physical and performance requirements called PowerPak. The proposal was sub-

for the APU.
This modified CL-227 is viewed as an mitted to the ARPA under the dual-use

interim steptowardsachievingasix-hour In FY93, the UAV JPO conducted an Technology Reinvestment Project. A

endurance capability. This program also APU industry survey through an RFI. table showing the initial performance

serves as a "first step" towards develop- The assessment showed that develop- goals of PowerPak is found in Appendix

ing a recuperative engine, a development ment and testing of a prototype APU is B. In December 1993, ARPA awarded
that could lead to a common propulsion required prior to acquisition since there thePowerPakproposal toMartinMarietta.
technology for VTOL and fixed wing are no off-the-shelf APUs that will sat- The Technology Reinvestment Project is
UAVs. isfy the Maneuver Variant UAV require- planned to begin in April 1994 and last 18 I

ments. The Soldier Power Team at Ft. months. The objective is to build, test,
UAV Recuperated Engine Belvoir, VA built an open-frame, light- and demonstrate two prototypePowerPak
Demonstration weight APU prototype. It consists of a APUs that meet the performance goalsi

lightweight (9- lb), direct injection, spark listed in Appendix B. In FY96, the Joint
Currently, turbine engines do not have ignition, two-stroke engine developed by
low enough brake specific fuel consump- Ricardo Engineering, along with a motor Tactical UAV Program plans to support
tion to satisfy UAV engine performance generator, a muffler, and fuel/oil tanks. test and evaluation of a prototype unit to I
requirements. A demonstration will be The prototype can run for 1 hour on JP-8 determine if it meets UAV generator re-

conducted at the NAWC-AD, Trenton, fuel, producing 21 volts DC. In 1994, the quirements.
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Sdemonstrated onboard the USS An RH was released in early FY94 to
Vandegrift as part of the MAVUS II assess technology regarding the practi-
Program. This system is also planned for cality of integrating IFF equipment into
integration and fielding in the Hunter MIAG. The MIAG specification, les-
UAV as discussed in Section 3.1.6. sons learned in producing, testing, evalu-

ating, and demonstrating the ADMs, and
information obtained assessing the

5.5 SUPPORTING MIAG/IFF integration RFI will provide
TECHNOLOGIES valuable guidance for engineering and

manufacturing development of a com-
Jft Modular Integrated Avionics mon MIAG for UAVs.

Group (MIAG)
Gru Low-Cost Datalink

, In 1989, the UAV JPO initiated the MIAGJ program to establish a common modular A common datalink is crucial in imple-
vehicle/flight management system and menting DoD reconnaissance systems
meet a critical need to reduce space and interoperability. The DoD CDL is cur-
weight and improve performance of the rently the standard datalink for transfer-

baseline UAVs. The program objective ring SIGINT and imagery intelligence
was to develop a specification that would (IMINT) data between the Services' air-
meet UAV family requirements. MIAG borne reconnaissance assets and their

Figure 5-10 provides the following functions: flight ground exploitation systems. However,

CARS-P control, navigation, guidance, and pay- the DoD CDL is too heavy and too costly

load control. Lear Astronics Corpora- for UAV application.

5.4 COMMON AUTOMATIC tion, Santa Monica, CA was awarded a

RECOVERY SYSTEM contract by the USAF Wright Laboratory UNISYS developed alightweight deriva-
to develop MIAG development specifi- tive of the CDL ADT suitable for UAV

A system for safe, reliable recovery of cations and build two advanced develop- use. The derivative weighs 18 lbs and can

UAVs is required to reduce operational ment models (ADMs). Due to budgetary operate in either X or C band at ranges out

air vehicle losses and operational person- constraints, the ADMs were not com- to 80 miles. The UAV JPO and PEO

nel training and proficiency maintenance. pleted. In May 1993, the UAV JPO and (IEW) of the USA are collaborating to

The Pioneer UAV recovery problems ARPA established an MOA to complete evaluate this prototype.

have highlighted some of the unique chal- the MIAG ADMs. ARPA agreed to com-

lenges in recovering UAVs at sea. Manual plete the integration of the GPS and an Under the direction of the UAV JPO,

UAV recoveries require significant skills inertial measurement unit (IMU) into the PEO (IEW)'s program manager for Air-

that are normally obtained through inten- ADMs. The UAV JPO agreed to provide borne Reconnaissance Low integrated this

sive training and/or experience. The one ADM to ARPA for use in the UGV datalink and two contractor-furnished

CARS program was initiated to address Demonstration Il program. This program sensors (Loral's Miniaturized Synthetic

these challenges. In 1990, the UAV JPO is being conducted by ARPA, Carnegie Aperture Radar and Loral's Stabilized

awarded a contract to Sierra Nevada Cor- Mellon and Martin Marrietta under the Thermal Imaging System FLIR) into its

poration, Sparks, NV to design, develop, auspices of the UGV JPO. The MIAGs Sherpa, C-23A testbed. In addition, a

and build a prototype unit called CARS- are used principally for navigation in Guardrail ground station atFt. Monmouth,
P. See Figure 5-10. This millimeter wave UGVs. In FY94, Lear Astronics Corpo- NJ was modified to receive the SARIIR
radar recovery system is being demon- ration will complete the integration of imagery from the test bed via the light-
strated as part of the CL-227 UAV in the GPS/IMU into the MIAG ADMs. In weight CDL. Flight tests were conducted
MAVUS I and II programs. Precise auto- addition to upgrading the two ADMs, at Ft. Monmouth in December 1993 and
mated recoveries with land dispersion of ARPA will procure four additional ADMs will continue in 1994. Technology dem-
less than 1 foot have been demonstrated to support their UGV Demonstration II onstration objectives of the flight test are
with MAVUS. The CARS-P is being program. to:
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" Evaluate lightweight/low cost mine the current state of ice protection * Lightweight RPV Engine/ 3
CDL technology for potential technology and its application to UAVs. Starter
UAV application Eight companies submitted responses for

evaluation from November 1993 to Janu- * UAV Propulsion System Heat
" Design and test of a digital data ary 1994. Evaluation of submittals has Exchanger Technology

link interface for SAR and FLIR been completed. A final assessment let- High Speed Diesel Fuel Injec-
imagery transmission/reception ter will be forwarded in May 1994. tion Techniques

" Implementandevaluatedatacom- • Innovative Concepts for Di-
pression for high-resolution SAR/ 5.6 UAV SMALL BUSINESS rectly Measuring Airflow in In-
IR imagery transfer while mini- INNOVATION RESEARCH ternal Combustion Engines 3
mizing imagery quality degrada- PROGRAM
tion. ° UAV Imagery Data Compres-

The SBIR Program stimulates techno- sion Algorithm

UAV Ice Protection System logical innovation by small businesses A
and increases commercial application of • Automation Tradeoffs Analy-

Detection and prevention of icing on federally supported research results. It is sis Tool
UAVs is a critical need. UAVs accrete a three-phase program. Phase I entails • VTOL UAV for Maritime and
ice more readily and at a faster rate than determining the scientific merit and fea- Close Combat (two awards)
larger aircraft due to the smooth, thin sibility of an idea (i.e., presents a fully
airfoils that have inherently high ice col- developed concept and a plan of attack • Innovative Lightweight and
lection efficiencies. The lack of deicing for pursuing Phase II objectives). Phase Long Life Ignition Concepts for
equipment for UAVs results in signifi- II is the principal research and/or devel- Low-Pressure Diesel Engines
cant vulnerability to icing and/or reduced o
UAV availability due to adverse weather opment effort and is expected to produce o UAV VTOL Propulsion Con-
conditions. It is expected that future a swell defined deliverable product or pro- cepts
UAV requirements will include an all- cess. Phasenlo supportsconversionofthe cepts
weather capability. The UAV JPO rec- technologyfromgovernmenttocommer- Nonintrusive Fuel Flow Mea- 3
ognizes that an extremely reliable system cial sector support. surement System

will be needed to meet this requirement.
Acceptable technology must address re- TheUAVJPOandits field activities have Innovative Lightweight andcp
liable detection of ice accretion and then been major contributors of research top- forpSmall Displacement Diesel

perform deicing, activate a "return-to- ics awarded Phase I and Phase II con- Engines (two awards)
base" evolution, or alter the UAV flight tracts. The UAV JPO became involved E
path to avoid icing conditions. with the SBIR process in 1990, and from 0 UAV EngineNoise Suppression I

the period of 1990 to mid 1993, a total of Techniques
The UAV JPO plans to investigate a 21 Phase I contracts have been com-
combination of technologies and result- pleted. The topics were: 0 Innovative Unconventional I
ant equipment developments that could Small Engine Concepts
be applied to satisfying UAV ice protec- 0 UAV Passive Propeller Load
tion requirements. An ARPA Small Busi- Control 0 Ultra-Wideband Technology for
ness Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase UAV and Other Airborne

II ice protection project is being moni- • UAV Propeller Erosion Protec- Applications

tored. Coordination with the developer tion Using Neural Networks for Au-
and the USN's Pioneer UAV Program • High-Energy Density, Long- tonomous UAV Flight Opera- I
Office (PMA-263) is underway with a Life, Secondary Battery Re- tion and Mission Control.
goal to integrate a closed-loop ice protec- search and Development
tion system into the Pioneer test bed for In late 1993, the SBIR topic, Migrating I
flight demonstration. In addition, an RFI Innovative Small Engine Con- Combustion Chamber Engine, was se-
was issued in November 1993 to deter- cepts lected for a Phase II contract award. Also

I
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5 in 1993, eight Phase I topics were ap- Development
proved for contract award; one has been
awarded, three are in the process of being Deep Water Pinger Location
awarded, and the remaining four are be- System
ing negotiated.

Ultra-Wideband Technology for
• Government Wide/Paramilitary UAVs

Applications of UAVs (two
awards) • Low-Cost Magnetic Attitude

Heading Reference System.I Neural Filtering for Active Noise
Suppression for Diesel Engines Three Phase I Topics Were Selected by

ONR for Program Solicitation 94.2 Ad-
Automatic Target Recognition/ vertisement:
Cueing Using a UAV Multi-
spectral Imaging Sensor • Low-Cost, Lightweight, NightVi-

t Dsion Capability for Hand Launched• Conceptual Design of Hybrid UAVs
Diesel/Electronic Propulsion

System * UAV Meteorological Sensors for
I Atmospheric/Environmental

* Innovative and Durable Flex- Sensing Applications
ible Shafts for Power Transmis-
sion in UAV Propulsion System • Small Single Shaft, Gas Turbine

• UAV Electronic Decoy Payload Engine Application Study.

SPerformance Optimizing Full
Authority Digital Engine Con-
trols for High Speed Assisted3 Diesels.

Two Phase I Topics advertised during
Program Solicitation 94.1 have completed
proposed evaluation. This resulted in three
recommendations for contract award ap-
proval.

I • Low-Cost, Fault-Tolerant Flight
Controls for UAVs

3 . Small Lightweight Electric
VTOL UAV. (2 Recommenda-
tions)

Four UAV Related Topics are in the
process of being awarded Phase II con-
tracts:

• High Energy Density, Long-Life
Secondary Battery Research and

5-9
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ACRONYMS.(Secalon 6)

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
CONOPS Concept of Operations I
DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation
DoD Department of Defense
DOF Degrees of Freedom
DSI Defense Simulation Internet
GCS Ground Control Station

JDF Joint Development Facility
JIl Joint Integration Interface 3
JTC/SIL Joint Technology Center/Systems Integration

Laboratory
MICOM Missile Command (USA)
MIL-STD Military Standard I
RFP Request for Proposal
SIF System Integration Facility
SIL Systems Integration Laboratory
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle U
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office
USA United States Army 3

I
I
U

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



6. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

E6.1 DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE tion control. New simulations added to vehicles, and datalinks. As part of its
SIMULATION the SIL will also be added to the library, final implementation, the SIF will be in-

These modules can be combined into terfaced to the JDF and be capable of
The UAV JPO has established the JTC/ various configurations by users and de- operating in a DIS environment.
SIL to be the principal location for mod- velopers wishing to evaluate new sys-
eling and simulation supporting UAV tems and subsystems in a constructive or Through the use of the MICOM Software
development, as well as the focal point virtual simulation environment. TheJDF Engineering Directorate's laboratory
for DoD DIS. These capabilities allow is augmented by the DIS Facility, a three ethernet and its connection to both the
users to define UAV requirements and DOF UAV simulation, previously known War Breaker network and the DSI (see
concepts of employment and developers as the synthetic environment for require- Figure 6-1), the simulation capabilities of
to evaluate engineering changes and pro- ments and concepts evaluation synthesis, the UAV JPO are connected to many of
totype designs. or SERCES, which provides the SIL's the major simulation sites at both military

initial DIS capability. Connectivity be- and commercial facilities. This allows
The SIL consists of a wide range of mod- tween the DIS Facility and War Breaker the insertion of UAVs into war games
eling and simulation tools that are con- will be established by mid-1994 to sup- and analyses at USA Battle Labs; War
stantly being expanded to accommodate port ongoing exercises. The JDF is to be Breaker; Joint Precision Strike Demon-
needs of development engineers and com- interfaced to the DIS environment by stration; Joint Theater Missile Defense;
bat users. The JDF consists primarily of early 1995. Louisiana Maneuvers; the Naval Com-
a high resolution modular UAV simula- mand, Control and Ocean Surveillance
tion, designed initially to perform verifi- Complementing the JDF and DIS Facil- Center; and programs such as the Syn-
cation and validation of J11s, that forms ity simulations is the System Integration thetic Theater of War. This involvement
the core of the modeling and simulation Facility (SIF), a hardware-in-the-loop with ARPA and all the Services allows
capability. Existing simulation interfaces, environment consisting of laboratory UAV technical personnel to keep abreast
such as air vehicles, payloads, and hardware, subsystem drivers, and UAV of the latest distributed simulation tech-
datalinks, are being modularized and tactical assets. The SIF will be capable of nologies and applications to the UAV
placed in a users'library under configura- driving the UAV GCSs, payloads, air family.

I
Other SED Laboratories:
Fire Support: MLRS, ATACMS War Breaker
Air Defense: Patriot, Hawk Node
Deep Operations CoordinationICell Battle Management ..... _DSI •

SED Laboratory Ethernet Node

MICOM ROEC LabsUAV UAV [ UAV DIS : IO DCLb
UAV UAV UaViliSy Other JTUAV Assets
SIF JDF I Facility Battle Labs

Other Support Labs
,IUAV-SIL JPSD

LEGEND

ATACMS Army Tactical Missile System JT UAV = Joint Tactical UAV
DIS = Distributed Interactive Simulation MLRS = Multiple-Launch Rocket System
DSI = Defense Simulation Internet RDEC = Research, Development & Engineering Center
JDF = Joint Development Facility SED = Software Engineering Directorate
JPSD = Joint Precision Strike Demonstration SIF = System Integration Facility

Figure 6-1 SIL Connectivity
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Figure 6-2 Concept Definition Through Simulation

Concentration of state-of-the-art tech- of a sequential, linear process in which document creation and configuration

nologies and UAV simulation and emu- requirements lead to a design specifica- management to the individual UAV pro-

lation capabilities in the SIL provides a tion that leads to a contract specification, gram offices. The systems engineering

powerful and cost effective tool for use in etc., the objective is an iterative process management process is based on MIL-

the development of various UAV plat- that constantly improves. This is achieved STD-499B and is to reside on the UAV I
forms and advanced payloads. The use of using multiple feedback mechanisms that JPO's local area network. The goal of this

DIS to tie these capabilities to other simu- allow the developer, tester, and user to effort is to dramatically reduce the time

lation sites results in an environment in work together from the beginning of the and energy spent by core program office

which users, engineers, logisticians, and acquisition process. This results in a staff in creating, tracking, and managing

testers can examine requirements state- better understanding of requirements documents. By integrating the process

ments, CONOPS, and designs within the tradeoff issues and should reduce the with previously developed tools such as
confines of a laboratory without ever acquisition cycle time, costs, and risks. It those discussed above (e.g., SIL applica-
bending metal. Virtual prototyping and also provides for more efficient horizon- tions), strides can be made in the area of
testing ofproposed interfaces can be done tal and vertical integration of UAVs on putting needed engineering information
using digital simulations with various the battlefield, in the hands of the program manager and I
hardware components-in-the-loop as his staff in a timely manner. This type of
available. This DIS capability also al- tool is a great productivity enhancer in
lows participation of multiple UAV vari- 6.2 AUTOMATED areas as diverse as responding to a con-
ants in major exercises at reduced costs SYSTEMS ENGINEERING gressional inquiry and ensuring design
and without using scarce tactical hard- MANAGEMENT PROCESS adequacy prior to RFP release. Specific
ware. Figure 6-2 provides an illustration goals for 1994 are to:

of this in a simulated battlefield environ- The UAV JPO has now embarked on an
ment. The purpose of this initiative is to effort to automate the entire systems en- • Automate management of the
change the acquisition process. Instead gineering process and bring automated systems engineering process:
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- Identify what key systems trade studies to be ac-
engineering tasks are to be complished, including
executed throughout the decision metrics to be

* system's life cycle utilized

Tailor applicable standards Ensure participation in the
based on requirements and planning, design evolution,
subsequent requirements and design change process.
traceability for contractual This automated systems en-
application gineering management pro-

cess assists the UAV JPO in
Automate systems analysis and maintaining a continuing fo-
control by developing: cus on life cycle cost and

provides system engineering
- Systems effectiveness as- management reports, tech-

sessments derived from nical performance measure-
data requirements ment reports, and cost sched-I ule reports.

- Modeling and simulation

techniques to determine
requirements verification
and validation, including
the traceability of the UAV
JPO systems requirements
throughout all applicable
acquisition documentation
(including contractor
deliverables)

- Current measures of effec-
tiveness hierarchy and their
respective traceability to
requirements

I Utility curves for each of
the measures of effective-
ness determined, providing
a curve that presents the
relative value of achieving
a level of performance be-
tween the threshold and
objective values for each
measure of effectiveness

1- Assessment of technical
risk including criteria and
methodologies to be em-

* ployed

- The identification of key
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ACRONYMS (Section 7,)

ACAT Acquisition Category
C&I Commonality and Interoperability I
CM Configuration Management
CMIS Configuration Management Information

System
DoD Department of Defense
HSI Human Systems Integration
ILS Integrated Logistics Support
JII Joint Integration Interface
JLA Joint Logistic Assessment
JLAWG Joint Logistics Assessment Working Group
JL-COE Joint Logistics-Center of Excellence
JL-MIS Joint Logistics-Management Information

System
JLSC Joint Logistics Systems Center
JT UAV Joint Tactical UAV
JULMT Joint UAV Logistics Management Team
JULWG Joint UAV Logistics Working Group
LSA Logistics Support Analysis
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
MER Manpower Estimate Report
MICOM Missile Command (USA)
MOA Memorandum of Agreement
MS Milestone
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
PEO Program Executive Officer
PEO(CU) Program Executive Officer, Cruise Missiles

Project and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint
Project

PICA Primary Inventory Control Activity
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office S
USA United States Army
USAF United States Air Force

USMC United States Marine Corps
USN United States Navy

I

I
I
I
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7. ILS, TRAINING, & HSI UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

7.1 JOINT INTEGRATED • Provide logistics life cycle cost Streamline policies and stan-
LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ILS) savings for the UAV family. dardize logistics concepts and

procedures in those areas hav-
7.1.1 Overview The UAV IPO is undertaking an exten- ing potential for high logistics

T sive review of logistics processes to find payoffThe UAV JPO logistics mission in 1994
more effective ways of providing logis-

is to support the acquisition and early tics support to UAV programs. At the • Improve logistics support of
applies to all UAV programs for which heart of this strategy is an action agenda UAV systems

the UAV JPO has responsibility and in- that includes several initiatives to en-
cludes the JT UAV program, Pointer, hance logistics management support to • Streamline, standardize, and
EXDRONE, MAE, and Pioneer UAVs. the acquisition managers, and ultimately share logistics data throughout
The total quality leadership management the Services, for deployed systems. The the UAV community
philosophy embodied in this mission in- primary purpose is to improve logistics
volves liaison with the program manag- efforts by identifying and exploiting op- • Plan for the future.
ers, the Services, and DoD. The focus is portunities for joint Service cooperative
onefforts across the entire logistics spec- The overriding goal is to become more
can best be accommodated. The acquisi- trum. Figure 7-1 shows the UAV no customer oriented through a team con-
tion and logistics requirements are being cept that will use the best functional tal-
reviewed and consolidated, and functional evolutionary process. To support this ept of the best fuston tal-
support is being provided to enhance the purpose the following broad concepts ent of the Services to focus on cradle-to-
accomplishment of joint logistics pro- serve as a guide: grave management of all UAV systemswith our program managers. Planned
gram requirements. This translates into Prevent unnecessary duplication proactive 1994 logistics activities, in con-
active, continuous participation to iden- and promote economy of re- cert with the Services and the programS tify and resolve joint issues that impact
logistics program management. The con- sources managers, provide and document a strong
sideration and resolution ofjoint logistics
issues is the single most important goal in
1994.

Initiatives for improving UAV JPO ILS
management continue to emerge from
actions begun in 1992 and prior years.
Building on 1993 accomplishments and PROCESS TLS

lessons learned, the 1994 plan expands ILS DATA

the horizon for a UAV JPO logistics sup- PROCEDURES
port team. This team will consolidate the

technical and logistics expertise needed
to effectively fulfill core logistics respon-
sibilities to our supported program man-
agers. The 1994 logistics initiatives are TODAY FUTURE

to: SEPARATE SYSTEMS (MULTI-LAYER) SINGLE SYSTEM

Strengthen the opportunity for INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONS CENTRALIZED FUNCTIONSfrLOOSELY INTEGRATED TIGHTLY INTEGRATED

greater logistics commonality TAILORED TO UNIQUE MISSIONS RESPONSIVE TO FAMILY AND PROGRAMS
* NOT RESPONSIVETO FAMILY NEEDS STREAMLINED PROCEDURES

Ielements OVERLAP/DUPLICATION INTEGRATED BUSINESS PRACTICESSImprove support elmnson _ _

operation and maintenence of LEGEND
UAV systems across the Ser- ILS = Integrated Logistics Support JL-MIS = Joint Logistics-Management Information System

vices JLA = Joint Logistics Assessment JSTC Joint Service Training Center

I JL-COE = Joint Logistics-Center of Excellence PICA = Primary Inventory Control Activity
• Improve logistics infrastructure

elements Figure 7-1 UAV JPO Logistics Process Evolution

7
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foundation for logistics process improve- successes experienced with other pro- Logistics Agency representative, was 3
ments. Thejoint logistics initiatives to be grams. The JULWG is exploring efforts chartered by the PEO to provide over-
pursued during 1994 include the follow- to improve logistics C&I and ensure the sight of JL-COE activities. MOAs are
ing: coordination and integration of logistics being executed again in 1994 for the JL-

support capabilities to provide effective COE support of the JT UAV logistics
Joint UAV Logistics Working and responsive support to our customers, program requirements and for UAV JPO
Group (JULWG) The efforts of this group focus on logis- joint logistics requirements.

tics activities that serve to meet UAV I
JointLogistics-CenterofExcel- JPO and OSD objectives for improved 7.1.4 UAV Family
lence (JL-COE) system support, readiness, and Depot Policy

sustainability. The JULWG, in concert I
* UAV Family Depot Policy with the Joint Logistics Assessment The UAV depot maintenance strategy

Working Group (JLAWG), is also con- had its roots as a 1991 initiative by the
* JointLogistic Assessment (JLA) ducting reviews of the UAV logistics Defense Depot Maintenance Council t

programs with a view to exploring com- Defens D e ntenane Counto I
* Centralized Primary Inventory mon efforts, identifying shortfalls, and sane and strengtede mai-

Control Activity (PICA) for developing candidate initiatives for en- nance committee charted by lthe aAUAVs dorsement to the PEO. Service committee chartered by the UAV I
JPO established adepot maintenance strat-

* Joint Configuration Manage- 7.1.3 Joint Logistics-Center of egy for UAVs. The study team report
ment Excellence for UAVs recommended that the depot planning

activities of the lead Service for UAV I
UAV Logistics Lessons Learned The Joint Logistics Commanders in 1992 programs be directed toward the designa-
Repository concurred with the UAV JPO recom- tion of a single Service activity as a fam-

mendation for a JL-COE for UAVs and ily depot for all UAVs. Under the direc- i
UAV Logistics Management approved the Integrated Materiel Man- tion of the UAV JPO and guidance of the
Guidance and Procedures agement Center of USA MICOM in JULWG, and in coordination with the JT

Huntsville, AL as the JL-COE activity. UAV program manager, depot mainte-
JointLogistics-ManagementIn- The JL-COE is the primary logistics ac- nanceplanning are being initiated through
formation System (JL-MIS) tivity to support the UAV family of sys- the Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis
Joint UAV Training. tems, stressing common, broadprinciples Group. I'

and procedures to plan, manage, and ex-

7.1.2 Joint UAV Logistics ecute the logistics programs for the UAV 7.1.5 Joint Logistics
Working Group family of systems. It is responsive to each Assessment

UAV program manager for negotiated
A JULWG, comprised ofrepresentatives levels of logistics support. The JL-COE, In coordination with the Services, the
f eaLW ch mprised of the rervic es, enDan in partnership with selected Service ac- UAV JPOproposed, developed, and vali-
Joint Logistics Systems Center (JLSC), tivities, provides a fully integrated team dated a JLA initiative for UAVs. This
is being chartered to continually improve of ILS functional talent to support each initiative eliminates redundancy in the

acquisition logistics processes and to plan UAV program. This partnership of logis- Services' logistics assessments while

for enhanced operational logistics sup- tics expertise will become exceptional as ensuring legitimate logistics requirements
port to potential field/fleet units. Agree- the JL-COE concept matures and Service are adequately addressed. During the
ment on a draft MOA has been reached, programs are brought under the joint latter part of 1992, a JLAWG, consisting

and the JULWG is being established, umbrella of JL-COE support. of representatives from the Services, was I
Ideas for logistics process improvement chartered through an MOA that estab-
are being sought not only from internal During 1993, aJointUAVLogisticsMan- lished a joint ILS assessment process for
sources but also from the Services and agement Team (JULMT), consisting of UAVs. The JLAWG developed joint I
program managers. Improvement initia- the UAV JPO, UAV Assistant Program milestone checklists that incorporated
tives are building on lessons learned and Managers for Logistics, and a Defense each Service's assessment criteria and

I
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SERVICES INPUT BASELINE CHECKLIST

AND GENERAL ASSESSMEN

Isl
1 0

LEGEND

IOC = Initial Operational Capability MSI = Milestone One
JLA = Joint Logistics Assessment MSII = Milestone Two
LRG = Logistics Review Group MSIII Milestone Three

Figure 7-2 JLA Milestone Checklist Development

offered the Services and the UAV JPO an these achievements, the multi-Service, cation of multi-Service used UAV

economical, logical alternative to indi- JLAWG recommended in 1993 that the nonconsumables. The PICA initiative is

vidual logistics assessments. Figure 7-2 JLA procedures be published as a PEO being presented to the JULWG for evalu-

shows the process of using the USN Lo- instruction to be used forlogistics assess- ation during 1994.

gistics Review Group process as the ments of all UAV programs and also

baseline and shows how Service-unique requested the PEO JLA instruction be 7.1.7 UAV Family Configura-

questions and concerns were added to distributed to all PEOs of joint programs tion Management (CM)

develop the JLA Milestone Checklist. for information and possible use.
The JLA process and procedures were A PEO(CU) instruction to define UAV

validated in 1993 through a successful 7.1.6 Centralized PICA for family configuration management re-

test case application to the Hunter UAV UAVs quirements was published in 1993. It

program (USA, USN, and USMC were describes the UAV family CM hierarchy

participating Services). The JLA process In 1993, the UAV JPO proposed the and defines policies and procedures to

was also used by the PEO of the Joint designation of a centralized PICA for provide for uniform CM across the UAV

Direct Attack Munitions project to con- UAVs. Assignment of a single PICA for family of systems. The objective of the

duct a successful logistics assessment of newly introduced, unique UAV UAV family CM is to delineate a process

the dual-Service (USAF and USN) pro- nonconsumables, regardless of the ac- for achieving and ensuring hardware/soft-

gram. The Joint Direct Attack Munitions quisition Service, provides effective in- ware C&I and the maintenance of JIls.

application validated the use of the JLA ter-Service wholesale support and pre- As an action agenda item for 1994, the

process for joint programs. As a result of cludes future interim management dupli- UAV JPO is coordinating the kickoff
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meeting of the UAV family Configura- implemented and accepted. The changes data bases, Contractor Integrated Tech- l
tion Management Board. faced by the material acquisition corn- nical Information Services, and Govern-

munity mandate more efficiency and ef- ment Integrated Technical Information
7.1.8 UAV Logistics Lessons fectiveness. Coordination with the Ser- Service for rapid and integrated analysis 1

Learned Repository vices through the JULMT, JULWG, and to enhance logistics support and assess-
Aviation Logistics Board of the Joint ment. System planning allows this capa-

Planning for a UAV logistics lessons Logistics Commanders ensures the pro- bility to support the program offices with 3
learned repository was initiated in 1993. posed approaches are evaluated in terms information required to help determine
The purpose of the program is to gather of their utility to UAV programs and system specifications, readiness levels,
and record experiences and lessons Service requirements. The following ar- and supportability requirements. Maxi-
learned, bothpositiveandnegative, based eas are being addressed in 1994: mum use of existing software programs
on the total experience gained across the within the Service logistics community is
breadth of UAV acquisition programs. • Publish a Joint Integrated Lo- being made whenever the software can
Understanding and applying sound busi- gistics Support Plan for Pointer meet joint requirements. i
ness practices that have demonstrated Hand Launched UAV
successes or corrected problems in simi- In 1993 the development of the JL-MIS
lar circumstances may not avoid or elimi- ° Standardize UAV readiness re- JLA module was completed. This initial
nate all program risks, but will reduce porting and operational avail- module automates the process, provides
risks to an acceptable level. Establish- ability methodology an autical theaprowss, provides
ment of the UAV lessons learned reposi- an analytical tool, and shows a program's i
tory at the JL-COE is a 1994 goal. • Coordinate and publish a UAV logistics status. TheJLAmoduleis beinga
PEO(CU) plans to publish instructions family logistics support analy- implemented on the PEO(CU) local area
that will establish policies and proce- sis (LSA) applications guide network and will be available to support

dures to ensure access to and participa- the status of logistics assessments.

tion in the logistics lessons learned pro- ° Coordinate and publish a UAV
gram by the UAV community. Capstone ILS Planning Guide Continuing efforts from 1993 include

coordination with the JLSC to develop
7.1.9 UAV Logistics Manage- • Establish PEO policy for UAV and implement a Configuration Manage-

ment Guidance and Pro- family management codes ment Information System (CMIS) mod-
cedures ule to support analysis and interchange of

Establish a joint continuous ac- engineering and technical data within the
Near term focus is on establishing a vi- quisition and life cycle support UAV community. The implementation
able link between logistics capabilities, approach for UAVs. of the CMIS module will greatly enhance I
functions, and processes. This linkage is the ability of the logistics and engineer-
being accomplished through the conduct 7.1.10 Joint Logistics-Manage- ing community to perform comparisons
of studies and analyses and the develop- ment Information among subsystems and identify C&I im-
ment and promulgation of guides docu- System pacts. Goals for JL-MIS in 1994 are to:
menting joint UAV ILS concepts and
initiatives. The UAV logistics commu- The JL-MIS is a UAV JPO initiative * ProvideJLAmoduleoperational
nity is using these guides to structure and begun in 1991 to provide UAV program support to the logistics and en-
execute logistics programs in the multi- offices with access to UAV-related logis- gineering user communities
Service UAV environment. In 1994, tics data. The JL-MIS is being developed
continual assessment and refinement is to reflect continuous acquisition and life • Develop and integrate the LSA I
being accomplished for core processes, cycle support and corporate information and LSA record analysis mod-
metrics, and other related processes in managementinitiatives. This system will ules into the JL-MIS
order to foster a logistics orientation and provide the capability to combine UAV I
climate within the UAV community so logistics activities with UAV related data ° Develop andintegratethe CMIS
that sound concepts and practices can be bases, such as integrated weapon system module into JL-MIS

I
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5 Develop a JLA Administrator's mated maximum student capacity using velopment, and acquisition plan-
Guide operational hardware is limited to no more ning of a Joint UAV training

than 300 students on a 3-shift-per-day systems device simulator.
Develop a training plan and basis. It is estimated that after early 1997,
instructor's training materials student throughput will significantly ex-
for CMIS ceed the training capacity. Therefore, the 7.3 HUMAN SYSTEMS

UAV JPO has initiated action with the INTEGRATION (HSI)
Publish a desktop reference us- Naval Air Warfare Center Training Sys-
ers' guide for JL-MIS/CMIS tems Division, Orlando, FL to develop a In support of documentation requirements

Ctraining system that offsets operational of DoD Directive 5000.1 and DoD In-
Continue coordination withthe hardwarerequirementsandmeetsthepro- struction 5000.2, each UAV programJLSC to enable PEO(CU) to ben-
fitfromjointlogistics standard- jected throughput. The training system, prepares both HSI Plans and Training

eiat a om monalo ittia- when developed, will include a mix of Development Plans. Both plans address
tives, classroom, interactive courseware, labo- HSI impacts upon design and schedule.

ratory, and simulation study, team train- UAV programs follow USN and UAV

ing, and experience with actual equip- JPO policy and guidance for develop-
7.2 JOINT UAV TRAINING ment. The UAV JPO goals for joint ment of these plans. Each UAV program

training in 1994 are to: identifies an individual responsible for

Joint training planning for UAVs contin- HSI.

ues to reflect Congressional guidance to Continue to coordinate the de-

minimize personnel and training costs. velopment of joint UAV train- The HSI initiatives begun in the UAV

Development of a Joint Training Man- ing and use of "common core" programs are being continued and ex-

agement Plan is underway to promote training material in support of panded. A man-machine interface risk

standardization of training plan develop- Hunter UAV training require- reduction effort began in the first quarter

ment and implementation of congres- ments of FY94 with an operator workload

sional guidance. FormaljointUAV train- analysis of the Hunter GCS, followed by

ing uses common core modules and com- Explore utilization of the De- a crew performance evaluation using

mon core training materials. The UAV fenseInformation Systems Net- Hunter trained soldiers and marines to

Joint Service Training Center, Fort work for unit operational and validatetheaccuracyofthetasktimelines
Huachuca, AZ supports training for maintenance training and shift length. The results of the evalu-

Hunter UAVs. The USA has been desig- ation are being used to update the training

nated as UAV JPO training agent for the • Provide guidance to satisfy UAV program and system software to enhance

JT UAV program. system peculiartraining require- the user-computer interface and reduce
ments operator workload. The results are also

The joint Service instructors and course being used to influence the design of the
developers from Joint Service Training ° Promulgate the Joint Training Maneuver Variant GCS. An interactive

Center work with the JT UAV contrac- Management Plan Maneuver Variant GCS man-machine
tors in development of the required sys- interface configuration is being

tem training. Unique Service training ° Establish and promulgate the prototyped using lessons learned from
requirements are theresponsibility of each charter for a UAV Joint Man- Hunter, appropriate DoD standards, and
participating Service. Contractor train- agement Training Team users in the loop. A crew performance
ing commences in late 1994 to meet early evaluation is to be conducted during the
fielding of the Hunter UAV. Govern- Develop and implement a train- fourth quarter FY94 to validate operator
ment conducted follow-on training is ing and monitoring assessment workload and manpower requirements.
scheduled to begin in late 1995. program These results are to be used in the devel-

opment and will be provided to the Ma-
During an annual training cycle, esti- • Coordinate analysis, design, de- neuver contractor as guidance for man-
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machine interface development. These MERs are prepared by program manag- requirements baseline to be used

initiatives influence design and reduce erstoprovidedetailedmanpowerrequire- in projecting manpower costs

risk throughout the acquisition cycle by ments information for UAV programs for the new system over its life

identifying manpower, personnel, and acquisition category (ACAT) ID as they cycle. I
training tradeoffs in connection with approach MSII with updates provided at
emerging LSA information. Other HSI MSIII. In the case of joint UAV pro-
tradeoffs include: cost, schedule, perfor- grams, the lead Service is responsible for I
mance, and risk. the delivery of MER information for all

Services involved in the program. There
Existing skills are stressed to minimize is one MER for each Service involved.
unique requirements in the force struc- Joint UAV programs also are prepared to
ture. Training and training device re- explain cross-Service coordination that
quirements are continuously evaluated to has occurred in the preparation of the
minimize time and material resources, MERs. UAV program managers use the I
training aids, and facilities; to maximize MER to:
modularity and embedded training; and
to evaluate on-the-job training. Human Establish an accurate estimate
factors, safety, and health hazard issues o

of manpower requirements that
also receive similar analysis for optimi- must be maintained during
zation of the entire HSI program through- peacetime to sustain readiness I
out the UAV program. Manpower Esti- at a level that will ensure ad-

mate Reports (MERs) completed and equate wartimeforcecapability
planned are applied to ensure that force e
structure is not unduly impacted. Report the Service's ability to

meet these manpower require-
Methodology and formats contained in ments under currently autho-

Under Secretary of Defense for Person- rized manning levels and poli- U
nel and Readiness guidance on MER cies
preparation and a memo of 28 May 1991
are used to ensure reports from all Ser- - Identify an increase in end- I
vices arecompatible. TheUAVJPO point strength that will be
of contact for these requirements is the required for full operational
Director of Joint Logistics. deployment of the program I
UAV program managers develop HSI - Discusshowthesystemwill
plans after concept studies are approved, be operationally deployed
The program managers then document if no increases in military
the management and resolution of HSI and civilian end strengths
issues during the acquisition proce'ss. Hu- are authorized
man systems goals and objectives, con-
straints, tradeoffs, risks, and cost drivers Identify any changes in system
documented in the plan serve as the basis planning factors and manpower

for HSI reporting requirements in other requirements reported at thepre- I
acquisition program documentation. At a vious milestone review
minimum, each plan satisfies program
documentation requirements for each of • Address the affordability of the I
the six HSI elements specified in DoD system from a manpower per-
5000.2, Part 7, Section B, Paragraph 3a(3). spective; establish a manpower

I
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ACRONYMS (Section 8

DESA Defense Evaluation Support Activity
DoD Department of Defense
DT&E Developmental Test and Evaluation

FAA Federal Aviation Administration
ILS Integrated Logistics Support
NGB National Guard Bureau
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
OTA Operational Test Agency
OT&E Operational Test and Evaluation
T&E Test & Evaluation
TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office

UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
USA United States Army
USN United States Navy



8. TEST AND EVALUATION UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

8.1 OVERVIEW tions, policies, andprocedures associated restricted airspace, terrain, and sea areas
with national facilities, as well as the to support UAV DT&E are limited in

The UAV JPO provides an interface for environments that are suitable for UAV number and are generally located in the
UAV developmental test and evaluation test and evaluation activities. The re- western United States. As with most test
(DT&E) among the program manage- spectiveTestandEvaluationMasterPlans facilities, projected workloads may re-
ment offices and supporting multi-Ser- (TEMPs) for each of the UAV programs quire prioritization of test projects and
vice field test activities that comprise the readily serve as a source for scope, objec- early scheduling of DT&E programs.
UAV Joint Test Force. The UAV JPO tives, structure, and resources of devel- Accomplishment of UAV DT&E require-
provides liaison to individual Service opmental and operational test programs, ments necessitates the resourcing and3 headquarters and OSD (Director, Test scheduling of DT&E activities among
and Evaluation and Director, Operation- the multi-Service test facilities without
al Test and Evaluation) with regard to 8.2 DEVELOPMENTAL any significant investment in improve-
both DT&E and operational test and TESTING ments to the various facilities (see Table
evaluation (OT&E) of UAV systems. 8-1). A UAV avionics T&E handbook is
Additionally, the UAV JPO provides li- Individual programmanagers arerespon- underdevelopmentthatwillprovideguid-
aison to the individual Service OT&E sible for the overall DT&E programs ance on payload, data link, and ground
agencies for the planning and support of conducted by participating field test ac- control station testing. Also, a test and
UAV operational testing. The UAV JPO tivities and respective contractors. Gov- evaluation data base is under develop-
maintains the status capabilities, limita- ernment test ranges possessing adequate ment that will provide lessons learned.

Site HiF YWhite DefenseSieNAWCAD NAWCAD NAWCAD HilIAFB/ Yuma Ft. Redstone Sands Evaluation Fort Sill, NSWC NAWCAD
Patuxent China Point Dugway, Proving Huachuca, Arsenal, Missile Support OK Dahlgren, Trenton,UAV • River, MD Lake, CA Mugu, CA UT Ground, AZ AL Range, Agency, VA NJ

AZ NM NM

FQ&P and Sensor Environmen-
Hunter Survivability sensor, LUT captive carry tel & Trans- Propulsion

+ OA & SIL portability
ManeuverAV sensorManeuver demo before

Variant RFP release

Shipboard LHD land
Variant based test

Op/maintPioneer FQ&P training

FQ&P and FQ&P and
MAE sensor sensor

Pointer Accept test, Payload
Hand GPS/auto- UGV demo development

Launched nay develop

FO&P and GPS/auto-EXDRONE payload
develop/mneg nan develop

PQ&P and
MAVUS autoland Data link

development

TRUS ____ ___

VLAR FQ&P

Medium Mini-carrier FQ&P and
Range suitability sensor Propulsion

LEGEND
FQ&P = Flying Qualities and Performance OA = Operational Assessment
GPS = Global Positioning System RFP = Request For Proposal
LHD = Landing Helicopter-Dock Ship SIL = System Integration Laboratory
LUT = Limited User Test UGV = Unmanned Ground Vehicle
MARS = Mid Air Retrieval System

Table 8-1 DT/OT Test Sites
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8.3 OPERATIONAL TESTING plans for each of the UAV systems are an To accurately predict UAV system sur-

integral part of both developmental and vivability in an operational environment,

The USN Operational Test and Evalua- operational test planning and execution, representative user personnel will per-

tion Force is designated as the lead OT&E The ILS plans will be employed to ensure form mission planning to determine the U
agency for all UAV operational testing. early identification and optimization of best solution comprising both mission

A principal Operational Test Agency critical logistic elements. Generally, lo- accomplishment and system survivabili-

(OTA) can be delegated the lead OTA gistics support for acquisition programs ty. To assure that only certified computer

responsible for planning, coordinating, is not mature during DT&E and OT&E. models are employed in the analysis of

scheduling, conducting, and reporting on However, logistic support must be suffi- operational UAV survivability, the ser-vices of the Survivabihity/Vulnerability

an individual program's operational test- ciently developed to allow operational vino m to n and Anabliys C ntera DoD

ing. At this time, the USA Operational personneltoperformorganizational-level Information and Analysis Center, a DoD

Evaluation Command has been designat- maintenance during OT&E. knowl expertisn craft sv-

ed the principal OTA for conducting the knowledged expertise in aircraft surviv-

Hunter UAV system operational testing. ability, is used.

8.4 UAV CAPSTONE MASTER

Through the system integration of nu- TEST PLAN 8.6 DEFENSE EVALUATION
merous technologies in their develop- SUPPORT ACTIVITY I
ment, the capabilities and overall opera- The UAV Capstone Master Test Plan, UAV EFFORTS
tional effectiveness of respective UAV now in final draft, addresses the total
systems are just being recognized. As UAVjoint test program in general terms. The UAV JPO has established a memo-
such, the multi-Service user community It is an over-arching document that inte- randum of understanding with DESA,
has been actively involved in the devel- grates broad test objectives, identifies Kirtland Air Force Base, NM to conduct

opment of doctrine and organizational general responsibilities, and identifies joint UAV operations and systems eval-
guidance for the employment of UAV generic test resources. It addresses test uation efforts. DESA is an OSD activity, I
systems throughout the spectrum of threat support responsibilities, test sites and in- reporting to the Director, Test and Eval-

scenarios confronting our forces. These strumentation, threat systems, modeling uation,thatischarteredtoprovideabroad
doctrines and concepts must include a and simulation, testbeds, manpower and spectrum of test and evaluation support
suitably trained force structure. Appro- training requirements, and safety and to both DoD and non-DoD agencies. Pri-
priately trained Service personnel are in- environmental considerations. Together mary objectives and goals concerning
tegral to the planning and execution of with the UAV system TEMPs, they con- DESA support to the UAV JPO are to:
formal OT&E that will be needed to sup- stitute a broad plan relating test objec-
port overall program milestones. tives to required operational and critical Develop an operations and tech-

technical characteristics. nical maintenance capability to

Adequate OT&E entails portraying oper- support UAV systems' demon- I
ational test realism. This requires test strations and evaluations
sites possessing representative topo- 8.5 SURVIVABILITY
graphical and climatic environments of TESTING Develop a test and evaluation I
areas where the UAV system could be strategy and use of DESA's test

deployed. This also requires the integra- The predicted survivability of a UAV and evaluation capability and
tion of interfacing and supporting units, system in a combat environment is a association with multiple gov-

as well as threat forces depicting com- critical factor that must be quantified in a ernment agencies (both DoD and
plex target arrays. Accordingly, formal cost-effectivemanner.Usingnondestruc- non-DoD) to conduct timely

operational testing for UAV systems will tive field tests, vulnerability and suscep- evaluations of UAV systems and

require substantial resourcing in person- tibility can be determined to a reasonable associated sensors for DoD and

nel, material, and test sites. level of confidence using computer sim- non-DoD mission applications
ulations incorporating force-on-force

ILS for UAV systems is evolving and models. Operational training exercises • Provide a cost-effective UAV I
will require definition and maturity to also hold potential for determining UAV support capability geared to-

support formal OT&E. Respective ILS survivability at reasonable cost. wards rapid evaluation of UAV
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systems and associated equip-
ment.

During the past year, DESA provided or
supported operational demonstrations of
UAV capabilities using the Pointer Hand
Launched UAV for various government
and nongovernment activities. In par-
ticular, a UAV evaluation effort has been
established with the NGB to evaluate
UAV applications in both federal and
state National Guard mission areas. The
Oregon National Guard used the Pointer
Hand Launched UAV to evaluate opera-
tional counterdrug and other law enforce-
ment missions. DESA also supported a
technical interoperability evaluation be-
tween the Pointer UAV and a UGV at
Redstone Arsenal, AL. Pointer was also
used to observe prehistoric Native Ameri-
can ruins in New Mexico in support of a
Bureau of Land Management effort to
possibly use UAVs to capture poachers
of national treasures.

Additionally, DESA is working with lo-
cal, regional, and national FAA elements
to address airspace management and

safety certification processes for UAV
operations in both military and civilian
applications.
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ACRONYMS (Section 9,)

CARS Common Automated Recovery System
C&I Commonality & Interoperability
DEA Data Exchange Agreement
DoD Department of Defense
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FCT Foreign Comparative Testing
FMS Foreign Military Sales
FY Fiscal Year
MAVUS Maritime VTOL UAV System
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NNAG NATO Naval Armaments Group
SEEP Scientist and Engineer Exchange Program
'TTSARB Technology Transfer and Security Assistance

Review Board
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office I
US United States
USN United States Navy
ZEOP Z-Electro-Optical Payload I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



9. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

9.1 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM prime advantages of international coop- ences provide the opportunity for one on
OVERVIEW eration are promoting the more efficient one briefings on national UAV programs.

use of scarce defense resources, aiding The briefings are followed by working
The UAV JPO is the focal point for all industrial modernization, reducing re- sessions to plan the means to capitalize
UAV foreign and international programs. search and development costs, improv- on each of the UAV initiatives to reduce
The UAV JPO recommends policy and ing access to emerging technology, and costs, preclude duplication, and improve
provides guidance for the development of strengthening US/allied defense relation- interoperability and standardization. The
international UAV program operations, ships. UAV JPO cooperative initiatives DEAs serve as a catalyst to marshal DoD
planning for and implementing a consoli- are being focused in the areas of Data and friendly nations' technological capa-
dated joint management structure to co- Exchange Agreements (DEAs), Scientist bilities. DEAs serve as the vehicle for the
ordinate international and foreign mili- and Engineer Exchange Programs exchange of scientific and technical data
tary sales (FMS) efforts for participating (SEEPs), cooperative agreements, NATO and information on a quid pro quo basis.
Services and fostering defense coopera- Working Groups on UAVs (PG/35), and DEAs have been approved for Israel,
tion with allied countries. Figure 9-1 FCT. Germany, South Korea, and the Nether-
indicates the wide range of international lands, and are being developed with
activities carried out by the UAV JPO. Primary goals of the UAV JPO DEA Canada, the United Kingdom, and France.

initiatives are to provide a means for the In Figure 9-2, US and German officers
direct exchange of data on national UAV view Pointer Hand Launched UAV flight

9.2 DEFENSE COOPERATION programs. The DEA agreement sets out demonstrations during the first US/Ger-
priorities and provides the vehicle for the man DEA exchange meeting. The devel-

Defense cooperation is a major area of exchange of technical and program data opment of DEAs is anticipated with other
focus for the UAV JPO. Some of the on a quid pro quo basis. DEA confer- friendly nations where mutually benefi-

Production Policy

&" Logistics Ecag

\•• /(Traiing/nitia • ,TranExsfng

Copoducio n Co o reraive n

FSDrc Sales/ites NAOWokn

Comparamsv
Testing • Directoratio

Develpmen Docuentaiona Exchange
Logistic Agreemnts/inf

Figue 9- FIneraigna ACoopertivesothUA JP

I9-1

and Formal
Agreements

Figure 9-1 International Activities of the UAV JPO
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cial opportunities exist for data and infor- porating the US developed CARS for land/ down link among NATO ships 5
mation exchange on UAVs. sea based flight testing. MAVUS II is providing an important new ca-

scheduled for at-sea employment on the pability for peacekeeping and
The SEEP is a useful bilateral personnel USS Vandegrift (FFG-48) during the crisis management operations.
exchange program that offers additional spring of 1994. See Section 3 for further The first phase of the
opportunities for defense cooperation with discussion of MAVUS II. interoperability plan now un-
friendly nations. The first UAV SEEP derway also includes the coop-
was recently concluded with the German The UAV JPO continues an active role in erative update of key NATO U
government. This exchange resulted in NATO through representation as Chair- Standardization Agreements in-
the assignment of a highly qualified Ger- man of NATO Naval Armaments Group cluding Allied Tactical Publi-
man engineer from the German Ministry (NNAG) PG/35 on Maritime UAVs. The cations to ensure a smooth op- I
of Defense to the USN UAV program NATO forum has been used extensively erational transition as maritime
office for one year. During his assign- to demonstrate leading US technology, to UAVs are introduced by more
ment he assisted in the drafting of speci- obtain financial assistance for UAV ini- navies in the near future
fications for the maritime UAV program. tiatives, and to prepare the future for
He then returned to an assignment as a interoperable maritime UAV systems. To Development of a risk reduc-
program manager for the German mari- date a NATO Staff Requirement has been tion plan providing a specific
time UAV program. The UAV JPO is prepared, and feasibility studies and op- list of the technical trades re-I
pursuing SEEP opportunities with the erational demonstrations of UAV systems quired to be resolved to acquire
United Kingdom, Canada, and the Neth- have been conducted. Ongoing UAV JPO a cost-effective system. To date
erlands as an important means to build a initiatives conducted through NATO in- over 30 UAV development re- I
foundation for future cooperation. clude: lated initiatives collectively

funded by the members of
A Defense Development Sharing Agree- The introduction of an NNAG PG/35 have been cata-
ment between the US and Canada has interoperability plan to achieve loged in the risk reduction plan nJ
been approved for a second phase of the successive levels of UAV (representing a total value in
development, test, and evaluation of the interoperability among the US currency of over 40 million
MAVUS II. The US will benefit from NATO navies. The plan pro- dollars in the last 3 years). The
shared funding with Canada of a proven vides the means to establish re- plan has allowed the partici-
test vehicle, the Canadair CL-227, incor- mote reception of UAV video pants to coordinate initiatives

to avoid redundancy and finan-
cially leverage national pro-
grams based on the shared re-
sults of the funded activities 3
Establishment of a joint work-
ing group with the Council for
European Airspace Coordina-
tion on maritime UAV airspace
management to define the way

ahead for flight coordination of
UAVs. The UAV JPO ensures
a close coordination with the
FAA advisory committee on I
UAV airspace management to
ensure the latest US initiatives
are reflected in the rules and
regulations which will be up-

Figure 9-2 US and German Officers View dated for operations in the Eu-
Pointer Flight Demonstrations ropean theater. The group will

9-2 I
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I conclude the way ahead docu- lightweight, stabilized electro-optical sen- sidered for sale to friendly countries and
ment in December 1994 for ac- sor for UAVs, has been approved and is the guideline for the export license
tion by Council for European funded by DoD under the FCT program. application review process. A TTSARB
Airspace Coordination national In addition, the UAV JPO is currently foreign disclosure policy relating to the
aviation authorities evaluating several potential systems and releasability of targets and their associ-

subsystems to determine which might ated technologies is currently in the de-
Establish inroads for joint best meet the FCT candidate nomination velopment phase.
NATO service applications of criteria and should be recommended for
UAVs through the NATO Air FY95 funding. Briefings are effective tools to improve
Force Armaments Group Air the understanding of key members of the
Group IV, Information Ex- US and international community on the
change Group 5 on above water 9.3 INTERNATIONAL SALES numerous advantages of defense coop-
warfare, the Military Agency eration and FMS programs for UAVs.
for Standardization Naval A primary goal of the UAV JPO interna- The UAV JPO has initiated a series of
Board, and the Tactical Air tional efforts is to conduct briefings on briefings for Unified Command staff
Working Party. The UAV JPO the advantages of US-developed UAVs members and security assistance offic-
provides inputs to each of these to interested foreign countries. Potential ers/defense attaches on UAV program-
groups through representation international sales of UAVs (FMS or matic status. The perspective and assis-
in PG/35 to focus efforts on the commercial) offer significant advantages tance of these organizations will provide
improved prospects for to both the US and the purchasing coun- the UAV JPO with vital information on
interoperability of UAVs. try. These advantages include creating projected/potential UAV sales in their

economies of scale (larger production respective regions. It is anticipated that

runs), preserving production lines (DoD worldwide interest in UAVs will gener-

mobilization base), and making a direct ate significant commercial and military

and positive impact on the US domestic sales in the foreseeable future.

economy (preservation of US employ-
" ° ment base and generation of US exports).

In addition, both DoD and the purchasing
country would gain benefits from shared
C&I with allied country UAVs. Oppor-
tunities for joint combined operations
and training are also enhanced when for-
eign UAV operators share US-developed
equipment, procedures, and training.

A consistent, well coordinated foreign

Figure 9-3 disclosure policy for UAV technology

Israeli ZEOP FLIR/TV Sensor Pod transfers to foreign nations enables US
UAV defense contractors to effectively
target their marketing efforts toward those

The UAV JPO uses the FCT program as countries in which export approval is
aconduitfordefensecooperationtomaxi- most likely. A significant step in this
mize scarce personnel and fiscal re- effort was reached when the UAV Tech-
sources. Although the program operates nology Transfer and Security Assistance
on a relatively small budget and supports Review Board (TTSARB) Decision
all military departments, the UAV JPO Memorandum was approved in late 1993.
enjoys a fairly good track record in com- The USN UAV TTSARB Decision
peting for those funds. In fact, the Israeli- Memorandum provides the broad policy
produced ZEOP (see Figure 9-3), a small, basis for UAVs and payloads being con-
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ACRONYMS (Section 10)

ACTD Advanced Concept and Technology
Demonstration

DARO Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office

FY Fiscal Year
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
PE Program Element
RDT&E Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project

Office

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
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EThe OSD fiscal resource sponsor for 10.2 PROCUREMENT 10.4 FUNDING (IN OSD
UAV systems is the DARO. Funds ex- PE 0305154D)
ecution is accomplished by the UAV JPO. Procurement is programmed and bud-

geted in OSD PE 0305154D P1 line item See Table 10-1.
10.1 RDT&E 4003, Defense Wide Procurement, UAV.

i UAV RDT&E is programmed and bud- 10.3 OTHER
geted in OSD PE 0305154D. These funds
support systems, component, andRDT&E Operations and maintenance, military
development while ensuring commonal- personnel, and military construction are
ity and interoperability. The UAV JPO is individually programmed and budgeted
tasked to execute the MAE UAV ACTD. by the Services.

I
i FY94 FY95 FY96- FY99

RDT&E ($M)

3 Tactical UAVs 85.2 132.4 179.2

• MAE 40.0 42.1 72.0

1 Procurement ($M) 88.3 250.7 1,095.6

I
Table 10-1 UAV Funding

1
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ALCRONYMS (Appendix, A)

ACAT Acquisition Category
COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis I
CR Close Range

DoD Department of Defense
EW Electronic Warfare
FLOT Forward Line of Own Troops
HAE High Altitude Endurance
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council
JT UAV Joint Tactical UAV
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance I
MAGTF Marine Air-Ground Task Force
MNS Mission Need Statement
MR Medium Range
ORD Operational Requirements Document
RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target

Acquisition
SR Short Range
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
USA United States Army
USD(A) Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)
USMC United States Marine Corps n
USN United States Navy

I
I
I

II
I
I
I
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APPENDIX A - NEEDS RATIONALE UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

I This Appendix provides the rationale for A.2 CATEGORIES OF The Shipboard Variant of the HunterUAV
the need for UAVs by DoD. Mission and CAPABILITIES supports USN combatant needs. Enemy
operational-" " requirements" - are addressed. Asactivities out to a range of 150 kilometersI ~ As stated in Table A-i1, the Joint Tactical

UAV Program addresses the requirements or more beyond the FLOT or datum point

A.1 MISSION NEED STATEMENTS of the CR and SR MNS, while the MAE (in USN operations) can be exploited for

and HAE address the requirements of the 16 hours of every 24 hours with the Hunter
The Chairman of the JROC has validated endurance MNS. UAV system. A Maneuver Variant of the
MNSs for UAV capabilities in the DoD. HunterUAV addresses the needs of lower-
These need statements characterize UAVs The JT UAV Program, discussed in de- level units such as USA light divisions!
in four operational envelope categories: tail in Section 3, addresses the require- brigades/battalions andUSMCregiments/
close, short, medium, and endurance mentsoftheSRandCRMNS (seeFigure
range. There are now only two classes of A-i). The Hunter UAV supports the battalions to target their direct support
UAVs, Tactical and Endurance. Table A- needs of USA divisions through echelons weapons systems and to conduct RSTA

1 provides a summary of UAV MNS above corps level and of MAGTF through out to approximately 30 kilometers be-

required capabilities, the Marine Expeditionary Force level. yond the FLOT.

SJOINT TACTICA ENDURANCE
PROGRAM PROGRAMI ______VATEG0 IrSAB EGOTIES CLOSE SHORT MEDIUM ENDURANCE

OPERATIONAL NEEDS RS, TA, TS, EW, NBC RS, TA, TS, MET, PRE- AND POST-STRIKE RS, TA, C
2
, MET

MET NBC, C
2
, EW RECONNAISSANCE, TA NBC, SIGINT, EW,

SPECIAL OPS

LAUNCH AND LAND/SHIPBOARD LAND/SHIPBOARD AIR/LAND NOT SPECIFIED
RECOVERY

RADIUS OF ACTION NONE STATED 150 KM BEYOND 650 KM TBD
FORWARD LINE OF
OWN TROOPS (FLOT)

SPEED NOT SPECIFIED DASH> 110 KNOTS 550 KNOTS <20,000 FT NOT SPECIFIED
CRUISE< 90 KNOTS .9 MACH >20,000 FT

ENDURANCE 24-HRS CONTINUOUS B TO 12 HRS 2 HRS > 24 HRS ON STATION
COVERAGE

INFORMATION NEAR-REAL-TIME NEAR-REAL-TIME NEAR-REAL-TIME/ NEAR-REAL-TIME
TIMELINESS RECORDED

SENSOR TYPE DAY/NIGHT IMAGING, DAY/NIGHT IMAGING, DAY/NIGHT IMAGING, SIGINT, MET, COMM
EW, NBC DATA RELAY, COMM SIGINT, MET, EW RELAY, DATA RELAY,

RELAY, RADAR, SIGINT, NBC, IMAGING,
MET, MASINT, TD, EW MASINT, EW

AIR VEHICLE CONTROL NONE STATED PRE-PROGRAMMED/ PRE-PROGRAMMED PRE-PROGRAMMED/
REMOTE REMOTE3 GROUND STATION VEHICLE & SHIP VEHICLE & SHIP JSIPS (PROCESSING) VEHICLE & SHIP

DATALINK WORLDWIDE WORLDWIDE JSIPS INTEROPERABLE WORLDWIDE
WORLDWIDE

PEACETIME USAGE, PEACETIME USAGE, PEACETIME USAGE, PEACETIME USAGE,
ANTI-JAM CAPABILITY ANTI-JAM CAPABILITY ANTI-JAM CAPABILITY ANTI-JAM CAPABILITY

CREW SIZE MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM

SERVICE NEED/ USA, USN, USMC USA, USN, USMC USN, USAF, USMC USA, USN, USMC,
REQUIREMENT USAF

LEGEND
C2 = Command and Control MET = Meteorology TA = Target Acquisition

EW = Electronic Warfare NBC = Nuclear, Biological and Chemical TS = Target Spotting
JSIPS = Joint Service Imagery Processing System RS = Reconnaissance and Surveillance TD = Target Designator

MASINT = Measurements and Signatures Intelligence SIGINT = Signals Intelligence

Table A-1 MNS Summary
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T MII
E

IF "0I
IF

I ~MEDIUM RANGE

GENA
A ALand and Air Forces: TheaterMaritime Forces: Carrier Battle Group

T = Eceln OverCors Strike Operations - JSIPS a
Figur A-tle CtStrike o perations

DAU 0K 150 KM 650 KM

DAT M 3 K (300 DESIRED)

BEYOND FORWARD LINE OF OWN TROOPS (FLOT)

APPROXIMATE RADIUS OF ACTION

LEGEND
ATARS = Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance System MEF = Marine Expeditionary Force

EAC = Echelon Above Corps RSTA = Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target AcquisitionI
JSIPS = Jo int Service Imagery Processing System

Figure A-1 Categories of Capabilities

The MR MNS addresses capabilities to Required capabilities include imagery, CLOSE RANGE* SHORT RANGE"

provide pre- and post-strike reconnais- signals intelligence, communications and SERVICE USA, USN, USMC USA, SIN,

SERVICE DIV, BDE (USA) CORPS, EAC, DIV (USA)
ORGANIZATIONAL ON & LOWER RPV COMPANY (USMC)sance of heavily defended targets and to data relay, EW, and others. Endurance LEVEL ..... .... (USI )

augment manned reconnaissance plat- UAV systems must have the capability to ISSION STA SSA

forms or high-altitude UAVs by provid- remain on station for 24 hours or more. RADIIDSOFACTION .. .KM 3•NM CLASSHFIED
PAYLOAD CAPACITY SD LOS 200 LIS

ing high-quality, near-real-time imagery. Autonomous flight is required and data SENSOR IMAGERY, MET IMAGER
ECM

These capabilities are different fromthose relay through satellites is greatly desired. GROWTH EW NBC SWIGN, MET, COMM

of most other UAVs in that the vehicle
must fly at high subsonic speeds and ENDURANCE I HS CLASSIFIED

spend relatively short amounts of time A.3 OPERATIONAL REQUIRE- __UR_......... ...... I__
over target areas of interest. The MR MENT DOCUMENTS GROUND STATION VEHICLE VEHICLE

TOGW TWO PERSON 1,700 LBS
TRANSPORTABLE/UAV Program was established to ad- 2US LR.CLASS

dress the requirements of the MR need A summary matrix of the ACAT I Major AIR.SPEED NORTS CRUIS H

statement. However, this program was Defense Acquisition UAV Program ALTITUDE 10,oT 15,00 FT

recently terminated on 29 October 1993 ORDs that expand upon and refine the DATALNI ANTI-JAM A'TA

by USD(A) for reasons of affordability MNS baselines is provided in Table A-2. CAPABILITY _________

SATISID BYTUE MANEUVER VARIANT SAV
andprioritywithintheUAVfamily. There Only unclassified information is ad- SAEIS IED BYT•UE ..NTER SAY

are no current plans to replace this pro- dressed. At present, the CR ORD is in EE= Edged. MET=Meteorological

BN = Da0,1io NBC= Nuclear, Biological, Ch-Icaigram. staffing by the USN. The USA has ap- c .o.u......nicatio .P..Rem.otelyPilotedFVeohile
CTOL = Conventional Takeoff and Landing RSTA = Reconnaissance, Surveillancea,

DIC Dvisonori cO-DdD~~D TOL .Sor ,~V Acc.L.nti TSproved the ORD and USN approval s = Echelon Above Corps SIGINT = Signals intelgence
ECi Electronic Countermeasures STOL = Short Takeoff and LandingThe Endurance MNS addresses a wide deferred until completion of the COEA. = Electron.ic Warfare TOGW = Takeoff Gross Weight

variety of missions and payload types. The SR ORD has been approved. Table A-2 ORDs Summary
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APPENDIX B - UAV CHARACTERISTICS UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

This Appendix provides a tabular listing of the characteristics and capabilities of UAVs.

B.1 HUNTER/SHIPBOARD VARIANT UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Length/width 22.6 ft long/29.1 ft wingspan
(6.9 rn/8.9 m)

Weight 1,546 lbs (702 kg)
I Cruise speed > 90 kts (>167 kph) with Dash Capability

Payload capacity 165 lbs (75 kg)
Mission endurance on station 8-12 hours
Max. radius of action 108 urn (200 km)
Max. altitude (ceiling) 15,000 ft (4,573 m)
Payloads Day/night imagery plus relay
Launch/recovery Unimproved areas (200m x 75m)

Deck recovery assisted gear for Shipboard
Ground control station Operate other air vehicles

Table B-1 Hunter/Shipboard Variant UAV Characteristics

B.2 MANEUVER VARIANT UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Mission endurance 3-4 hours
Max. radius of action 27 nm (50 kin)
Max. altitude (ceiling) 10,000 ft (3,048 m)
Payload capacity 50 lbs (23 kg)
Minimum speed • 75 knots
Payloads Day/night passive imagery
Mobility C-130/141 drive on/drive off/helo lift

baseline on 2 HMMWVS and trailer
Launch/recovery 30 m by 75 m launch/recovery area with

10 m obstacle
Ground control station Interoperable with Hunter UAV GCS/MPS

Table B-2 Maneuver Variant UAV Characteristics

B.3 PIONEER UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Length/width 14 ft long/17 ft wingspan
(4.26 m/5.18 m)

Weight 450 lbs (204 kg)
Cruise speed 60 to 70 kts (97 to 113 kph)
Dash speed 100 kts (185 kph)
Mission endurance • 5 hours
Payload capacity 65-100 lbs (29-45 kg)
Max. range < 130 nm (239 km)
Max. altitude (ceiling) < 15,000 ft (4,572 m)
Payload (current) Real-time day & IR video, radio relay

Table B-3 Pioneer UAV Characteristics

BI-
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B.4 MAE UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Mission endurance 24 hours of continuous coverage
@ 500 nm

Max. radius of action 500 nm (922 km)
Max. altitude (ceiling) 3,000 ft to 25,000 ft (915 m to 7,620 m)
Payload capacity 450 lbs (204 kg)
Payloads EO/IR package capable of > IIRS 6,

SAR package capable of (classified) IPR
Datalink UHF/Ku-band SATCOM and LOS DL for

takeoff and landing
Mobility C-130/141 transportable

Operational within 6 hours of arrival
Launch/recovery Land launch and recovery
Ground control station Joint Tactical UAV System compatible

Table B-4 MAE UAV Characteristics

B.5 POINTER HAND LAUNCHED UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Length/width 6 ft long/9 ft wingspan (2.7 ml/1.8 m) I
Takeoff weight (w/payload) 8.5 lbs (3.9 kg)
Speed 19 to 44 kts (35 to 80 kph)
Mission endurance 1.0+ hour (LiSO2 batteries) U

20+ minutes (NiCd batteries)

Max. range (data link limit) 2.7 nm (5 km)
Payload weight 2.0 lbs (0.9 kg)
Payload Color camera

B&W low-light-level camera
Datalinks RF uplink: VHF band U

RF downlink: microwave band
Data display I color monitor/1 B&W monitor
Navigation Electric compass heading sensor

GPS/autonavigation
Propulsion 300-watt samarium cobalt electric motor

Folding pusher prop
Stabilization system Self-stabilizing w/gyro stability system

Launch Hand launch
Recovery Deep stall/autoland

Table B-5 Pointer Hand Launched UAV Characteristics

U
I
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I B.6 EXDRONE UAV CHARACTERISTICS

Length/width 5.33 ft long/8.25 ft wingspanI (1.6 m/2.5 m)
Weight 89 lbs (40 kg)
Speed 100 mph (162 kph)
Mission endurance 2.5 hours
Coverage per 12 hour period 6+ hours
Max. altitude (ceiling) 10,000 ft (3,048)I Payload capacity 25 lbs (11.4 kg)
Payloads Down-looking zoom color camera (570 lines of

resolution)
EW communications jammer
Down-look image intensifier

Payloads in development Pan/tilt/zoom camera
TRSS airborne relay
FLIR

Navigation GPSfStabilization Gyro stabilization system w/auto wing levelling
Datalinks UHF uplink, microwave downlink
Data display Color monitor
Ground Control Station Interoperable w/IAS and any system w/RS 170
Mobility Roll on/roll off C130 and 2 HMMWVs w/trailer

Table B-6 EXDRONE Characteristics

fB.7 VTOL UAV OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Radius of Action (Operating Station) TBD
Speed Achieve Station < 60 min

(135 kts Cruise, 150 kts Dash)
Loiter 5.0 hours on Station @ 110 kts
Altitude 10,000 ft (3,048 M)
Sensor Type ECM, Day/Night Imagery
Take Off and Landing VTOL From/To Ship Helo Spot

Autoland
Datalink Ship Topside Compatible
Interoperability USA, USMC Joint Tactical UAVflTable B-7 VTOL UAV Operational Requirements

I
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B.8 MAVUS II CHARACTERISTICS

Takeoff weight 418 lbs (190 kg)

Speed Hover to 70 kts (0 to 130 kph)

Mission endurance 2.5 hours
Max. radius of action 32 nm (59 km)
Max. altitude (ceiling) 10,000 ft (3,048 m)
Coverage 360 degrees
Payloads FLIR, DTV, comm relay, EW

IFF Mode 3

Collision avoidance Strobe light I
Max. wind 30 kts (55.5 kph)
Temperature 14 to 95 degrees

Rain 0.25 inches/hr I
Visibility 0.25 nm (0.40 kin)

Table B-8 MAVUS II Characteristics

B.9 TRUS CHARACTERISTICS

Takeoff weight 1,800 lbs (815 kg)

Speed Hover to 150 kts (0 to 278 kph)
Mission endurance Greater than 2.0 hours I
Max. radius of action 110 nm (204 km)
Max. altitude (ceiling) 10,000 ft (3,048 m)

Payload capacity 30 lbs (16.4 kg) I
Payloads C-band beacon, flight termination system,

flight instrumentation telemetry package

Recovery footprint 36 ft by 36 ft (11 m by 11 m) I
Table B-9 TRUS Characteristics I

B.10 VLAR REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES

Requirements 3
VTOL Unassisted vertical takeoff and landing
Controlled Hover Minimum of 3 min in zero kt wind
Maximum TOGW 4,500 lbs (2,040 kg) f1

Objectives
Payload 200 lbs (90 kg)
Endurance 5 hrs
Service Ceiling 10,000 ft (3,048 m)
Speed 150 kts

Table B-10 VLAR Requirements and Objectives

I
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U
B.11 AMGSS CHARACTERISTICS

VTOL Vertical takeoff and landing
Hover Controlled hover capability
Range 25 miles (15.5 kin)

-Endurance per flight mission Less than 30 min
Endurance for ground mission Over a 24-hr period
Technology Ducted fan or similar for personal safety
Launch/Recovery Automatic control
Engine for platform Function through entire flights & ground period
Transportable By HMMWV

fl Table B-11 AMGSS Characteristics

I
B.12 WTS-34 AND WTS-117 ENGINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics WTS-34 WTS-117
Horsepower 51 hp 120 hp
Weight 60.5 lbs (27.4kg) 70.2 lbs (31.8kg)
BSFC (@ max power) 1.0 lb/hp-hr .812 lb/hp-hr
Endurance Less than 3 hrs At least 3 hrs
MTBF Baseline higher

Life Cycle Cost Baseline lower

Table B-12 WTS-34 and WTS-117 Engine Performance Characteristics

I
flB.13 500 WATT APU CHARACTERISTICS

Power 500 watts
Weight < 29 lbs (< 13.2 kg)
* Size <2 cubic feet
Fuel JP5, JP8, diesel
Voltage 28 volts DC
Noise < 70 dBA @ 7 meters
Reliability 500 hours MTBF

Duty cycle 24-hr continuous operation

Table B-13 500 Watt APU Characteristics
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B.14 POWERPAK APU PERFORMANCE GOALS l
Power 15 kw
Weight 300 lb (136 kg)
Size 12 cubic feet
Fuel JP4, JP5, JP8, diesel
Voltage 60-Hz, 3-phase, 120/208 vac; 28 vdc
Noise < 70 dBA @ 7 meters

Engine Rotary, liquid cooled

Table B-14 PowerPak APU Performance Goals

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
ATC Air Traffic Control
AUVS Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems I
C3  Command, Control, and Communications
COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis
DEA Drug Enforcement Agency
DESA Defense Evaluation Support Activity I
DoD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation I
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

FCC Federal Communications Commission
GPS Global Positioning System
HALE High Altitude, Long Endurance
JAR-VLA Joint Aviation Requirements - Very Light

Aircraft
MMCU Mobile Mission Control Unit
MNS Mission Need Statement
NAS National Air Space
NASA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration I
RF Radio Frequency
RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project I

Office
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
US United States
USA United States Army
USACERL USA Corps of Engineers Construction

Engineering Research Laboratory
VHF Very High Frequency I
VOR VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range
VTOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing I

I
I
i
I
I
U



APPENDIX C - DUAL USE OF UAVs UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

C.1 PURPOSE technological capabilities, cost, and time- their needs, priorities, value, and
liness. Military acquisition of UAVs has timeliness

The purpose of this Appendix is to illus- focused on central planning, initially from
trate the dual-use nature of UAVs by the Services and then from the UAV JPO, Developing a process (based on
describing the ongoing efforts, initiatives, to develop and field a few, specialized knowledge of technologies and
and plans to use UAVs for civil and UAV systems. These systems had to fit user needs) in which individual
commercial purposes and to provide an into the existing military order of battle, user applications and needs can
update of events that have occurred since serving primarily as weapons support sys- be quickly evaluated in the con-
publicationofthe 1993UAVMasterPlan. tems. There was no coordination with textof applicableUAV systems
In this context, civil applications are those peacetime, civil jurisdictions (city and and their availability, perfor-
involving non-DoD government agen- county, state, regional, national, and in- mance, and cost
cies (federal, state, and local govern- ternational) and regulations. These sys-
ments), while commercial applications tems reflect military definitions of cost/ Assisting in evaluating, refin-
involve the private sector, effectiveness, such as performance, sur- ing, prioritizing, and synchro-

vivability, life cycle support, and timeli- nizing an orderly transition of
Significant investment is still needed for ness. candidate UAVs and mission
many civil UAV applications, and the modules into the civil and com-

market remains too uncertain for industry However, the civil and commercial sec- mercial marketplace by exam-

to invest by itself in the technology. But tors have their own unique drivers, such ining costs (development, ac-

dual-use government funding for the as specific civil and commercial applica- quisition, and life cycle cost);

fledgling UAV industry can be justified tions. There are multiple jurisdictions economies of scale; modularand

becausenumerous civil governmentagen- and organizations establishing UAV reconfigurable multiuse sys-

cies are potential users of UAVs for a needs, priorities, and regulations. Mul- tems, customized around a few

wide variety of missions. The govern- tiple user applications, needs, require- robust airframe systems; and

ment must also formulate rules for UAV ments, and roles exist, as well as different interoperability and common-

operations and address legal and liability cost/benefit issues. ality among and with other mil-
issues. itary, civil, and commercial sys-

Competing, operational, nonmilitary sys- tems and components

tems that might satisfy some of the re- Developing synergy and com-
C.2 NEEDS RATIONALE quirements for UAVs include manned mon sy nerg y di-

FOR CIVIL AND aircraft, balloons, rockets, satellites, tow- mon bnds from p alverse interests through UAV
COMMERCIAL UAVs ers, and buoys. JPO sponsored and supported

C.2.1 Requirements The UAV JPO will facilitate a smooth workshops and working groups

transition of UAV systems, through de- of military users, potential civil

Current, developmental, and conceptual fense conversion, into the civil and com- and thiar sers to

UAV systems and missions can, in all mercial sectors by: refine systemshandinitiate field-

likelihood, be extended and transitioned Serving as a central information ing of UAVs

from DoD to meet civil and commercial source and coordinator to assist
needs. However, there must be a detailed potential civil and commercial Supporting and subsidizing ini-
examination and evaluation of specific users in evaluating UAV capa- tial users (through contracts and
applications and their associated opera- bilities for their specific appli- grants) to rapidly develop, inte-
tional requirements, as well as the entire cations and operational require- grate, and deploy high-payoff
conversion process. Several key factors ments systems.
relate to the defense conversion of UAV
systems. Facilitating a structured dialog The UAV JPO will extend the present

to determine the user perspec- military family of UAV systems, through
Current UAV systems have been driven tive of the civil and commercial defense conversion projects, as applica-
primarily by military needs, requirements, market for UAVs, including tions and needs of the civil and commer-

C-I
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cial sectors are surveyed, evaluated, and space and Federal Communications Com- which are affected by transceiver band- 3
understood. However, it is expected that mission (FCC) regulations on communi- width, power, and many environmental

many of the currently identified applica- cations (such as transmission power and (natural and man-made) factors for sig-
tions of civil and commercial sectors can frequencies); regulations by international, nal-to-noise ratio. Non-RF datalinks,
be satisfied by extending military UAVs national, state, and local governing bod- which might avoid some problems of

and the available mission modules that ies; man-made obstacles (such as build- overloaded RF channels and potential

are currently being developed. ings, towers, power lines, and other jamming, can be implemented with laser
manned and unmanned aircraft) and communications or fiber optic cables (for I

Five high-level operational requirements threats (such as vandalism, communica- tethered systems). Various coding and

-endurance, speed, radius of action, alti- tions noise and jamming, and weapons encryption techniques may also be em-

tude, and takeoff gross weight - in large fire by criminals); and adverse natural ployed. I
measure specify the physical characteris- environmental factors, including weather,
tics of a UAV and its subsystems, includ- terrain, and visibility. Launch, Recovery, and Ground

ing airframe, propulsion, navigation, guid- Control System

ance, communications, command and Air Vehicle
control, launch and recovery, payloads, Launch and recovery systems will reflect
and operational interfaces. The latter The air vehicle itself will define many of UAV launch weights and speeds and the
generally require minimum crew size, the operational capabilities through its usefulness of the UAV system for various
ease of training, and simple maintenance airframe, propulsion, navigation, guid- applications. Ground stations will in-
and life cycle support systems. In addi- ance, and other avionics suites. The per- clude communications and processing
tion, low life cycle (acquisition, opera- formance of the UAV, including endur- equipment to interact with a single UAV 3
tions, and maintenance) costs will have a ance, speed, radius of operation, opera- (or multiple UAVs and perhaps other
greater affect on civil and commercial tional altitude, altitude limitations (high related systems). Ground stations may be

applications, and low), takeoff speed and gross weight, stationary or mobile on land, at sea, or in
recovery speed, power expenditure, and the air, depending on the UAV system

Analogous to the military MNSs, high- payload will be determined primarily by and its application. Trained crews are

level operational capabilities for civil and the type of air vehicle -fixed wing, rotary needed to operate the userinterfaces (com-

commercial UAVs can be examined: wing, ducted fan, or blimp - and its size puter and mechanical systems) forlaunch, I
and weight. Propulsion systems, and the operation, and recovery.

System Management associated energy density (from fossil
fuels or electric battery/solar cells), will Payload

The operational capabilities of UAVs will affect flight parameters. Navigation and
be defined, in part, by each UAV's as- guidance may include inertial, GPS, long The various kinds of sensors, receivers,
signed role as part of an organizational range aircraft navigation, and direct or emitters, cargo, and otherpayloadsaUAV 3
structure or hierarchy that responds to indirect visual systems, which will must carry will help determine its design
specific short- and long-term tasks and strongly influence mission profiles. and flight profile and its suitability for
that must coordinate with other systems various missions. However, in many
(including other UAVs). Each civil and DataLink cases an existing UAV system must ac-
commercial organization will be respon- commodate (or be modified to accommo-
sible for specifying the need and roles for The datalink should permit UAVs to ex- date) various payload modules that were
its UAVs, as well as their operation and change information with ground stations not foreseen during the original design of
maintenance, and other platforms. It may be involved the UAV. Users may need assistance in

in controlling the UAV and obtaining matching their payload and mission pro-

Application Restrictions sensor or status information from the file requirements with off-the-shelf
UAV, or it may be the primary payload of UAVs.I

Operational capabilities, besides being the UAV (as for a communications re-
defined by UAV subsystems, strategies, lay). Datalink capabilities will depend Reliability and Survivability
and tactics for specific applications, will upon the mode of operation, whether RF I
also be constrained by exogenous vari- or non-RF. For RF datalinks, two perfor- The commercial viability of the UAV is
ables, including FAA regulations on air- mance measures are throughput and range, dependent on its ability to perform with-
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I out catastrophic failure leading to civilian decision. The tradeoff analysis may con- nities and requirements for tech-
damage or casualties. Quality control, sist of a combination of qualitative and nologytransfertonewusercom-
appropriate design, and redundancy can quantitative techniques. munities
enhance reliability. It must also survive
artificial and natural threats. Man-made During 1994, the UAV JPO will sponsor Provide leadership in technolo-

threats (as from criminals or vandals) can a project to evaluate and demonstrate that gy development and integra-

be countered by suitable design and fab- DoD UAV systems can be applied to tion, technology transfer, de-

rication for stealth (minimizing size, various government-wide and paramili- fense conversion regulatory syn-

stealthy shape, camouflage paints and tary applications and that civil UAVs are chronization with the FAA and

coatings), minimizing emissions (acous- technically and economically feasible. the FCC, guidance on

tic, visible, radar, and infrared), and cod- Operations research techniques will be interoperability and commonal-

ing communications. Survivability can used to estimate the utility (costs/ben- ity, exploring synergies among

be enhanced by selecting appropriate flight efits) of potential civil and commercial various government and private

profiles, operating distances, and speed. UAV applications. The project will in- organizations, and developing

clude: (1) a survey of prospective civil UAV acquisition strategies for

Natural threats can be countered by care- UAV users; (2) a functional analysis to economies of scale

fully monitoring weather and terrain and determine key civil UAV systems; (3) a Serve as a focal point and cata-
developing contingency flight plans. technology forecast to determine if the lyst for establishing standards,

prospective UAV systems will be avail- protocols, and specifications to
able to satisfy the functional requirements; ensure compatibility and open

C.2.2 Analysis of (4) a multivariate decision analysis to system architectures for inter-
Operational define and evaluate measures of merit faces, communications, block
Effecienes (effectiveness and efficiency) and to per- upgrades, training, maintenance,

Efficiency form tradeoff analyses among the choices replacement, and repair
for civil UAV systems, subsystems, tech-

SThe COEAs performed for military UAVs nology, and applications; and (5) an evalu- Harmonize operational require-
can be a starting place for analyzing the ation and ranking of the prospective sys- ments among the military and
cost/benefits for civil and commercial

systems. The COEA process typically tems. Eventually, developers and users civil communities and ensure

includes: Phase I, a comparison of the may have a computerized database and interoperability among UAV

performance of missions by UAVs with intelligent decision aid to help them de- systems and subsystems

their performance by the most likely non- cide whether to use a UAV for a givenSapplication and which UAV to select. * Procure and integrate off-the-
UAV alternatives; Phase IIA, a determi- shelf technologies and commer-naio ofhwhetherhoneoUAVssystemocould
nation of whether one UAV system could C.2.3 Basic Tenets For cially available components for
substitute for another in a cost-effective Civil/Commercial initial systems, thereby reduc-
manner; Phase IIB, a description of a ing cost, risk, and duration of
family of UAVs and missions; and fo- UAVs development
cused COEA, an evaluation of quantity The basic tenets of a civil/commercial
versus quality options for the deployment * Conduct and monitor advanced
of UAVs in various circumstances. A UAV program are for the UAV JPO to: research and development to en-
generic tradeoff analysis methodology Provide leadership, coordina- hance future civil, as well as
consists of defining objectives and re- tion, and support while serving military, UAV system capabili-
quirements, identifying alternatives, for- as an initial focal point and cata- ties.
mulating selection criteria, weighting cri- lyst for assisting industry in de-S teria, preparing utility functions, evaluat- veloping civillcommercial UAV
ing alternatives, performing a sensitivity applications C.3 APPLICATIONS
check, eliminating sensitivities, selecting
preferred alternatives, and executing a • Explore and evaluate opportu- The remarkable success of UAVs during
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Desert Storm gave the world a brief sampling (as for ozone) - Counternarcotics surveillance 3
glimpse of their potential. UAV pros-
pects in the US military remain favorable, • Postal Service • Border Patrol

despite geopolitical changes and reduc- - Package delivery - Patrolling, surveying, and

tions in the defense budget. UAVs can controlling borders

take many forms: fixed wing, rotary wing, • Federal Emergency - Counternarcotics and illegal

glider, gyroplane, or ducted fan; heavier- Management Agency alien surveillance

than-air or lighter-than-air; single engine - Surveying and assessing

or multiengine; propeller or jet; battery- disaster areas • FBI

powered electric, solar-powered electric, - Facilitating relief operations - Special Weapons and

microwave-powered electric, gasoline, or - Relaying communications Training support

diesel. UAVs can be any size, and they - Counternarcotics surveillance

are capable of a wide range of perfor- • Forest Service - Surveillance of suspects

mance: from small, hand launched, low- - Area surveillance of forest - Search and rescue

altitude UAVs with a range of 10 km or (plant growth, fire control)
- Counternarcotics • State and Local Law

less to large wing-span, high-altitude, surveillance - mapping Enforcement

long-endurance UAVs able to traverse - Firefighting - Special Weapons and
the globe. Civil/commercial applications (carry water or chemicals) Training support

can be performed by any or all of the - Riot control
many UAV forms, although certain ap- • Weather Service - Area surveillance, highway i
plications tend to favor some vehicle and - Storm observation, tornado patrol
system configurations over others. chaser - Counter narcotics surveillance

- Search and rescue iJ
Civil/commercial UAVs, regardless of ° Fish and Wildlife

form, perform one or more of the follow- - River and estuary surveying • State Department
ing functions: for illegal hazardous waste - Area security surveillance 3

"° Carry sensors (such as video, dumps

infrared, radar, and chemical) - Wildlife tracking and - DEA
accounting in remote areas - Counternarcotics surveillance

"• Carry communications relays - Mapping I
- Counterpoaching ° National Guard

"° Carry cargo. - Fishing law enforcement - Counternarcotics surveillance

- Riot control
C.3.1 Civil Government • DOE - Law enforcement support

Agency Applications - Monitoring nuclear - Emergency relief surveys
facilities

Many federal, state, and local govern- - Reconnaissance for • Environmental Protection
ment agencies are potential users of UAVs, hazardous waste cleanup Agency
including: - Atmospheric and climatic - Air sampling

"° Department of Agriculture research - Hazardous waste dump

- Pesticide & fertilizer surveying and monitoring
spraying • Bureau of Land Management

- Insect sampling - Archeological and fossil • Department of Transportation

(bug catching) surveying and monitoring - Traffic and highway
- Farm management - Hazardous waste dump surveying and monitoring

surveying and monitoring - Mapping I
"• NASA - Coast Guard (surveillance for

- High-altitude atmospheric • Customs counternarcotics, illegal aliens,

I
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illegal fishing, national reconnaissance of fishing ance of 60 minutes, the UAV could satis-
security threats, search and areas fy the following prospective applications:
rescue operations) - Monitoring shipping hazards • Law enforcement

- Monitoring shipping disasters
Civil Air Patrol - Search and rescue - Environmental monitoring, air
- Training cadet UAV pilots sampling of smoke stacks, flying

*Merchant Marines - Surveillance over drainage areas

- Training pilots for commer-Traiing ilot forcommr- Civil inspection of waterways,
cial maritime UAV operations * Delivery Services d Civil ip ion of iatewas,dams, levees, bridges, buildings,

- Overnight package and mail landfills, etc.SArmy Corps of Engineers (Civil delivery to small towns
Missions)Mositorng) r Inspection and monitoring of an-Monitoring recreational areas • Lumber Industry accident site involving hazardous
- Surveying for dams, levees, - Tree spotting material

and other construction projects - Tree removal

- Disaster control. I* Film Industry , Post-disaster area inspection

C.3.2 Commercial - Aerial photography • Traffic control and monitoring
Applications - Special effects

Private sector potential UAV commercial • Archaeology - Temporary radio relay in moun-

applications include: - Aerial observation of sites and tainous areas

- Communication Relay digs • Range clearance verification
- Equivalent to a low-altitude

satellite * Oil and Mineral Industry ° Quick response to a perimeter in
- Gas and oil pipeline trusion alarm.

. Media monitoring (in desolate areas)

- Overhead cameras for news - Searching for mineral and The Class 2 rotary wing UAV would be a
and special events fossil fuel deposits scaled-up version of the Class 1, having a

- Real estate •Railroads payload capacity of 20-30 lbs (9-14 kg)
* Rel etat * Rilradsand a flight endurance of perhaps 3 hours.

- Pictures for selling property - Aerial monitoring of rail lines Iwd b suited for:

- Surveying - Aerial monitoring of trains

(operations and accidents). - Search and emergency supply
* Surveying delivery in rugged/isolated ar-

- City and suburban planning In support of the defense conversion ini- eas
tiatives, the UAV JPO and DESA, in

"* Farming and Ranching cooperation with other government agen- * Extended border patrol response
- Checking on cattle, fence lines, cies, areexamining thetechnology needed and surveillance

and work crews to establish two classes of rotary wing
- Spraying crops with pesticide UAVs able to perform a variety of civil * Forest fire observation and sur-

and fertilizer applications, veillance.

- Monitoring crops, soil,
moisture, and pest conditions The Class 1 UAV would be sufficiently The following subsections expand upon

- Insect sampling small to fit into one or two foot-locker the civil and commercial use of UAVs for
type cases, with the ground control unit law enforcement, meteorological, com-

" Maritime fitting into another case. With a payload munications relay, agricultural, environ-
- Monitoring and weight of 5-10 lbs (2-5 kg) and an endur- mental, and other purposes.

C-5
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C.3.3 Law Enforcement serving as relays to enhance communica- altitudes for participating UAVs might be i
tions. To support detection and monitor- from 50,000 ft to 98,000 ft, range from

The Pointer Hand Launched UAV has ing functions, the Center suggests that 620 nm to 12,427 nm, duration from 4
been demonstrated to several police de- UAVs may need to carry such sensors as hours to 96 hours, and weight from 110 I
partments in California and elsewhere, as compact air search radars; lightweight lbs to 3,520 lbs. NASA is prepared to
well as the FBI, to favorable reviews, parabolic microphone listening devices; spend at least $90 million through 1999 to
Airspace management and liability is- daytime and low-light-level television leverage the development of a $1 billion
sues have deterred implementation. How- with frame grabber; 3-5 micron infrared civil UAV market at the start of the com-
ever, the Oregon National Guard used cameras; lightweight electromagnetic ing millennium. Two thirds of the fund-
Pointer in more than 12 law enforcement detection systems (passive and active); ing will support UAV flights to gather
missions during 1993. One mission sup- passive chemical and vapor sniffers; ul- atmospheric information, while one third i
ported the state police in a drug raid in a traviolet sensors; and lasers. UAV sys- will be used to develop atmospheric sen-
very remote area of the state, mapping a tem features desired by the Center in- sors and associated airborne equipment
strategy for raiding a drug lord's com- clude affordability, ease of operation, re- to exploit the advantages of the UAVs as
pound. Video imagery of the compound liability, low false alarm rate, minimum atmospheric research platforms. At the
to be raided showed more buildings, cars, support, relocatable, covert operations, end of the program, UAVs which were
dogs, and fences than was suspected. In and high availability, successful will have an advantage in the
another operation, Pointer helped the commercial marketplace.
Washington State Gambling Commission C.3.4 Meteorological And
observe illegal cock fights. The DEA, Atmospheric The US National Meteorological Center £
which has also flown Pointers loaned by (part of the National Oceanic and Atmo-
the UAV JPO with satisfactory results, As part of the dual-use thrust, NASA is spheric Administration's National Weath-
has purchased its own Pointer systems. initiating an alliance among government er Service) is developing requirements i
The DEA version has a new video system agencies, industry, and nonprofit associ- for the use of High Altitude, Long Endur-
that will allow an operator to discern ations to demonstrate cost-effective high- ance (HALE) UAVs for monitoring hur-
individuals. The need to recognize indi- altitude and/or long-endurance UAVs for ricanes andgathering meteorological data 3
viduals is an example of a UAV capabil- atmospheric research. Government agen- over the ocean. Two types of UAVs are
ity that is more important for a civil appli- cies expressing interest in joining the being considered. One is a large vehicle,
cation than for a military mission. alliance with NASA include DoD, DOE, flying at altitudes of 75,000 ft (22,900 m)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad- forup to aweek, which would drop sondesAs an example of an unusual law enforce-me ant eapplcation fo llowingnPointer flig ministration, Department of Commerce, into hurricanes and other storms. The
ment application following Pointer flights and the Environmental Protection Agency. other UAV would be smaller and carry
is considten Bureu ofiLantero naother t The NASA vision is that by the year 2000 sensors on board. It would fly into hurri-t cobsiderveg ugPreisterori Nati erican this effort would effect the formation of a canes, possibly on long-range, interconti-ruins in New Mexico. The objective new US market for civil UAVs. How- nental meteorological missions. Bothwould be to use UAVs to capture poach- ever, the goal of the program is not to UAVs could be preprogrammed or con-

ers of national treasures in sites too diffi- develop new UAVs. Rather, industry trolled by an operator. The Center is also

cult for foot or ground vehicle patrols to participants will beexpectedto have avail- considering leasing the Boeing Condor
traverse, able UAVs suitable for the missions of HALE UAV. Also, NASA is interested •

interest and to demonstrate how well the in Condor for atmospheric research. The

The Counter-Drug Technology Center, UAVs and payloads perform those mis- Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

which resides in the Executive Office of sions. As partoftheprogram, the existing Program of the DOE intends to develop I
the President, is examining UAVs for platforms may be modified to enhance UAVs to probe the tropopause (between
various counterdrug missions. UAVs, performance, as with a new propeller the troposphere and stratosphere); the

for example, could play a significant role design or propulsion system, or modified UAVs offer advantages over satellites, I
inimprovingcoverttransmissionandpro- to carry a new or different payload. In balloons, and high-altitude manned air-
cessing of data from covert sensors, and initial estimates of various configurations, craft for this work.

I
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I C.3.5 Communications munications, the HALE UAVs (the pected evolution of the pollutant cloud,
Relay equivalent of "low-altitude satellites") and tracks the UAV on digital map dis-

could have a major impact. plays.

The Skylink Communications Network
Corporation, working with the NASA Jet C.3.6 Agricultural Video and other sensor data transmitted
Propulsion Laboratory, ARCO Power by the UAV can be displayed in the con-
Technologies Inc., TRW, Teledyne Ryan Arizona Biological Control Inc. has de- text of the digital maps or other formats,
Aeronautical, TIW, Varian, and Sunstrand veloped and flown a small (5 ft wingspan) such as charts, drawings, or photographs.
Aerospace, is developing a HALE UAV, UAV designed to disseminate beneficial,

powered by a microwave beam, for wire- predatory insect eggs and bacteria to con- Roy F. Weston Inc., an environmental
less communications, mobile cellular trol farm pests. Instead of taking 8 hours services company that specializes in en-
phones, and direct broadcast television, to cover a 50-acre field, the UAV can do vironmental remedial investigations, risk

The UAV can remain at 70,000 ft thejobin 10minutes. The tiny UAV is the assessment, and emergency response, is

(21,336m) indefinitely, providing a coy- most cost-effective method for dispersing teaming with IAI to provide unmanned

erage area of 307,000 sq mi (799,000 sq biological controls over fields 50 to 500 vehicles for environmental applications.

km). The fixed, ground power transmis- acres in size. For fields larger than 500 In addition to UAVs, unmanned ground

sion station tracks and aims a beam of 35 acres, manned crop dusting aircraft are vehicles and unmanned surface water

GHz RF microwave energy at the plat- more costeffective, althoughlargerUAVs vessels, also supplied by IAI, will be used

form loitering overhead, whereupon rec- might also be a suitable alternative. After as needed. The UAVs will carry a variety

tifying antennas on the UAV convert the a remotely controlled switch opens the ofenvironmental sensors, including those

beaminto hundreds of kilowatts of power UAV's release-pod door, an air-jet nozzle for video imaging, gas analysis, and ra-

to operate the vehicle's propulsion sys- blows and disperses over the field such diometric, magnetic, and temperature

tem and communications payload. The biological substances as grasshopper measurement. The sensors will allow the

UAV has a payload capacity of 770 lbs pathogens and tricho-gramma and green UAV to detect and locate areas needing

(350 kg) and 329 cubic ft (9.3 cubic lacewing eggs. The UAV, with apayload environmental response, such as for site

meters). At an estimated cost of $40 capacity of 2 lbs (0.9 kg), can also be used assessment, site cleanup, disaster moni-

million per system, the UAV would be for timely, judicious, and precise target- toring, and preparing property for trans-

relatively inexpensive compared with the ing of chemical pesticides. The UAV is fer. The UAV would be operated from a
l communications remotely controlled within the operator's mobile mission control unit (MMCU)if cost of comparable comnctoscoy-

erage from terrestrial microwave tower line of sight, limiting sorties to an area of situated outside the surveyed area. The
syserg fomterrestrial$ micriowae towr c about 50 acres. The UAV typically flies mission would be preplanned by an ex-
systems (more than $60 million), or com- 15 ft (4.6 m) above the crop canopy at 35 pert system in the MMCU computer.
Spared with other alternatives, such asU eosynchronous satellites ($350-500 mil- mph (56 kph). Far from being militarily Information downlinked from the UAV
g camouflaged, it is painted bright red to to the MMCU would be presented on
lion) or low-altitude satellites ($120 mil- enhance its visibility to the operator. The digital map displays generated by a geo-

lion). The size of the market for the UAV reportedly sells for $2,000 each. graphic information system. Examples
system was estimated by Skylink at 40- of environmental disaster control mis-
60 systems worldwide. The company has C.3.7 Environmental sions for the UAV include (1) environ-
been funding development of the system mental monitoring of reactor sites and
with investment capital. IAI Maman Data Systems Center devel- other nuclear facilities to determine the

opedNukeye, acomputer system designed distribution of nuclear pollutants in the
In any event, other types of HALE UAVs, to support the deployment of UAVs in air and on the ground; (2) immediate data
whether solar-powered or gas-powered monitoring the formation and propaga- collection during industrial and environ-
(and gas-power can provide several days tion of radioactive clouds or other pollut- mental accidents, such as release of nox-
ofon-stationdurationwithpropervehicle ants. The system plans optimum routes ious or toxic substances from chemical
design) can be used as surrogate satellites for the UAV, taking into account topogra- and metallurgical installations, and mon-
for communications applications. With phy, terrain cover, meteorological condi- itoring of the sources and distribution of
therapidly expanding use of cellularcom- tions, motion of the UAV, and the ex- pollution; and (3) damage assessment and
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direction of relief activity in the event of breaking news anywhere in the world. Standards, Engines
natural disasters such as earthquakes, TheUAV would be used when the manned Part 35: Airworthiness
floods, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, and aircraft was parked (although later ver- Standards, Propellers
forest fires. sions of the UAV could be air-launched),

to fly over hazardous areas and gather the Part 36: Noise Standards
The USACERL is examining the Pointer news with video and other sensors. Part 39: Airworthiness
Hand Launched UAV for low-altitude Directives
environmental assessment applications.

C.4 THE FEDERAL AVIATION Part 43: Maintenance
C.3.8 Other ADMINISTRATION Part 45: Identification and

AIR SPACE MANAGEMENT Registration Marking
UAVs can carry cargo, although this pro- INITIATIVE
spective application has notreceived much Part 49: Recording of Titles

attention yet. For example, the use of C.4.1 Introduction Part 61: Certification of Titles
UAVs for overnight delivery of mail and
packages to towns with populations be- The FAA is establishing new rules gov- Part 65: Certification of Airmen

tween 50,000 and 250,000 may be eco- erning the operation and flight of UAVs Part 67: Medical Standards J
nomically feasible. In addition to express in civilian airspace over the United States.
mail, the overnight delivery service can The rules will be needed before a viable Part 91: General Operating

be used by small businesses for inventory civilian/commercial UAV industry can and Flight Rules U
control,withjust-in-time delivery of parts take off. This section describes the basis Part 137: Agriculture Operations
and supplies. The UAV would automati- for the rules, the rule making process, and
cally takeoff, fly, and land. Federal Ex- the various issues under consideration. Part 141: Pilot Schools £
press has expressed interest in the con- Part 145: Repair Station
cept. UAVs are also being considered, by Current regulations evolved in parallel
the USA Natick Research Development with manned aviation technology, with- Part 147: Aviation Maintenance
andEngineering Center, forprecision de- out consideration for unmanned flight. Schools.
livery of airdropped cargo in aid opera- Most of the regulation Parts, listed below, The changes in the FAA rules might in-
tions for Bosnia-type missions. only require a change in definition and/or clude airspace reserved for UAV opera-

a finding that they apply to UAVs and tions, rights of way and traffic priority for
The California Department of Transpor- UAV operators. However, significant UAVs, launch and recovery locations and
tation is experimenting with the Moller changes or additions are needed for Parts facilities, certification for the UGV sys-
Aerobot, a ducted fan UAV, for inspect- 23 (airworthiness standards, airplane), 27 tem (vehicle and ground equipment), and 3
ing bridges. Other studies are examining (airworthiness standards, rotorcraft), 65 certification for the UGV operator, main-
tethered and free-flying lighter-than-air, (pilot certification), and 91 (general, op- tenance crew, instructors, and examiners.
helicopters, and ducted fan VTOL UAVs erating and flight rules). The relevant The FAA is expected to update existing I
for bridge inspection. There are 600,0,00 Parts of the code are: Parts and publish new Parts as required.
highway bridges and 100,000 railroad Part 1: Defiwitiond
bridges in the US, as well as pipeline and Pr 1: Definitions
utility bridges. Part 21: Certification In 1992, the FAA contracted with a law U

Procedures firm to draft a set of UAV rules, which

AeroBureau Inc. has a Cyclone UAV (a Part 23: Airworthiness were advertised in the Federal Register in

smaller version of the Pioneer) from AAI Standards, Airplane bhe eprncorge tof provide wrtiten inf

Corp. for use in gathering news. be encouraged to provide written infor-
AeroBureau features a manned, modified Part 27: Airworthiness mation, views, or arguments about the
Lockheed Electra that is fully equipped Standards, Normal proposed rules, which will be designed to I
with sensors, computers, and communi- goy allow forexpansion to international rules.

cations electronics to gather and report Part 33: Airworthiness When accepted, the proposed rules will
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I become laws. Aviation Act of 1958 to "foster the devel- manned aircraft. Communication was
opment of civil aeronautics and air com- necessary between the UAV "pilot" and

C.4.2 Previous Rules merce in the United States... [giving] full air traffic control. Certain equipment was

consideration to the requirements of na- necessary for UAVs operating in con-
The previous rules under which UAVs tional defense, and of commercial and trolled airspace, such as lighted position
were flown in civilian airspace were sim- general aviation, and to thepublic right of lights, an operable very high frequency

ple see-and-avoid rules: the remote oper- transit through navigable airspace." The omnidirectional radio range (VOR) or

ator of the UAV must either have direct FAA is directed to: tactical air navigation system, and an op-

line-of-sight to the UAV at all times (from erable coded radar beacon transponder.
S ground or chase plane) or he must be able *Develop plans for and formulate

to see 360 degrees around the UAV from policy with respect to the use of by For UAVs without a see-and-avoid capa-video on board the UAV, and the UAV rule, regulation, or order the use of bility, the FAA adopted rules from themust not interfere with other air traffic navigable airspace under such Special Military Operations Manualm terms, conditions, and limitations (7610.40). UAV operations, to avoid

C.4.3 Historical Background in order to insure the safety of hazards to other air traffic, must be limit-
aircraft and the efficient utiliza- ed as follows:3 In 1976, the Chief of the Airspace and Air tion of such airspace - Within Positive Control Area

Traffic Rules Division of the FAA ad-
dressed the AUVS, which was then known laPrescribe air traffic rules and regu-S as the National Association for Remotely lations governing the flight of air- • Within restricted areas
S Piloted Vehicles, on the FAA regulation craft, for the navigation, protec-of UAVs (then known as RPVs). The tion, and identification of aircraft, • Within warning areas
FAA considered RPVs as "aircraft" un- for the protection of persons andder the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 and property on the ground, and rules • Accompanied by a chase plane if
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) defi- for the prevention of collision be- outside the above areas.
S nitions, and also determined that these tween aircraft and land or water3 aircaf soudebereuaed unde the vehicles, and between aircraft and C.4.5 FAA Rule-Making"aircraft" should of Part b91 (General and er the airborne objects. Process
ating Flight Rules) of the FARs. Outside
amust Before issuing rules, the FAA requested In the 1976 presentation, the FAA out-
of special-use airspace, provisions a information on potential civil/commer- lined the rule-making process, which can
'se e-adavoised' er oonm Tcial UAVs: be short and simple, or long and complex,"see-and-avoid" environment. The key cidepending on the subject:
FAA issue was - and is - the ability to ° What will be the missions for

control UAVs, to operate them in a safe UAVs in the continental United s A petition from an interested per-and orderly manner. States? son or arequest from the Adminis-
tration to issue, amend, or repeal a3 New technology since 1976 promises to • What are the flight characteristics rule is made

permit the safe integration of UAVs into of the UAVs?
the civilian airspace. Navigation and • Ifthepetition is appropriate, astudy

position-determination can be performed * Will the UAVs be able to is completed containing all of the

"with a high degree of accuracy. And new conform to current FAA options
sensors and control systems will allow a regulations?E UAV to sense other aircraft entering its When determined and approved
airspace and take evasive action in all * What will be the airspace by the Office of the Chief Council,
weather conditions, requirements for UAVs? with respect to form and legality, a

notice of proposed rule-making is
n C.4.4 Role of the FAA Positive control of the UAV by visual issued

means was deemed necessary in 1976 for
The FAA was chartered by the Federal collision avoidance between UAVs and * The notice of proposed rule-mak-
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ing is then published in the Federal According to the Committee, key issues ing in controlled airspace, the UAV must
Register and interested persons are for UAV civil/commercial operations in- be capable of normal VHF radio commu-
invited, within a given time frame, clude: nications with the ATC by means of the

to submit written information, • UAVoperationsshouldbetrans- UAV's two-way radios, and it must be

views, or arguments about the pro- parentto airtraffic control (ATC) able to use existing navigation facilities

posed rule operations or their equivalent (such as VOR/Instru-
menit Landing System or GPS). I

"After all the comments and infor- 0 The UAV operator must be able

mation are considered, an analysis to perform all of the functions UAVs should be able to execute direc-

and evaluation is prepared and a critical to navigation and safe tions normally issued by the ATC. This I
rule, if appropriate, is submitted to control of the vehicle which are includes directions such as: enter pattern

the FAA for consideration normally performed by a pilot on left downwind to 34 right, stay clear of
traffic departing the airport, squawk 2347,

" If the FAA adopts the rule, it is The UAV operator must nor- climb to FL 240, report on top, or stay

published in the Federal Register. mally maintain continuous com- clear of clouds. Thus the UAV operator/

munications with the remote ve- pilot must be able to see and avoid other

C.4.6 UAV FAA Certification hicle traffic, clouds, etc. The operator must be

Recommendations able to select the navigation mode and

UAVs are notjust a vehicle, but frequency, and be able to change the

In 1992, the Aviation Rule Making Advi- rather a system which includes route and flight path in real-time in re- I
sory Committee, consisting of individu- the vehicle; its remote control sponse to direction from the ATC.

als from government and industry, con- facility; its command, control,
sidered the questions raised in formulat- and communications link; its UAVs can use transponders to partially

ing new regulations for UAVs (or any operator/pilot; federal naviga- satisfy the "see and be seen" requirement

aircraft and aircraft operation). These tion/communication facilities; for aircraft. Also, since UAVs cannot see

include: and interfaces with the FAA and other aircraft in the conventional sense,

ATC infrastructures, they should incorporate an active colli-
* Is the regulation necessary to sion detection and avoidance capability

insure the safety of the flying The UAV system should be introduced that is, ideally, independent of the capa-
and general public? transparently to ATC operations because bilities of the other aircraft. Candidate I

"of the need to minimize the impact to the technologies include radar, infrared, or
a Does the regulation provide an complex and expensive ATC system. electro-optical sensors able to locate and

adequate level of safety? Commercial unmanned operations can- track other aircraft. But there are no
not be implemented in a conventionally known, currently available autonomous

"* Is the regulation in the best in- incremental way because it involves the systems which fully satisfy the need of
terest of the general public? introduction of a totally new kind of sys- the UAV to be able to see and avoid

tern. All critical elements of UAV opera- collision with other aircraft.
* Does the regulation create an tion, including any changes to manned

unreasonable economic burden? aircraft and the air traffic infrastructure, Until machine intelligence permits fully

must be in place prior to operating an autonomous UAVs to operate safely, the i
The safety issue depends primarily on unmanned aircraft in the National Air pilot-in-the-loopwillbeessentialforUAV
technology for the control of UAVs, but Space (NAS). The process is easier if the control. The remote operator must be
also important are the operating proce- new technology and major capability ad- able to use sensors on the UAV to see and
dures designed for UAV applications and ditions are limited to the UAV. The UAV avoid other aircraft. He or she must be
the training and competence of the UAV industry should adapt the UAV system to able to recognize dangerous situations
pilots, maintenance, and other UAV per- the existing (or planned) ATC infrastruc- and use human intelligence and reason- U
sonnel - the same considerations as for ture - especially to its communications ing to solve unexpected problems. But
conventional airlines, and navigational structure. When operat- current technology does allow the remote
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operator/pilot to function in a supervisory craft only for certain operations. These shown in Table C- 1 below. UAVs should
role, able to control more than one UAV subsystems would satisfy the "see and be be registered, as are manned aircraft, to
at a time. The supervisory role reduces seen" criteria. VHF communications and allow the UAV to be identified and the
reliance on the communication link; mo- VOR/Instrument Landing System would owner traced, if needed, for compliance
mentary loss of the link can be tolerated also be required for UAV operations in with regulations and laws.
because it does not result in losing control the NAS. Unique avionics that would be

of the vehicle. It only results in losing the required for UAVs include highly reli- C.4.7 Responses to FAA
ability to alter the preprogrammed flight able autopilot, C3 link, remotely con- Questions
path. The UAV, however, would then be trolled radios, flight termination system,

flying without the operator's eyes and and autonomous control system. The Aviation Rule Making Advisory
supervision. The UAV system must have Committee, in 1992, responded to ques-
ahighlyreliableC 3 linkandasystemable UAVs can take many forms: fixed wing, tions from the FAA concerning regula-
to detect and avoid other aircraft. rotary wing, glider, gyroplane, or ducted tions for UAVs. The Committee suggest-

fan; heavier-than-air or lighter-than-air; ed using the term "remotely piloted air-
The same reliability standards as applied single engine or multiengine; propeller or craft" rather than UAV, in the proposed
to manned aircraft are applicable to UAVs jet; electric battery-powered, solar-pow- regulations. They recommended that the
sharing the air space with manned air- ered electric, microwave-powered elec- regulations and certifications account for
craft, although the critical systems and tric, gasoline, or diesel. UAVs can be any the total UAV system: the air vehicle; the
evaluation criteria for UAVs may differ size, and they are capable of a wide range C3 link(s); and the controller(s).
from those for manned aircraft. For ex- of performance: from small, hand-
ample, the C3 link or the autonomous launched, low-altitudeUAVs witharange The Committee suggested that the UAV
control system would be critical systems of 10 km or less to large wing-span HALE be aware of its situation out to four miles
fortheUAV, whilethelandinggearmight UAVs able to traverse the globe. Thesize in all weather, and that it have flight
be noncritical. The UAV's area of opera- and operational performance of the UAV control software for collision avoidance
tion would also determine which sub- are the most important features which whenitfliesabove500feetaltitude(above
systems are critical. For example, a UAV affect the risk to manned aircraft and local terrain) and beyond line-of-sight of
engine failure over a non populated area people on the ground. A small, hand- the controller. Fully autonomous (sen-
would not be a critical failure because the launched UAV, for example, might weigh sor-dependent) flight was deemed pre-
majorrisk is only to the aircraft. But if the about 3 kg and could fall on a person's mature by the Committee. But automat-
engine were to fail over a city, people and head without much injury. To account for ic, preprogrammed, or supervised auton-
property below would also be at risk; the this variable risk, the Committee recom- omy, with carefully specified time, space,
failure would then be critical. UAV pro- mended a taxonomy for civil/commercial and velocity constraints, is considered
pulsion systems which are certified for UAVs consisting of four UAV classes, as safe and compatible with the new air
flight over densely populated areas must
be extremely reliable. In general, certifi- TYPE WEIGHT SPEED ALTITUDE SYSTEM CONTROL

cation standards for UAV engines, pro- COMPLEX LINK

pellers, and essential components, and
for their maintenance and repair, would Class 1 < 50 lbs < 100 kts < 10,000 ft Simple Local(Very ght)< 20 miles
be required for UAV operation in the (Vey Light) < 20_miles

NAS. Class 2 < 200 lbs < 150 kts < 18,000 ft Simple Local
(Light) < 40 miles

The Committee recommended that UAV Class 3 < 12,500 lbs < 250 kts < 60,000 ft Moderate May Be

avionics include a radar transponder and (Medium) Complex Relayed

a traffic alert and collision avoidance Class 4 > 12,500 lbs Cruise < 60,000 ft Complex May Be
(Heavy) > 250 kts Relayed

system, or their equivalent (smaller and

inexpensive systems are needed for Class 5 NA < 100 kts < 18,000 ft Simple to Local
(Lighter-Than-Air) Complex < 40 miles

smaller UAVs). These would be requiredstandard equipment for most UAVs, even

though they are required on manned air- Table C-1. Possible Taxonomy For Civil/Commercial UAVs
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traffic control system. A single ground ments for UAVs should follow guidance lower frequencies. Higher frequencies 1
controller could supervise the flight of contained in Part 23 (Airworthiness Stan- for UAVs, as in the millimeter waveband,
several UAVs. With respect to nomen- dards, Airplane), Part 27 (Airworthiness would also permit smaller antennas. The

clature, the Committee recommended that Standards, Normal Category Rotorcraft), interference problems associated with I
the ground controllers or operators be Part 33 (Airworthiness Standards, En- higher frequencies can be nearly elimi-

called "pilots," to indicate a higher level gines), and Part 35 (Airworthiness Stan- nated with spread spectrum techniques.

of skill requirements than otherwise might dards, Propellers). However, the UAV i
be assumed, and medical certification for Working Group suggested that the guid- The Central European Aerospace Coor-

UAV pilots should be the same as that for ance contained in the Joint Aviation Re- dinating Committee is also examining

conventional pilots. Another nomencla- quirements for Very Light Aircraft (JAR- commercial UAV regulations and is fol-

ture recommendation: based on the pre- VLA) would be more appropriate in most lowing FAA progress.
vailing customs of the air traffic control cases.
community, UAVs should be classified
as aircraft, not as vehicles, when they TheWorkingGroupcharacterizedUAVs
operate in civilian airspace. UAVs re- as follows: "UAVs are capable of flight
quiring commercial airfields should be beyond line of sight under remote or
permitted to operate from any commer- autonomous control. They are not oper-
cial airfield, except the busiest pacing ated for sport or hobby. UAVs never
airports in the NAS (of which there are transport passengers or crew."
22), according to the Committee.

With the JAR-VLA as a basis for UAV
C.4.8 Recent Events structural design, the Working Group

The UAV Working Group of the Avia- identified UAV critical systems as: I
tion Rulemaking Advisory Committee, • Navigation
consisting of more than 40 volunteers
from government and industry, has been Flight Control I
meeting regularly to discuss rules for
UAV operations in NAS. The FAA asked Flight Termination
the Group to prepare an advisory circular 1
to assist the administration in writing ° Communications/Datalink
rules for UAVs. The Group asked the
FAA for clarification and guidance in • Power Plant (applicable to very
theirtaskof drafting rules for commercial light aircraft) 3
UAV operations. The FAA responded
that it did not have sufficient historical or ° Electrical
current information to support UAV
rulemaking actions. The advisory circu- ° Control Station.
lar, which is nonregulatory and recom-
mends operating practices and general In 1994,asubgroupofthe Working Group
guidelines for operations, would address will be reviewing Parts 21 (Certification
air vehicle design, operator qualifications Procedures), 23 (Airworthiness Stan-
and training, operations in the national dards, Airplane), and the JAR-VLA to
airspace system, interfacing with air traf- determine how they might affect UAV
fic control, navigation equipment require- design for civil/commercial applications.
ments, and use of "special use airspace" Other committees are examining the fre-
for prototype and procedures testing. quency allocation problem. The frequen- I
The aircraft certification service recom- cy domain is crowded, and video requires
mended that design and structure require- extensive bandwidth, which is scarce at

I
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C'1SiiiC 1

DARO Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office
DPM Deputy Program Manager
HAE High Altitude Endurance
JPO Joint Project Office
MAE Medium Altitude Endurance
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
PEO(CU) Program Executive Officer, Cruise Missiles

Project and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint
Project

PM Program Manager
TRUS Tilt Rotor UAV System
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project I

Office

USA United States Army
USMC United States Marine Corps
USN United States Navy
VLAR Vertical Launch and Recovery
VLC Very Low Cost I

I

I
II

I

I
I
II
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I APPENDIX D - POINTS OF CONTACT UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

NAME FTITLE PHONE

3 IOSD
MG K. Israel Director, Defense Airborne3 Reconnaissance Office (DARO) 703-614-2280

Col G. DiFilippi, USAF OSD (Tactical Warfare), 703-697-8183g Special Assistant for UAVs

UAV JPO

URADM G.F.A. Wagner, USN PEO(CU) 703-604-1088

Mr. B.L. Dillon Director, UAV JPO & Deputy 703-604-0860
PEO(CU)

3 COL R.L. Duckworth Deputy Director UAV JPO 703-604-0860

CAPT A. Rutherford, USN Director, Joint Systems Engineering 703-604-0918
and Analysis/PM MAE UAV

Mr. R. Glomb Director, Joint Projects and 703-604-1182
Demonstrations/PM Pointer Hand
Launched UAV, TRUS & VLAR

3 Vacant Director, Joint Testing and Evaluation 703-604-1295

Dr. R.L. Eddings Director, Joint Logistics 703-604-1185U
LtCol K.L. Moore, USAF Director, Joint International Programs 703-604-1325

3 Ms. S. Boyd Public Affairs & Legislative 703-604-0767
Liaison Office

Ms. J. Milos UAV Business and Financial Manager 703-604-0954

I CAPT A.G. Hutchins, USN Pioneer UAV Program Manager/ 703-604-0883
DPM HAE UAV

I COL P.K. Tanguay, USA Joint Tactical UAV Program Manager 205-895-4449

3 LtCol J.M. Yencha, Jr., USMC VLC UAV Program Manager 703-640-2079
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E APPENDIX E - FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

I The UAV JPO strives to continuously improve the quality of the Master Plan. Your contributions to this process are
solicited. Please help us by responding to the questionnaire below and mail, telefax, or E-mail it to:

[
Mr. Robert Glomb, PEO(CU)-UP

Program Executive Officer
Cruise Missiles Project and

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint Project
Washington, D.C. 20361-1014

Telefax: 703-604-0921
Internet: glomb @lan-email.peocu.navy.milI

If you would like to be added to a mailing list for the Master Plan, please provide your name, organization, and address.I
I

1 1. Is the Master Plan responsive to your needs and those of your organization?

I
I

I
2. Does the Master Plan clearly portray the acquisition strategy for unmanned aerial vehicles?

I
I
I
I
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3. What additional topics should be addressed in the Master Plan?

I
I
I

4. Is there any material in the Master Plan that should be deleted? 3
I

5. How can we improve the Master Plan?

E-

i
U

i
i

i

5. Hw ca we mprve te Mater laI
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,ACRONYMS (Appendix F~) /

C&I Commonality and Interoperability
MPCS Mission Planning and Control Station
NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle
RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target

AcquisitionI
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
USA United States Army

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I



APPENDIX F - GLOSSARY OF TERMS UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

Commonality - A quality that applies to mand and control systems, subsystems, a lethal or nonlethal payload. Ballistic or
material or systems: (a) possessing like or other entities against which or at which semiballistic vehicles and artillery pro-
and interchangeable characteristics en- necessary information flow takes place. jectiles are not considered UAVs.

I abling each to be utilized, or operated and
maintained, by personnel trained on the Interoperability - The ability of sys- Lethal UAV - A UAV, normally autono-
others without additional specialized train- tems, units, or forces to provide services mous and expendable, that carries a pay-
ing, (b) having interchangeable repair to and accept services from other sys- load used to attack, damage, and/or de-
parts and/or components, (c) applying to tems, units, or forces and to use the ser- stroy enemy targets.
consumable items interchangeably vices so exchanged to enable them to
equivalent without adjustments. Corn- operate effectively together. Interop- Nonlethal UAV - A UAV that does not
monality is a life cycle cost decision. erability is an operational requirement. carry a payload for physical damage and/

or destruction of enemy targets. A nonle-

Conventional Standoff Weapon - An Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) - An thal UAV carries payloads for missions
unmanned, surface attack, powered or unmanned vehicle capable of being con- such as RSTA; target spotting; command
unpowered ballistic missile, semiballis- trolled from a distant location through a and control; meteorological data collec-
tic missile, cruise missile, orUAV having communications link. It is normally de- tion; NBC detection; special operations
an explosive or otherwise lethal non- signed to be recoverable. A support; communicationsrelay; andelec-
nuclear warhead and having an effective nonautonomous UAV. tronic disruption and deception. In the
operational range exceeding five nautical context of this document the term "UAV"
miles from its lowest operational launch Subsystems - The major elements of a is equivalent to theterm "nonlethal UAV."
altitude. USA deep fire systems are con- UAV, including air vehicle, MPCS, mis-
sidered standoff weapons, but USA artil- sion payload, datalink, launch and recov-
lery and artillery-like close fire systems ery, and logistics support.
are not.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) - A
Family - The set of UAV systems that powered aerial vehicle that does not carry
maximizes C&I. a human operator, uses aerodynamic

forces to provide lift, can fly autono-
Interface -A boundary or point common mously or be piloted remotely, can be
to two or more similar or dissimilar corn- expendable or recoverable, and can carry
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APPENDIX G - ACRONYMS UAV 1994 MASTER PLAN

ACAT Acquisition Category CSC Conventional Systems Committee
ACTD Advanced Concept and CV Aircraft Carrier

Technology Demonstration CVN Nuclear CV
S ADM Advanced Development Model

ADT Air Data Terminal DAB Defense Acquisition Board
AMGSS Air Mobile Ground Security DARO Defense Airborne Reconnaissance

System Office
APU Auxiliary Power Unit DEA Data Exchange Agreement
ARPA Advanced Research Projects DEA Drug Enforcement Agency

Agency DESA Defense Evaluation Support
ATC Air Traffic Control Activity
ATWCS Advanced Tomahawk Weapons DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation

Control Station DoD Department of Defense
AUVS Association for Unmanned DOE Department of Energy

Vehicle Systems DOF Degrees of Freedom

DPM Deputy Program Manager
BDA Battle Damage Assessment DSI Defense Simulation Internet

DT Developmental Test
C2  Command and Control DT&E Developmental Test and
C3  Command, Control, and Evaluation

Communications DUSD(AT) Deputy Under Secretary of
C31 Command, Control, Defense for Advanced

Communications and Intelligence Technology
C41 Command, Control, DUTC DoD UAV Training Center

Communications, Computers and DWBL Dismounted Warfighting
Intelligence Battlespace Lab

C&I Commonality and Interoperability
CAG Common Avionics Group ECM Electronic Countermeasures
CARS Common Automatic Recovery EIP Engine Improvement Program

System ELINT Electronics Intelligence
CARS-P Common Automatic Recovery EO Electro-Optical

System-Prototype EOA Early Operational Assessment
CAX Combined Arms Exercises ESM Electronic Support Measure
CDL Common Data Link EW Electronic Warfare
CDR Critical Design Review EXCOM Executive Committee
CEP Concept Evaluation Program
CM Configuration Management FAA Federal Aviation Administration
CMIS Configuration Management FAR Federal Aviation Regulation

Information System FAST Fleet Assistance Support Team
COEA Cost and Operational FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

Effectiveness Analysis FCC Federal Communications
COMINT Communications Intelligence Commission
COMM Communications FCT Foreign Comparative Testing
COMOPTEVFOR Commander, Operational Test FFG Guided Missile Frigate

and Evaluation Force FLIR Forward Looking Infrared
CONOPS Concept of Operations FLOT Forward Line of Own Troops
COTS Commercial-off-the-Shelf FMS Foreign Military Sales
CR Close Range FY Fiscal Year
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GCS Ground Control Station JT UAV Joint Tactical UAV 1
GDT Ground Data Terminal JUAVT Joint UAV Team
GFE Government Furnished JULMT Joint UAV Logistics Management

Equipment Team
GOTS Government-off-the-Shelf JULWG Joint UAV Logistics Working

GPS Global Positioning System Group

HAE High Altitude Endurance LAMPS Light Airborne Multipurpose U
HALE High Altitude, Long Endurance System

HFE Heavy Fuel Engine LHD Landing Helicopter-Dock

HMMWV High Mobility Multipurpose LPD Landing Platform-Dock I
Wheeled Vehicle LRIP Low Rate Initial Production

HSI Human Systems Integration LSA Logistics Support Analysis

HQDA Headquarters Department of the LUT Limited User Test

Army MAE Medium Altitude Endurance

MAGTF Marine Air-Ground Task Force
IFF Identification, Friend or Foe MAVUS Maritime VTOL UAV System I
ILS Integrated Logistics Support MCCDC Marine Corps Combat
IMINT Imagery Intelligence Development Command
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit MER Manpower Estimate Report
IOC Initial Operational Capability MET Meteorological
IOT&E Initial Operational Test and MIAG Modular Integrated Avionics

Evaluation Group
IR Infrared MICOM Missile Command

MIL-STD Military Standard
JAR-VLA Joint Aviation Requirements MMCU Mobile Mission Control Unit

Very Light Aircraft MMP Modular Mission Payload

JDF Joint Development Facility MNS Mission Need Statement
JEWC Joint Electronic Warfare Center MOA Memorandum of Agreement
JFC Joint Force Commander MORR Maturation and Operational Risk
JII Joint Integration Interface Reduction
JL-COE Joint Logistics Center of MPCS Mission Planning and Control

Excellence Station

JL-MIS Joint Logistics Management MR Medium Range

Information System MS Milestone

JLA Joint Logistics Assessment MSL Mean Sea Level

JLAWG Joint Logistics Assessment MST Manned Surrogate Trainer

Working Group MWBL Mounted Warfighting Battlespace

JLSC Joint Logistics Systems Center Lab

JORD Joint Operational Requirements NAS National Air Space
Document NASA National Aeronautics and Space

JPO Joint Project Office Administration
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight NATO North Atlantic Treaty

Council Organization I
JRTC Joint Readiness Training Center, NAWC-AD Naval Air Warfare Center -

Ft. Polk, LA Aircraft Division
JTC/SIL Joint Technology Center/Systems NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical I

Integration Laboratory NGB National Guard Bureau
JTF Joint Task Force NNAG NATO Naval Armaments Group

G-2
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I NRaD Naval Command, Control, and SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
Ocean Surveillance Center SBIR Small Business Innovation
RDT&E Division Research

NSA National Security Agency SCSI Ship Combat System Integration
NTC National Training Center, SDT Ship Data Terminal

Ft. Irwin, CA SEEP Scientist and Engineer Exchange
Program

ONR Office of Naval Research SIF System Integration Facility
ONS Operational Need Statement SIGINT Signals Intelligence
ORD Operational Requirements SIL Systems Integration Laboratory

Document SR Short Range
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense SSG Special Study Group
OT Operational Test STV Surrogate Teleoperated Vehicle3 OT&E Operational Test and Evaluation
OTA Operational Test Agency T&E Test & Evaluation

TEMP T&E Master Plan
P31 Pre-Planned Product TET Technical Evaluation Test

Improvement TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
PE Program Element TRSS Tactical Remote Sensor System
PEO Program Executive Officer TRUS Tilt Rotor UAV System
PEO(CU) Program Executive Officer, TTSARB Technology Transfer Security

Cruise Missiles Project and Assistance Review Board
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Project UAV JPO Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint

PEO(IEW) Program Executive Officer, Project Office
Intelligence and Electronic UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Warfare UGV JPO Unmanned Ground Vehicle Joint

PICA Primary Inventory Control Project Office
Activity UHF Ultra High Frequency

PM Program Manager US United States
PS Prototype Ship USA United States Army
PSEMO Physical Security Equipment USACERL USA Corps of Engineers

Management Office Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory

RADIAC Radioactivity Detection, USAF United States Air Force
Indication, and Computation USD(A) Under Secretary of Defense

RAM Reliability, Availability, and (Acquisition)
Maintainability USMC United States Marine Corps

RATO Rocket Assisted Takeoff USN United States Navy
RCS Radar Cross Section
RDEC Research, Development and VHF Very High Frequency

Engineering Center VLAR Vertical Launch and Recovery
RDT&E Research Development Test and VLC Very Low Cost

Evaluation VOR Very High Frequency
RF Radio Frequency Omnidirectional Radio Range
RFI Request for Information VTOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing
RFP Request for Proposal
RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle WTI Weapon Tactics Instruction
RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance and

Target Acquisition ZEOP Z-Electro-Optical Payload
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